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Q1 Why does your city wish to take part in the 
competition for the title of European Capital 
of Culture? 
Today, together, we call for change. In our 

2000 years of history as a city, it is not the first time, 
and it will certainly not be the last. Yet today Braga 
will change because people want it to. We firmly 
believe that people know what they want when there 
is time to contemplate and opportunity to act.

The ECoC challenge is the chance for us, 
the people of Braga, to write a new chapter in the 
long history of our city together with Europe. A new 
narrative where culture and well-being – physical, 
emotional and spiritual – become key elements of a 
development strategy where local issues are handled 
with a global mindset. We believe that the recent 
Covid-19 pandemic has clearly shown us how critical 
our present moment is: this is the time for change.

Small and medium-sized cities are the back-
bone of Europe. As a medium-sized city with 193 333 
inhabitants, Braga faces similar challenges to those 
of other European cities where the appetite for a 
fast-paced urbanisation based on economic growth 
brought an unbalanced relationship with nature, 
taking a toll on citizens’ quality of life. In fact, when 
we embraced the challenge of this candidacy and 
asked the citizens of Braga about their urgencies, 
the issues that came up most frequently were the 
shortage of infrastructure to support their well-be-
ing (mobility, green spaces, public spaces), the loss 
of community dynamics and civic energy, and the 
lack of a common shared vision and will.

These issues become even more pressing 
with added layers of complexity in a scenario where, 
unlike other Portuguese cities but as so many other 
cities throughout Europe, our population is growing. 
As a result, Braga is undergoing a fast multicultural 
change, largely spurred by a significant number of 
Brazilian citizens that arrive in the city every year 
and the increasing amount of new residents and 
students of other nationalities. Thus adding the lat-
est challenge for Braga shared with many European 
cities: a growing housing shortage. Even though 
this affects citizens from all walks of life, we surely 
cannot ignore how this impacts our youth. We were 
once considered the youngest city in Europe (1989) 
and although a quarter of our population is under 
25 years old, we are witnessing a gradual shift in our 
demographic trends. It is undeniable that we face a 
potential brain drain, most especially in the cultural 
and creative sector. Furthermore, recent findings 
have shown that this age group has been heavily 
affected by the pandemic crisis, leading to a tremen-
dous increase in mental health issues.

“Are you from Braga? You just left the door 
open...” This traditional Portuguese saying evokes 
a moment in history when Braga was a pioneer of 
leaving the doors of the city’s walls open, without 
fearing that potential invaders would storm through 
the burg. Back then, there was already peace and 
foreigners were no longer seen as enemies but rather 
met with curiosity. Indeed, our hospitality is well 
known but our hearts, minds and spirits still need 
some unlocking. For many centuries, Braga was ruled 
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by the Catholic Church which imprinted the city with 
a general conservative identity that was reinforced by 
the 50 years of an equally conservative dictatorship 
in the 20th century. It was not until the mid-1970s 
that Braga was able to finally express itself in all its 
freedoms. As these things take time, when compared 
with other Portuguese and European territories, we 
can still say we are a conservative city. Enough is 
enough, say citizens. We are diverse, we are multicul-
tural, we speak different languages, and we are proud 
of it. Religion is still part of our identity, but now it 
rests on different faiths and beliefs. Conservatism 
is still within us, but we also start hearing different 
voices. The city’s growing pains are still aching, but 
we are determined to make our way into a more 
sustainable, green and empathetic future.

Yet we are still dazzled by our historical 
richness and heritage. It is very tempting to find 
comfort in our quintessential beauties and dwell 
in the glories of our past, oblivious of what evolves 
around and beyond us. We need new horizons and 
inspiration from the outside, establishing bonds 
with other territories and thus opening local and 
global spaces for encounter. Once more, the recent 
pandemic has shown the importance of being 
connected digitally, but it also reminded us of the 
urgency for nature and human touch.

Now that we are out there, we must keep a foot 
in the door. And this is what becoming a European 
Capital of Culture will support us in. Because 
culture is what keeps all doors from closing, whether 
physical, emotional or spiritual. Braga is on the brink 
of a profound change, a transformation that comes 
from within but calls for a contemporary European 
reflection. A new mindset for the old city and the old 
continent, a collective contemplation that addresses 
our shared challenges. Today, only together, we may 
change. So come on in, Europe. The doors are open.

Q2 Does your city plan to involve its surround‑
ing area? Explain this choice. 
Culture knows no borders. Having said 

that, we do recognise that culture derives from 
specific geographical spaces that convey a sense 
of identity, but we strongly believe it is not shaped 
by political or administrative resolutions. We are 
much more interested in its fluidity and unifying 
power that transcends and crosses borders, 
contributing to social cohesion and diversity.

Our European Capital of Culture (ECoC) 
bid provides us with the perfect framework and 
stimulus to draw new models of a contemporary 
European urban area that bridge different cities 
and cross-border regions. The candidacy of the city 
of Braga is thus supported by seven neighbouring 
municipalities that join us in the Intermunicipal 
Community of Cávado (Amares, Barcelos, 
Esposende, Terras de Bouro, Vila Verde) and in the 
urban network Quadrilátero (Barcelos, Guimarães 
(ECoC 2012), Vila Nova de Famalicão). With a cur-
rent total population of about 710 000 people, the 
bonds between Braga and the supporting neighbour 
cities have been present throughout the centuries. 

Porto

Lisboa

Vigo

Santiago de Compostela

Terras de Bouro

Amares

Guimarães

Vila Verde
Barcelos

Esposende
Famalicão

Braga

Braga was once the administrative, religious, eco-
nomic and cultural centre of these territories.

Going back as far as the 1st century, Braga 
was once capital of the Suevic Kingdom that united 
today’s regions of the North of Portugal and Galicia 
(Spain). We are now running for the ECoC 2027 title 
with the support of the Regional Government of 
Galicia and the Municipality of Porto, bringing the 
cross-border regions closer together again.

With this bid and this territorial framework, 
Braga is, on the one hand, looking to deepen the 
collaboration with neighbouring municipalities and 
take on additional responsibilities in a culture-driven 
development strategy that, among other challenges, 
picks up on the legacy of Guimarães ECoC 2012 – 
which unfortunately had a limited spillover effect 

beyond the city itself. On the other hand, we are 
aiming to consolidate cross-regional cooperation 
in light of a common identity, shared interests and 
challenges, to build up the necessary economies of 
scale and improve our attractivity as a joint cultural 
space. With the overall sustainability of our bid in 
mind, we intend to implement various network 
and cooperation projects that are consistent with a 
cross-border regional agenda, namely in the media 
sector, that we wish to push for most especially. 
Moreover, 2027 will be a Jacobean Year, which is a 
special occasion for pilgrims on the Santiago Route. 
This Jubilee traditionally attracts 10 million people 
from all over the world and we will join forces with 
former ECoC Santiago de Compostela (2000) to 
celebrate this special year together across-borders.

Braga 
UNESCO Creative 
City of Media  
Arts and UNESCO 
World Heritage Site  
– Bom Jesus

Barcelos 
UNESCO Creative 
City of Crafts and 
Folk Art

Guimarães 
ECoC 2012 and 
UNESCO World 
Heritage Site  

Porto  
ECoC 2001 and 
UNESCO World 
Heritage Site

Santiago de 
Compostela 
ECoC 2000 and 
UNESCO World 
Heritage Site
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Q3 Explain briefly the overall cultural profile of 
your city.
Braga is a city of dichotomies. This word 

was mentioned frequently during our consultation 
process, and we feel it illustrates our city’s cultural 
profile well. The two diverse realities of Braga, 
almost like the faces of the Roman god Janus, have 
different expressions that coexist sedimented by 
two millennia of history as a city.

Heritage and Media Arts 
Braga is well-known for its rich and diverse 

heritage. Uncountable traces of different moments 
in history can be found across the territory, even 
from the Iron Age, but the Roman and Baroque 
periods are the most emblematic. The Sanctuary 
of Bom Jesus do Monte, UNESCO World Heritage 
Site, is one of the most famous postcards of the 
city and an epitome of the Portuguese baroque. To 
this day, the city is often mentioned by the name 
it was given in 16 b.C. during the times of glory of 
the Roman Empire: Bracara Augusta. At present, 
our city’s name is recognised in the international 
artistic scene mostly due to its achievements in 
the field of media arts. Braga is nowadays part 
of the UNESCO Creative Cities Network, on 
account of the vivid collaboration between artists 
and high-end scientific institutions such as INL – 
International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory, 
also hosting cutting edge events such as the 
reputed exploratory electronic music and digital 
art festival Semibreve.

Conservative and Multicultural
Even before there was a country called 

Portugal, and after the decay of the Roman Empire, 
the city of Braga was ruled by the Catholic Church. 
Throughout centuries, the city grew under the 
influence of this religion, which granted it the titles 
of “City of the Archbishops” and “Portuguese 
Rome”. The city’s skyline is marked by church 
towers to this day and there still is an underlying 
conservative pattern in the fabric of society and its 
institutions. On the other hand, in the last decade, 
the immigrant population has doubled, bringing 
new religions and cultural practices to the city. 
Braga is home to the largest Brazilian and Roma 
communities in the country; while many citizens 
from Portuguese-speaking African countries, such 
as Cape Verde or Angola, China, Eastern Europe 
and Middle East, among others, start a new chapter 
of their lives here at an accelerated pace.

Urban and Rural
Braga is the main gateway to the Peneda-

Gerês National Park, the first and one of the most 
emblematic protected areas in the country, consid-
ered a World Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO. There 
is a sort of omnipresence of nature in the city’s 
landscape, with the three Sacri Monti (sacred moun-
tains) and their shrines crowning the East side. But 
the city we see today was mainly forged in the last 
four decades, in a less harmonious relationship with 

nature, and is now afflicted by housing and mobility 
issues. The once predominant rural areas and their 
way of life are now confined to the outskirt parishes, 
mainly in the Northeast of the city.

Tradition and Innovation
Like the whole Minho region it is embedded 

in, Braga is rich in folk music and dance. Bombos 
(a type of handheld bass drum) and plucked string 
instruments, particularly the cavaquinho and 
the braguesa, are an essential part of traditional 
festivities; they echo in the city most vigorously 
during the São João celebrations, when the streets 
are taken over by hundreds of thousands of people, 
in a curious mix of pilgrims and party goers. On a 
completely different note, during the Holy Week, 
the most imposing and famous among all in 
Portugal, the city transforms itself into a place of 
pure pilgrimage and intense religious fervour. But 
this old Portuguese city has also become contempo-
rary and innovative in many ways. In the 1990s, as 
a response to the crisis of the traditional industrial 
sectors, Braga managed to reinvent its economic 
fabric with the birth of an IT cluster. This opened 
the way to a new era of tech companies and research 
centres – as the very reputed INL, the International 
Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory – ranging from 
health tech to robotics, games and multimedia, 
with the support of the University of Minho and the 
Polytechnic Institute of Cávado and Ave (IPCA).

Reflecting all these multiplicities and within 
this context, at a first glance Braga can come off as 
a vibrant artistic city with an intense and diverse 
cultural agenda. Venues such as Theatro Circo and 
gnration (Q37) or events like Semibreve and the 
photography festival Encontros da Imagem have 
made a name for themselves, both nationally and 
internationally. However, with very few exceptions, 
independent sector operators struggle daily with 
a lack of entrepreneurial and innovative skills 
and international connections. Although there is 
a significant number of amateur theatre groups 
and non-formal dance schools, there are only two 
professional companies: one theatre group and one 
dance company. In the music sector, besides the 
previously mentioned folk tradition, though Braga 
has gained a particular reputation at the national 
level for its independent music scene, the number of 
bands that actually thrive and survive is elusive. And 
so the dichotomies become discrepancies with gaps 
that need to be addressed. We believe the ECoC 
title represents the perfect momentum for a two-step 
transformative process towards the sector’s empow-
erment: a deep collective self-reflection ensued by 
effective action.

Key numbers
 
193 333 
inhabitants
 
25,6%  
of population  
under 25
 
17,1%  
of population  
over 65
 
82  
churches
 
8  
museums

11  
temporary  
exhibition spaces
 
60  
heritage sites
 
176  
traditional  
festivities and 
pilgrimages
 
238  
schools  

34 393  
school students
 
3  
higher education 
institutions
 
21 111  
university students 

992  
higher education 
teachers
 
21 919  
enterprises
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Q4 Explain the concept of the programme 
which would be launched if the city is desig‑
nated as European Capital of Culture.
Our concept is Time for Contemplaction. It 

stems from the belief that only contemplative 
societies and communities can bring forward a new 
consciousness to set in action a more inclusive, fair 
and sustainable Europe.

Braga’s history and the built landscape are 
deeply rooted in faith and religion and, as such, in 

spirituality. Spirituality is nothing more and nothing 
less than the opportunity for (re)encounter with 
fundamental human questions. Individually and 
collectively.

The challenges we face in Braga today 
resonate across Europe and the world, and healing 
our collective wounds requires joint reflection and 
shared efforts, especially in a post-pandemic era. 
This is the time for intentional reconnection with 
ourselves, one another, and the place we inhabit.

Time for sharing 
and embracing 
In a Europe distressed by ine-
quality and social exclusion, 
it is vital to foster inclusive 
and healthier communities 
capable of imagining and 
designing new ways of living 
together and caring for one 
another. With this concept, 
we want to emphasise our 
city’s open door culture, 
turning Braga into a place that 
embraces cultural diversity, 
where empathy is the key for 
including the citizens from 
the margins into the centre.

  Time for rediscovering 
and reuniting
Climate change and environ-
mental decline are a threat to 
Europe and the world. Culture 
can play a pivotal role in 
generating ideas and solutions 
that (re)discover topics such 
as biodiversity, sustainable 
food systems, sustainable 
mobility, circular economy 
and responsible land use. In 
this bid, Braga is the starting 
point for a wandering journey 
that explores these global 
challenges by connecting the 
city to wider territories, locally 
and internationally, through 
physical, emotional and even 
technological routes. 

Time for questioning 
and inspiring 
With rising phenomena such 
as disinformation and online 
hate speech endangering 
European democratic values, 
it is crucial to promote citi-
zenship built on the capacity 
to ask critical questions 
and inspired by continuous 
learning processes. With 
Contemplaction, we call for 
a collective awakening where 
citizens reclaim their right-
eous place at the city’s agora, 
voicing and acting as one 
towards the future of Braga, 
Europe and the world. 

Time for daring 
and empowering 
Culture and creativity have 
always been at the heart of our 
European identity. Increasing 
the competitiveness of the cul-
tural and creative sector (CCS), 
while supporting its operators’ 
efforts to become greener, 
more digital and inclusive, is 
particularly significant in light 
of the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Time for Contemplaction 
is also the time to support 
creativity, by empowering local 
cultural operators through 
capacity building programmes, 
and by daring citizens to 
include arts and culture into 
their everyday lives.
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Q5-6 Describe the cultural strategy that is in place in 
your city at the time of the application, as well 
as the city’s plans to strengthen the capacity 
of the cultural and creative sectors, including 
through the development of long term links 
between these sectors and the economic and 
social sectors in your city. What are the plans 
for sustaining the cultural activities beyond 
the year of the title?
We are firm believers in the power of a good 

question. If we think about it, most of humankind’s 
greatest breakthroughs have started with simple ques-
tions. The same is often the case with our personal his-
tory. So, when we started this endeavour back in 2018, 
we realised that the first thing we needed to do was 
ask. Our cultural strategy was designed around four 
core questions: Who are we? What makes us unique? 
What is this city? What can this city be? Questions are 
not just a great way to kick off a conversation, they are 
a powerful tool for undermining assumptions, decon-
structing unconscious biases and preconceived ideas 
all of us have about the places where we live. To do so 
we must embrace the fact that there is no such thing as 
a wrong reply, no topic is off-limits, and that it takes a 
multitude of voices and opinions to shed some light on 
how to find answers.

Therefore, over the course of two years, 
between 2018 and 2020, we held numerous con-
sultation and participation activities, with different 
formats and methodologies, which reached more than 
3000 people and organisations actively interested in 
Braga’s cultural future. They included artists, cultural 

operators, communities – children, youngsters and 
seniors –, audiences with specific needs, higher 
education institutions, cultural venues, event pro-
moters, making sure different political views, visions, 
experiences and profiles took part.

During this process, we learned that an 
important part of many of its inhabitants’ cultural 
experiences are the local way of life in Braga, its 
specific gastronomy, its peculiar manifestations of 
faith and all those taking place in public space. We 
have also learned to name our collective fears and 
challenges about the future of the city, as we describe 
further below.

The Braga 2030 Cultural Strategy projects 
a ten-year vision for culture in our city, built on the 
recognition of the value of these different expressions 
while exploring the ways in which contemporary artistic 
creation can converge with them to create opportunities 
for more challenging and fulfilling cultural participation 
for all of our citizens, temporary and permanent.

To this end, our strategy not only identifies 
culture as one of the pillars of the city’s sustainable 
development – following the principles of the Global 
Network of Cities, Local and Regional Governments 
Agenda 21 for Culture, but also as the driving force of a 
multi-sectoral approach addressing social, economic 
and environmental issues faced by Braga. By doing so, 
it contributes to a more holistic urban development, 
as urged by the United Nations 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development, and emphasises the pivotal 
role of culture in the implementation of its Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs).

A few figures from 
our Consultation 
and Outreach 
programme during  
the cultural 
strategy process

2018  2020   
 
51 one-on-one 
interviews 
with individual 
stakeholders
 
52 participants 
in focus group 
sessions
 
127 participants in 
walkshops (nature 
walks with pit stops 
for conversation), 
a community meal 
talk and pop-up 
focus groups  
in various public 
spaces
 
3 artistic residencies 
(theatre, dance  
and music) and 
community 
performances that 
brought together 
10 local NGOs and 
128 participants
 
2 community 
concerts with  
169 participants
 
12 ongoing sessions 
in schools involving  
99 students
 
9 creative 
workshops for 
families with 
132 participants

More than 1 500 
people attended 
our talks, gatherings 
and community 
performances

1
Contribution to 
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Moreover, we strongly 
believe culture is everyone’s 
business. It does not fall 
under a restricted juris-
diction, although political 
decision-makers must not 
neglect their accountability 
in the long-term planning of 
cultural development; nor is 
it a privileged domain of the 
artistically gifted individuals, 
who nevertheless should 
be nurtured and given the 
conditions to accomplish 
their creative potential. We 
see culture as an open public 
space where all citizens, 
from different walks of life, 
can find opportunities for 
more active and meaningful 
participation in the overall 
development of our city.

Therefore, our cultural 
strategy targets the following 
four areas crucial to the city’s 
cultural development up to 
2030:

Culture, diversity 
and creativity
SDGs 3 · 4 · 5 · 8 · 9 · 10 · 13 · 17

Our challenges: frail critical 
mass of contemporary artistic 
creation; feeble independent and 
underground culture; predom-
inantly conservative profile (of 
people and institutions); scarcity 
of workspaces for artists and 
cultural practitioners; cultural 
sector that lacks experience in 
international projects.
At the heart of our cultural 
strategy lies the recognition 
of the right of all citizens 
in our city to develop and 
exercise their creativity 
and build up artistic careers, 
embracing and promoting 
the most diverse cultural 
and artistic expressions.

Our strategy aims to 
help create more learning 
opportunities and promote 
access to continuous profes-
sional development, both 
through contact with interna-
tional practices and through 
the creation of networks, 
spaces and support services 
for operators and individuals.

Culture, inclusion 
and participation
SDGs 1 · 3 · 4 · 5 · 9 · 10 · 11 · 16

Our challenges: low rates of 
community-based initiatives 
and civic participation; 
highly “magnetic” city centre 
neutralising decentralised 
cultural dynamics; low 
frequency of diverse cultural 
participation.
The cultural strategy recog-
nises permanent and tem-
porary citizens as the main 
actors in Braga’s cultural life 
and acknowledges their role 
in decision-making and the 
search for different paths 
for the city.

A large number of 
studies has shown that access 
to and participation in artistic 
and cultural activities are 
beneficial to both physical and 
mental health. This strategy 
will ensure that residents and 
visitors have more opportuni-
ties for active and meaningful 
participation in cultural 
experiences, by promoting a 
decentralised and inclusive 
access to the offer.

Culture, knowledge 
and economy
SDGs 1 · 5 · 8 · 9 · 11 · 12 · 17 

Our challenges: fragile cultural 
and creative economy; low 
access to funding, expert 
knowledge and international 
markets.
In response to the crisis of 
traditional industry at the 
end of the 20th century, 
Braga was able to reinvent 
its economic structure and 
assert itself as one of the 
main technological centres 
in Portugal, cradle of new 
high and medium technology 
companies, at a proportion 
higher than the average for 
the country.

The Braga 2030 
Cultural Strategy will 
increase opportunities 
for strengthening Braga’s 
creative economy, promote 
generation and dissemina-
tion of knowledge associated 
with the CCS, and provide 
memorable and authentic 
experiences to creative 
international professionals 
who visit the city.

Culture, territory 
and landscape
SDGs 2 · 6 · 7 · 11 · 12 · 13 · 14 · 15 · 16

Our challenges: unbalanced 
urban-rural development; 
shortage of green and 
“slow-paced” spaces in the 
urban centre.
The natural and built envi-
ronment shapes who we are 
and what we can achieve. 
Our landscape, built heritage, 
streets and squares, traditions 
and beliefs, all combine 
to form our individual and 
collective identity.

We will partner up with 
communities, organisations 
and individuals, locally, 
nationally and Europe-wide, 
to preserve and enrich these 
aspects that inspire our 
collective history, ensuring 
that all of them can contrib-
ute to Braga’s sustainable 
development.
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From where we stand, our cultural strategy 
action plan is, in a substancial way, a comprehensive 
capacity building programme for the cultural and 
creative sector. Allow us now to paint a clearer pic-
ture of this. The action plan sets out 35 programmes 
within the four key areas mentioned before, 13 of 
which target the cultural and creative sector includ-
ing: skills development and training; artistic resi-
dencies initiatives; business and entrepreneurship 
support services; international mobility incentives; 
communication and networking platforms; work-
space opportunities.

The following cultural infrastructure projects 
envisaged by the City Council for the upcoming 
years will also play a significant role in the success of 
our strategy and have a major impact on the cultural 
and creative sector.

The Media Arts Centre will be the place where anyone 
can go at any time for anything related to 
media arts and tech: to attend performances, 
participate in live experiments at the inter-
section between arts and science, incubate 
a startup or just enjoy the atmosphere. The 
Media Arts Centre will be a unique venue in 
Portugal and one of the few in Europe with 
immersive facilities, positioning Braga at 
the forefront in the area of video and image, 
by providing a cross-sectoral approach to 
multiple artistic fields and a bridge with the 
academic and business sector.

The Francisco Sanches Cultural Hub is a multi-fac-
eted infrastructure designed to address the 
lack of spaces for multidisciplinary artistic 
creation. It will provide individual and shared 
workspaces for cultural and creative profes-
sionals and NGOs that develop consistent 
work in the field of social inclusion through 
artistic practices. Its facilities will be capable 
of hosting international artists in residence 
and, at the same time, suitable for different 
artistic expressions and occupations, thanks 
to their multifunctional technical conditions.

Braga 2030 Cultural Strategy was approved by 
the Municipal Assembly in October 2020. But for this 
Strategy to remain relevant and up-to-date, we will 
carry out regular assessments of its implementation, 
on a yearly basis, as we continue actively listening to 
different civil society organisations and institutions. 
Because its ability to respond to changing circum-
stances is what will keep this strategy alive.

Implementation 
Plan I
2021  2022 2023

Implementation 
Plan II
2024 2025 2026

Implementation 
Plan III
2027

Implementation 
Plan IV
2028  2029 2030

On the other hand, the implementation 
of this ten-year vision for the city requires new 
dynamics of cooperation between the city’s cultural 
institutions, artists and the independent cultural 
sector, and communities.

As such, the strategy was designed to foster 
new collaborations between the partners that came 
together to participate in this process and support 
the European Capital of Culture 2027 bidding. This 
collaborative approach will open up new paths and 
provide opportunities for sharing resources and 
developing innovative projects in the long term.

Braga 2030 Cultural Strategy is followed 
by a series of four implementation plans that will 
detail actions, promoters and partners, timetables, 
required resources and performance indicators over 
the ten years. Each Implementation Plan will be 
reviewed at the end of its term and the results will 
inform the subsequent plan.
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Q7 How is the European Capital of Culture 
action included in this strategy? 
Our Braga 2030 Cultural Strategy puts 

forward a ten-year action plan based on the city’s 
current strengths and challenges. In other words, we 
have identified our problems and set out the tasks 
to address them. But in order to deliver further and 
deeper changes, we acknowledge the ECoC title 
as a powerful driver that can take the growth and 
cultural development of the city, envisaged in our 
action plan, to the next level. Most especially when 
it comes to:

Emphasising the crucial role of culture in upholding 
common European values and addressing 
European societal challenges;

Bringing a European and international perspective 
to our cultural profile;

Amplifying the diversity and range of our cultural 
experiences;

Maximising the engagement of the local commu-
nity and artists;

Discovering new partnerships;
Extending and strengthening regional and 

European cross-border cultural links;
Providing a more demanding time-framed process 

that keeps us focused and resolute.

The ECoC represents a milestone in the 
execution of our cultural strategy and that is why we 
have established an exclusive Implementation Plan 
for 2027, irrespective of our success in obtaining the 
title. That is how committed we are to this process 
and its outcomes.

Therefore, we could also say that the cultural 
strategy supports the ECoC action, paving the way 
from 2020 onward, and providing a vision for the 
cultural development of the city after 2027. As such, the 
goals the strategy sets to achieve are intertwined with 
the ECoC cultural programme, as described below.

BRAGA 2030 CULTURAL STRATEGY ECoC CULTURAL PROGRAMME

KEY THEMES GOALS PROJECTS (Q11)

Culture,  
diversity and  
creativity

 Strengthen artistic and creative production in the city and 
its diversity  Generate opportunities and incentives for the 
internationalisation of locally based artistic production and 
creation  Create (renovate) spaces and services to support 
artists and cultural professionals and provide them with new 
networking opportunities

AD_IN: Artistic Dissemination of International 
Networking; Balance – European Social 
Circus Festival; Look Inside – International 
Outsider Art Exhibition; The Roots Club; 
Encontros da Imagem; MMCC a.c.; Creators 
Academy; Physical Practices of Contemplation 
and Transgression; Supracasa; School 
for Conservation; Shopyard

Culture,  
inclusion and  
participation

 Promote balanced and equal opportunities for cultural par-
ticipation through decentralised and proximity programmes 

 Ensure cultural accessibility to all audiences, recognising 
their specificities and empowering them to fully exercise their 
cultural participation  Develop new communication tools 
that guarantee the right of all citizens to access information 
and participate in the city’s cultural life

Reliquaries; Cinemind; Future Resident; 
Multitudes; Those Were the Days; 
Metamorpho; Neighbourhood on the Road; 
Bloc to Bloc; Village of Religions; Common 
Good; Tour de Europe on Journalism

Culture,  
knowledge  
and economy

 Foster creative entrepreneurship by providing conditions 
for attracting talent and opportunities for internationalisation 
of businesses and ideas  Promote generation and dissem-
ination of knowledge in the cultural sector, as well as its role 
in supporting the design of public policies and instruments 
for culture  Implement new models of hospitality aimed 
at cultural professionals, highlighting the role of the citizen 
as a host of the city

Contempl/ACTION Cinema Platform; Game 
Jam Retreat; By Hand, by Heart; Square – 
International Independent Music Festival; 
Semibreve; Present Transcendental Practices; 
Museum of Imaginary Anthropology; Creative 
and Media Arts Data Centre; The Artists’ Guide 
to the City

Culture,  
territory and  
landscape

 Promote programmes that explicitly recognise and track 
the relationship between culture and environmental sustain-
ability  Create initiatives that explore the symbolic, indi-
vidual and collective potential of Braga’s cultural heritage and 
promote contemporary interpretations of its unique character 

 Ensure opportunities for civic participation in the processes 
of physical reconfiguration of the city, allowing citizens to 
conceive creative solutions for the public space that guarantee 
a response to how they are being used and to collective issues

Connecting Commutes; Write the Ways; 
Roman Connections; Decolonising Nature; 
Eating is Wanting; FLOWS; From the 
Unfinished Nature; Behind God’s Back; Seven 
Arts – Eco Festival; Salus’ Site – City of 
Healing; New Centralities; One Foot Above 
Ground; The Shape of Joy
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Q8  If your city is awarded the title of European 
Capital of Culture, what do you think would 
be the long‑term cultural, social and eco‑
nomic impact on the city (including in terms 
of urban development)? 
We truly believe that the impact and implica-

tions of the potential European Capital of Culture 
title can already be felt. This bidding process has 

started a collective debate and increased awareness 
on our city’s most crucial issues, traceable to our 
2030 Cultural Strategy process and its key themes. 
Moreover, achieving long-term positive effects is 
central to our concept and the reason why we are 
undertaking this endeavour. The following table 
shows the aspirations we have for Braga in dialogue 
with Europe.

IMPACTS BRAGA 2030 CS  BRAGA‘27 CONTRIBUTION

Cultural  Culture,  
diversity and  
creativity

 The role of culture in promoting a contemplative society based on common 
European values is embedded in the city’s cultural ecosystem  The capacity of 
the cultural and creative sector is reinforced by the experience of delivering the ECoC 
project, namely in the areas of sustainability, cultural participation and audience 
development, and digitalisation  Interreligious and intercultural collaboration in 
the city and region is intensified  The ECoC title acts as a catalyst for the growth 
and consolidation of the CCS in the city and cross-border region  Braga‘27 ECoC 
strengthens the cooperation between Galicia and the North of Portugal, leveraging 
a new cultural agenda for the Euroregion  European and international coopera-
tion on a regular basis will become the “new normal” for the local CCS  Braga is 
recognised Europe-wide as a medium-sized city that promotes culture as a driver for 
inclusion and well-being

Social  Culture,  
inclusion and  
participation

 The ECoC will give place to a strengthened civil society that embraces 
Contemplaction and upholds European shared values  The role of culture in 
addressing European social challenges is emphasised  The health and well-being 
of the citizens of Braga is increased due to active and meaningful cultural partici-
pation  “Inclusive and accessible” – physically, mentally, socially and finan-
cially – will be the standard model for the cultural hardware (infrastructure) and 
software (communication tools, programmes and activities)  Revitalised com-
munity dynamics pave the way to friendlier and culturally active neighbourhoods 

 Cultural participation rates of our city’s population increase by at least 50%

Economic  Culture,  
knowledge  
and economy

 The international visibility of Braga increases numbers of visitors and the ECoC 
sets a model for a sustainable and mindful approach to destination management 

 Braga and the region offer more opportunities for international exchange and 
attract new businesses and investment  There is an increase in turnover and 
employment in the CCS  A new model of constant flow of knowledge and 
transfer of experience between the corporate sector, the social sector, the aca-
demia and the cultural sector is established, generating potential for innovation 

 Companies have a greater sense of responsibility in social, urban, environmen-
tal and cultural development, approaching the issue of sponsorship of arts and cul-
ture more actively  Braga will be internationally recognised for its hospitality 
giving the “Open door”, the Portuguese popular expression associated with the city, 
a new meaning aligned with European values

Urban 
development 

Culture,  
territory and  
landscape

 The city, its surroundings and cultural heritage are reinstated as places for 
promoting intentional reconnecting individually, collectively and with our envi-
ronment  Our Contemplaction concept transforms the way urban spaces, 
urban services and mobility models are used  New, slow-paced spaces in the 
city become central in urban development planning, giving rise to an increased 
green network and a healthier urban environment  The ECoC process sets 
the tone for the implementation of collaborative processes of urban renewal that 
bring together the local community, artists and the cultural sector  Solutions 
for sustainable land use are integrated in a culture-driven development strategy 
for the city and the region  The ECoC emphasises the importance of integrat-
ing the “slow media” concept in the smart-city approach to technologies and their 
potential in urban life quality
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Q9 Outline briefly the plans for monitoring and 
evaluation.
The solid, measurable impacts of cul-

ture-driven processes such as the ECoC bid and 
title are of great importance to us. This is why one 
of the actions included in our cultural strategy is the 
creation of a Cultural Observatory in our city, which 
should serve the entire region. The goal is to ensure 
that monitoring and evaluation become standard 
procedures in cultural practice before, during and 
after the ECoC time span, as well as to generate 
long-term documentation and reflective analysis. 
To follow up on this intention, we partnered up 
with the University of Minho, namely with the 
Observatory of Policies on Communication and 
Culture (POLObs) of the Communication and 
Society Research Centre. Initial steps which we 
have already undertaken include commissioning 
the study “Cultural Audiences of Braga’’ from  
POLObs. The results provided a thorough scientific 
framework for our Audience Development and 
Communication strategies (Q19 and Q34).

Moreover, our ECoC monitoring and evalu-
ation model, that is currently under development 
with the support of POLObs, aims to produce a 
comprehensive baseline portrait of Braga, the 
whole ECoC operation and assess the (much 
desirable) impacts and changes deriving from the 
title. The monitoring model will be structured 
around the four pillars of the cultural programme, 
intertwined with our 2030 Cultural Strategy goals 
and complemented by five transversal dimensions 
(see the table that follows). The development of the 
model will stem from a close dialogue with the pool 
of core indicators from the Commission’s ECoC 
2020-2033 Guidelines, the UN 2030 Sustainable 
Development Goals and other references such 
as the Cultural and Creative Cities Monitor, the 
Agenda 21 for Culture, and the New European 
Bauhaus objectives. The evaluation and monitoring 
process will be anchored at the already mentioned 
new Cultural Observatory of Braga. This is the 
first legacy of the ECoC process, an independent 
structure that will unite the academic knowledge 
coming from POLObs with CCS experts and local 
civil society. In addition, it will foster collaboration 
with similar European structures, including the 
Observatory of Galician Culture and the Latvian 
Academy of Culture. Furthermore, the social and 
cultural context of Portugal and that of Braga 
in particular, point us to look beyond European 
borders and plan partnerships with institutions in 
Brazil and the PALOP (the Portuguese-speaking 
African countries). The Local Advisory Council 
that is already active and gathers various cultural 
stakeholders, including youth and community 
representatives, will also have a role in monitoring 
beside the one it already has in governance (Q13 
and Q17). This role will encompass keeping a 
critical and constructive watchful eye on the 
immediate impacts of ECoC on the sector and the 
community. Evaluation and monitoring process 
will be based on an online platform that will 

congregate and make available all the collected and 
produced information, allowing access and active 
participation through a transparent and horizontal 
assessment process. Its development is scheduled 
for the beginning of 2022. From the very start of 
the ECoC implementation, the existing atomised 
data will be gathered, gaps will be identified and 
studies conducted to draft a clear picture of Braga’s 
present cultural profile. To feed the monitoring 
and evaluation process, various tools will be used, 
from questionnaire surveys to other instruments of 
a participatory and collaborative nature. For that 
purpose, three specific tools are being developed: 
1) Group‘27– a heterogeneous, representative group 
of the territory’s population which will serve as an 
engine for collaborative community assessment and 
monitoring process; 2) the Group of Personas – con-
sisting of 100 people representing the eight profiles 
described in our Communication Strategy (Q34) 
which will be monitored for a minimum period of 
three years, through the submission of individual 
periodic reviews on the Observatory’s online plat-
form; 3) the App Braga‘27 – Braga’s cultural digital 
passport that will include automatic mapping of 
cultural participation, as well as an option to evalu-
ate the cultural activities of the programme.

Some of the aforementioned impacts of our 
ECoC process are translatable into quantitative 
indicators and methods, while others enclose a 
greater challenge: what shifts will the Braga‘27 
ECoC journey towards Contemplaction produce in 
our minds (contemplation) and how will it change 
our behaviour as a city and in European community 
(action)? These intangible developments will form 
and fuel our emotional and spiritual toolkit, since 
we need to explore new ways to assess and value 
cultural processes that open up time for reflection, 
learning and conviviality, as they have important 
consequences on our well-being, social and urban 
cohesion.

Furthermore, as we mentioned in Q8, we 
are certain that the bidding process alone is already 
impacting key aspects of the local cultural eco-
system; but we would like further evidence, so we 
started to work with the University’s Observatory to 
develop a model for the monitoring and evaluation 
of the bidding phase. We want to find means to 
gradually share our process and knowledge with the 
citizens, the stakeholders and other ECoC candi-
date cities, at the end of our bidding trajectory.

In regards to knowledge exchange at ECoC 
level, we have already engaged in conversations with 
Bodø 2024 and Bad Ischl – Salzkammergut 2024 to 
support us in developing and applying Green ECoC 
indicators (Q16). With Kaunas 2022, we intend to 
learn from their “Citizen Happiness” monitoring 
model and develop a new conceptual framework for 
“Measuring Time for Contemplaction”.

In the following table, there is a brief sum-
mary of the work we have developed so far with 
POLObs, interlacing key aspects of our bid and 
cultural strategy with a set of preliminary indicators 
that convey our Contemplaction journey.
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PRELIMINARY INDICATORS SELECTION ECOC PROGRAMME PILLARS BRAGA 2030 CS TRANSVERSAL DIMENSIONS 

Tem
ple of  

em
pathy

Tem
ple of  

w
andering

Tem
ple of 

 aw
akening

Tem
ple of  

creation

C
ulture, diversity  

and creativity

C
ulture, inclusion  

and participation

C
ulture, know

ledge  
and econom

y

C
ulture, territory  

and landscape

C
ross border and 

European cooperation

Inclusion, accessibility 
and w

ell‑being

C
om

m
unication, 

m
arketing and digital 

Tourism
 and 

hospitality

G
reen and 

sustainable

Number of international 
cooperation projects

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••

Number of cross-border cooperation 
initiatives contributing to the creation of 
a new Cultural Agenda for the Euroregion

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••

Growth in businesses and jobs in the 
CCS with an international impact

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••

Increase in operational skills at: 
international level; green practices 
and sustainability; digitisation; 
audience development

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••

Number of citizens engaged in creative 
and learning processes leading 
to co-creation and co-production 
of projects and events

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••

Growth in overall cultural 
participation, targeting those less engaged 
in cultural experiences

•• •• •• •• •• •• ••

Increase in levels of acceptance 
and tolerance through fostering a 
Contemplaction community spirit

•• •• •• •• •• •• ••

Number of new long-term community 
initiatives and ongoing grassroots 
activities in neighbourhoods (increase 
in cross-cultural conviviality)

•• •• •• •• ••

Percentage of youth engaged in 
activities with a European dimension 

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••

Growth in accessible and 
inclusive audience participation 
of disadvantaged groups 

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••

Increase in levels of well-being 
and mental health (engagement 
in Contemplaction activities)

•• •• •• •• •• •• ••

Number of activities that incorporate 
green practices and environmental 
impact monitoring (carbon footprint, 
energy sources, zero waste, etc.)

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••

Increase in international visibility 
based on a sustainable destination 
management model and promotion 
of a European cultural space

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••

Number of activities that incorporate 
innovative use of media and digital tools 
in a new approach to audience outreach

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••

Level of improvement in infrastructure 
capacity, including public space 
and heritage, that offer space for 
Contemplaction

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
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Q10 What is the artistic vision and 
strategy for the cultural pro‑
gramme of the year? 
What do we mean by saying that 

now is Time for Contemplaction? Let’s 
break it into simple terms.

Time: Our European lives are 
filled with terms such as rapid train, 
fast food, express checkout, speed 
dating, quick workout, short break, grab 
and go… All of them show that time is 
valuable to us, raising the question: are 
we taking enough of it to stop, take a 
step back and breathe? In our concept, 
the word “time” also stands for urgency. 
As the third city in the country, we were 
so eager to be a “big city” that we forgot 
about the joys and the delights of being 
smaller. It is about time that we reclaim 
our right to walk to work, to stop to say 
hello, to leave the door unlocked, to go 
to the café. We want our European way 
of life back again.

Contemplation: We believe that 
contemplation is a spiritual process 
that involves both our reasoning and 
emotions. Contemplation takes time, 
and, for us, it also takes more than 
one person. We aim for a collective 
reflection on the city’s and European 
challenges.

Action: When we take time to 
stop and contemplate what surrounds 
us, we become aware, we connect. 
We act in accordance with our inner 
self, with respect for the community, for 
nature, together with Europe. This is the 
aspiration of our cultural programme 

– to trigger a transformative process for 
citizens to take action, to take part, to 
make art. We feel that in Braga, as in the 
whole of Europe, we are so busy fighting 
against time and with our minds on the 
digital (social?) networks, that we are too 
tired to act locally and collectively for our 
community. We need to break through 
this alienation and passivity in order to 
tackle the challenges ahead of us to our 
own benefit and joy.

The artistic vision for Braga‘27 
explores the pathway for this collective 
journey through art and culture. Citizens 
and artists walk side by side in creative 
processes that search for a happier, 
healthier future, addressing contempo-
rary issues through experimentation and 
collaborative artistic practices with direct 
impacts in the city’s urban and human 
landscape. Yet, reaching Contemplaction 
also implies changing habits, routines and 
preconceptions. In order to change, we 
need guidance, something to believe in 

and be inspired by. Since ancient times, 
stones, totems, pyramids or churches 
have been seen as communal places 
for connection and contemplation, and 
even though Braga is brimming with 
places of worship, we feel we need 
more for Contemplaction – we need 
Contemporary Temples.

  Braga‘27 cultural programme is 
thus built on a strategy sustained by four 
pillars. They are immaterial temples 
that aggregate our programme’s projects, 
also serving as an imaginary ladder to 
Contemplaction: empathy, wandering, 
awakening and creation. Each of them 
reflects the challenges Braga faces and 
the ambitions of its citizens for the city’s 
future, framed collectively during our 
bidding process. With art and culture at 
the centre of this transformation, we want 
to stand up together for a more contem-
plative but also a more active Europe.

Temple of empathy is our city’s open 
door. A temple for welcoming, it 
is our first stone for dialogue and 
inclusion where no one is left 
behind. The projects under this 
pillar pursue collaborative prac-
tices that call for neighbourhood 
dynamics and integration. Artists 
become mediators for community 

2
Cultural and artistic 
content
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involvement and empathy sets 
the tone for addressing challenges 
such as the lack of critical mass, 
active ageing, intercultural 
dialogue, integration of minorities, 
and the inclusion of citizens with 
mental illness and disabilities.

Temple of wandering is where we 
reconnect our bodies and minds 
with nature, and nature with the 
city. Like flâneurs, we wander 
around both urban and natural 
landscapes, finding new paths to 
connect them. On the way, we 
wake up to the importance our 
bodies have in our physical and 
mental well-being. As we redis-
cover ancient routes and Europe, 
the city we think we know so well 
opens up to welcome surprising 
contemplation hideaways.

Temple of awakening is the agora. 
An imaginary place for pause, 
reflection and debate. Together 
with European artists, researchers 
and thinkers, citizens will learn the 
importance of critical thinking by 
overcoming obstacles such as dig-
ital literacy or the idea that one’s 
voice is not heard or not relevant. 
A temple that is particularly keen 
on young people and the school 
community but that has a seat for 
everyone at its round table.

Temple of creation is what we want 
Braga to be in 2027 and beyond. 
A platform for artists that fosters 
their professional activities and 
welcomes creators and cultural 
operators from Europe and the 
world. A temple for citizens to 
express their creativity and to 
integrate art and culture into their 
everyday lives. And also a city that 
contributes to a stronger European 
creative economy.

Finally, a think/act strategy is 
also present in our cultural programme. 
Each project seeks to establish a bal-
anced relationship between moments 
of reflection followed by moments of 
action, thus materialising our Time for 
Contemplaction concept.

Q11 Give a general overview of the 
structure of your cultural pro‑
gramme, including the range and 
diversity of the activities/main 
events that will mark the year.
Braga‘27 cultural programme is 

structurally divided into four pillars or, as 
we call them, Contemporary Temples: 

Temple of empathy, Temple of wander-
ing, Temple of awakening and Temple 
of creation. Each of them feeds on a 
delicate balance between contemplation 

– critical thinking, questioning, debating, 
learning, understanding, and action – 
expressing, speaking, singing, dancing, 
playing, moving, making, intervening, 
reaching out, getting it done. Both lines 
result from a deep reflection on Braga 
from a European perspective, and on 
how culture can be a driving force for the 
regeneration of the city and the activation 
of its citizens and communities.

The challenges the city faces are 
the same faced by all of Europe nowadays: 
bringing a more humane dimension to 
the way we reason, the way we move, the 
way we interact, the way we take care of 
ourselves, our community and the planet; 
Creating spaces, both mental and physical, 
to reintroduce others in our lives, espe-
cially in a post-Covid-19 era; Regaining 
our sense of collectiveness and reaffirming 

the primary values of the European Union: 
pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, 
justice, solidarity and equality.

With that in mind, our four 
Temples open to a variety of projects, 
some that will be  implemented from 2023 
on, and others that will take place during 
the title Year. The long-term projects, 
more transformative in terms of legacy, 
are mostly conceived to include the 
community both as co-creators as well as 
audiences. The ones envisioned for 2027 
are tailored to attract wider audiences 
and celebrate the title with captivating 
performances and exhibitions. Our 
programme’s flagship events are those 
that have the capacity to reach and gather 
larger numbers of people in the public 
space, condensed over a period of a few 
days. These five moments mark the ECoC 
Year, in a timeline that encompasses the 
passing of the seasons, the passing of 
time, thus completing a virtuous cycle of 
Contemplaction.
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Flagship events

New Temples 
The Braga‘27 opening includes two moments: one is the official 
ceremony, where the European Commission, the Latvian 
ECoC, the 2026 and 2028 ECoC representatives, and the whole 
ECoC family will be our guests of honour. The other is the 
artistic opening and community celebration, where we invite 
composer Llorenç Barber (ES) to create a sound project for the 
city’s bells. Braga’s sound landscape is filled by the effusive 
bells that toll from the numerous church towers, and the last 
artisanal bell factory in the country is located in the city. A 
bridge between tradition and contemporaneity, the festive 
bells will meet a series of light and video mapping presenta-
tions at different heritage sites, created by TILT Collective (FR), 
Calidos (Catalonia – ES), Marco Barotti (IT), Pasquale Direse/
Medialize.it (IT), João Martinho Moura and Arte Total (Braga 

– PT). Inside our most emblematic “traditional temples’’, 
Finnish and Slovakian ensembles will perform classical music 
concerts and Galician-Portuguese musicians will play together. 
With the night comes the opening of Braga’s New Temples, 
four large format installations co-created by citizens and 
artists Plastique Fantastique (DE), Cardbordia (RU), Bordalo II 
(PT), and Olivier Grossetête (FR). These temporary buildings 
located in different areas of the city will be fusion spots for 
various cultures with live concerts from Moulinex + Noite 
Príncipe (PT/African diaspora), Acid Arab (FR/Arab diaspora), 
and Arca (ES/VE). 

Timeframe 2027 Local partners media artist João Martinho Moura; CTB 
(Braga theater company); non-professional theatre groups Tin.Bra, Produções 
Ilimitadas Fora de Horas, Nova Comédia Bracarense and MalaD’arte; classical 
music conservatories Conservatório Bomfim and Conservatório de Música 
Calouste Gulbenkian; Arte Total (dance company); Team Braga Parkour; 
dance schools Ent’Artes and Backstage National partner platform for artists 
Outdoor Arts Portugal (by Bússola) International partners Festival Música no 
claustro Tui, Galicia (ES); artists Pasquale Direse/Medialize.it (IT); Cardbordia 
(RU); Plastique Fantastique (DE); Bordalo II (PT); Olivier Grossetête (FR); TILT 
Collective (FR); Calidos (ES); Marco Barotti (Italy); Moulinex + Noite Príncipe (PT/
African diaspora); Acid Arab (FR/Arab diaspora); Arca (ES/VE)

Spring Rites 
There is always rebirth in Spring. After dark comes light and 
with it the flourishing of all things, including our spirits. The 
renewal ceremonies are part of different cultures and religions, 
from the Holi Festival in India, to the Persian New Year in 
Iran, or the Falles fire pits in Spain. It is not a coincidence 
that Christians celebrate the rebirth of Christ at this time of 
year nor that Jewish Easter, Pesach, also takes place in the 
beginning of Spring. Common Easter symbols, such as rabbits 
or eggs, are deeply rooted in pagan traditions that made their 
way into contemporary times and our popular culture. During 
the Holy Week, when thousands of people come to Braga to 
live in loco the profusion of religious celebrations, this project 
will examine the links between these events and the ancient 
traditions of renewal associated with this season. Highlighting 
rural and peripheral areas of Braga – as the traditional Holy 
Week rites concentrate only in the city centre, a series of 
documental exhibitions and land art works by renowned 
artists such as Clara Menéres (Braga – PT), Ahmad Nadalian 
(IR), Ghada Amer (EG), Eduardo Sarabia (GT), Arturs Riņķis 
(LV) and Nicholas Galanin (Alaska – US), will invite visitors 

to reflect upon the relationship between the pagan and the 
sacred. There will also be performative pieces that showcase 
other countries and religious traditions associated with Easter 
and Spring. A wonderful opportunity for visitors to learn more 
about the world’s cultural diversity, while discovering Braga’s 
territorial diversity at the same time.

Timeframe 2027 Local partners Associação Empresarial de Braga (business 
association); Museu da Imagem (photography museum); Biblioteca Pública de 
Braga (library); Misericórdia de Braga (religious association) National part‑
ners Coletivo Guarda Rios (Lisboa); Associação Palombar/AEPGA (Miranda 
do Douro); Festival Talking Life; Fauna / Teatro Didascália (Vila Nova de 
Famalicão) International partners artists Ahmad Nadalian (IR); Ghada Amer 
(EG); Eduardo Sarabia (GT); Arturs Riņķis (LV); Nicholas Galanin (US)

Europe Day Pilgrimage
In Portugal, particularly in the Minho Region, the most popular 
festivities are dedicated to a patron saint. In fact, what was 
once a traditional pilgrimage has evolved into wider celebra-
tions, turning them into open air cultural festivals rather than 
strictly religious events. Although some pilgrims still attend 
them with devotion, the vast majority sees them as an oppor-
tunity to celebrate with friends and family, with a lot of music, 
dance and gastronomy involved. Following this tradition, we 
propose to celebrate Europe Day by introducing and inspiring 
ourselves in the six patron saints of Europe – Catherine 
of Siena, a voice for peace and common good; Cyril and 
Methodius of Greece, who lived for the unification of peoples; 
Bridget of Sweden, who amplified the word of union; Edith 
Stein, who perished at the hands of a regime with no respect 
for individual freedom; and Benedict of Nursia, a pioneer in 
the contemplation practices to whom we owe the deepening of 
European thinking. All six advocated the values of solidarity, 
diversity and equality, values that Europe shares and cherishes. 
We will develop a series of events to discover them. Starting 
on 9 May, a week-long celebration will gather the 27 Member 
States, which will share their folk traditions with Braga and 
their contemporary perspective on Europe. An outdoor fair will 
be set up at the Sacromontes (the three sanctuaries located in 
the hills surrounding the city), where each country will show-
case their cultural features, enjoying and celebrating European 
unity. The event will also extend into the city centre and put 
different nations in contact by uniting folk and contemporary 
dance, and cantares ao desafio (challenge singing) with hip-hop 
improvisation. A matchmaking process to pair 27 local culture 
clubs with associations from the 27 EU nations will be organ-
ised, resonating with Rijeka’s “27 neighbourhoods” network. 
The culture clubs from Braga will be responsible for welcoming 
the international groups and establishing future exchange 
programmes and creative collaborations.

Timeframe 2027 Local partners Monastery of Tibães; Confraria do Bom Jesus 
(religious brotherhood); Erasmus Student Network Minho; University of Minho 
Students Association National partner ECoC Guimarães 2012 International 
partners Xunta de Galicia Regional Government (ES); Xacobeo 27 Organising 
Committee; artist Jonas Staal (NL) Potential partners Cultural Routes of the 
Council of Europe (LU); "27 Neighbourhoods" – ECoC Rijeka 2020 
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Solstice Parade 
The summer solstice has been celebrated in all of Europe since 
ancient times. As Christianity spread to the regions of pagan 
tradition, midsummer celebrations were assimilated, often 
resulting in an amalgam between the pagan and the sacred. Such 
is São João de Braga, one of the oldest Saint John pilgrimages in 
the country, with more than 800 years of history. In June, bombos 
(local handheld bass drums) and plucked strings echo in the city 
with most vigour, folk groups gather in the city centre, gigantones 
and cabeçudos (local animated giant puppets) form long and joyful 
parades, and the streets are taken over by hundreds of thousands 
of people in a curious mix of pilgrims and party-goers. In 2027, 
we celebrate our most beloved festivity with Europe and the 
world. African drums will join their frantic rhythms to a European 
drums meeting that will gather the most renowned and diverse 
international drum groups in Braga. Our gigantones and cabeçudos 
will dance with the Bulgarian Kukeri furry “monsters”. Our folk 
groups will be complemented by colours and dances of Baltic 
and Nordic midsummer folk traditions. And let’s not forget that 
the city of Porto (ECoC 2001) and Brazilian Festas Juninas, both 
celebrate São João too. They will also be our special guests for this 

“once in a lifetime” parade.

Timeframe 2027 Local partners Associação Empresarial de Braga (business 
association); São João de Braga organising committee; traditional music asso-
ciations Associação Ida e Volta and Equipa Espiral; Bomboémia (University of 
Minho music group) National partner Agora (Municipality of Porto culture 
department) International partners ECoCs Plovdiv 2019 (BG); Tartu 2024 (EE); 
Bodø 2024 (NO); Oulu 2026 (FI); Latvian ECoC 2027 (LV); city of Ouro Preto (BR); 
Kukeri of Cultural Hub “Vasil Levski” (Sushitsa, Karlovo – BG) Potential part‑
ners  Pedvāle Association (Pedvāle – LV); Astrofest  - Višnjan Observatory (Višnjan 

– HR); Confederação Brasileira de Entidades de Quadrilhas Juninas (Brasília – BR); 
Al-Ghouri Arts Center – International Festival for Drums and Traditional Arts (Cairo – 
EG); Rhythms for Europe/Culture Centre Řehlovice (Řehlovice – CZ)

Permanent Temples 
The doors that April opened shall never close again. The verse by poet 
Ary dos Santos about the Portuguese Carnation Revolution sets 
the tone for our closing ceremony: the doors that Braga‘27 opened 
shall never close again. The ECoC will be forever celebrated, and 
here we pass the baton to the French and Czech cities that will 
host the initiative in 2028. Portugal, Latvia, Czech Republic and 
France have in their collective memory extraordinary songs of 
resistance against oppressive and dictatorial regimes, that still 
inspire and unite for their values of freedom and togetherness. 
At the end of 2027, a great concert, spread through different stages 
in the city, will see artists and people giving voice to European 
countries’ iconic resistance songs, from Grândola to Modlitba pro 
Martu (A Prayer for Marta) and Pūt, vējiņi (Blow, little winds). For 
that purpose, a series of exchange programmes and rehearsals 
with each country’s greatest conductors and choirs will be devel-
oped, as well as a plan to put thousands of people singing as one. 
As permanent ambassadors for peace, World Youth Choir and the 
European Youth Choir, will also be invited. The closing ceremony 
will include a video art projection that evokes the year’s highlights, 
as well as a collaborative performance by La Fabrique Royale 
(FR), Team Braga Parkour (Braga – PT), Daiga Grantiņa (LV) and 
Cristina Maldonado (MX/CZ).

Timeframe 2027 Local partners CTB (Braga theater company); Team Braga 
Parkour; non-professional theatre groups Tin.Bra, Produções Ilimitadas Fora de 
Horas, MalaD'arte and Nova Comédia Bracarense; classical music conservatories 
Conservatório Bomfim and Conservatório de Música Calouste Gulbenkian; media 
artist João Martinho Moura; Arte Total (dance company); dance schools Ent’Artes 
and Backstage National partners platform for artists Outdoor Arts Portugal 
(by Bússola); project MPAGDP – Portuguese music loving itself; theatre com-
pany ACERT (Tondela) International partners Cristina Maldonado (MX/CZ); La 
Fabrique Royale (FR); Daiga Grantina (LV); World Youth Choir (INT); European Youth 
Choir (EU); European Choral Association (EU)
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The programme

Temple of empathy

The projects under this pillar 
pursue collaborative practices 
that call for neighbourhood 
dynamics and integration. 

Reliquaries
In early medieval Europe, the cult of 
relics played a significant role in religious 
devotion and the construction of political 
identity. These objects were precious 
commodities used not only for spiritual 
purposes but for fostering political 
affiliations, propaganda and even to wield 
military power. What stories of Europe can 
our private objects of devotion tell today? 
The aim of this travelling exhibition will be 
to gather a series of objects and stories of 
migrants and multicultural communities, 
as well as LGBTQIA+ groups, in Braga 
and throughout Europe. We will search for 
artefacts that have European narratives 
to tell, in an emotional journey that will 
start with digging through archives (2023 
on), followed by a collaborative curatorial 
process to discover the links between these 
findings (2024). A programme of talks, 
conferences and objects’ exchange with 
other European cities and citizens, like the 
Portuguese migrant community in ECoC 
Esch 2022, will take place in 2026, so that in 
2027 we can share the world we have inside 
with the world, in a series of micro-exhibi-
tions installed in vacant newspaper kiosks 

– we have plenty of them – spread through-
out the city. These little cabinets of curi-
osities will be regularly activated through 
guided tours by the migrants involved, and 
through a digital platform that will provide 
a layer of in-depth knowledge and history 
about each object.

Timeline 2023–27 Curators Space Transcribers and 
Matilde Seabra Local partners museums Museu 
D. Diogo de Sousa (archeology), Museu dos Biscainhos 
(decorative arts), Museu Nogueira da Silva (decora-
tive arts) and Palácio do Raio – Centro Interpretativo 
Memórias da Misericórdia de Braga (sacred art); 
neighbours associations Bairro d’Alegria, Bairro 
das Enguardas and Parretas; National Seed Bank; 
University of Minho Students Association National 
partner Anthropology research studio Alhures 
(Porto) International partners ECoCs Novi Sad 
2022 (RS), Plovdiv 2019 (BG), Esch 2022 (LU) and Klub 
Solitaer e. V. – ECoC Chemnitz 2025 (DE); Department 
of Geography and Spatial Planning from the University 
of Luxembourg (LU); NOWY ZŁOTY/Labirynt Gallery 
(Lublin-PL) – Magdalena Kreis (Wroclaw-PL), Yuriy 
Biley (Uzhgorod-UA)

The Roots Club C  Community L  Legacy
Bombos (local handheld bass drums) and 
plucked strings are kings in Braga and 
our diaspora packed their cardboard 
suitcases with them before taking off. 
These instruments travelled to Africa 
and Brazil, and many say the Hawaiian 
Ukulele might be the grandson of the 
Portuguese cavaquinho (guitar). The 
city’s traditional folk music scene is 
quite alive and our community open call 
received several proposals to highlight 
its importance both from a local per-
spective and by building bridges globally. 
The Roots Club aims to widen the use of 
these instruments in order to profes-
sionalise it and to make international 
exchanges a common practice 

among our citizens. Until 2027 and 
beyond, children and young people will 
learn these instruments in schools, with 
digital tools conceived by professional 
musicians and associations with the 
help of international experts in digital 
learning. Instrument makers will give 
workshops aimed at all ages and receive 
support to improve production. For those 
already playing the instruments, inter-
national artists’ residencies and labs will 
take place, for our musicians from rural 
and urban areas alike to integrate foreign 
sounds and techniques, followed by 
exchange programmes between coun-
tries. A series of concerts and festivals 
will also be organised to feature the 
bombos and our plucked strings along 
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with the instruments and sounds of our 
neighbours from Galicia (which also 
has a big diaspora), South America and 
Africa.

Timeframe 2023-27 and onwards Promoters 
and Local partners plucked strings orchestras 
Orquestra de Cordofones Tradicionais de 
Braga and Orquestra Infantil de Cavaquinhos; 
root music festivals NOROESTE – Festival 
de música contemporânea de raiz, Festival 
de Guitarras e Outros Cordofones and 
Festival e Estágio Internacional de Cordas 
Dedilhadas da Cidade de Braga; cultural 
associations Arca de Sons, Terreiro dos Sons 
and AMTM – Projet’arte na tradição; social 
institution Centro de Solidariedade de Braga 
Projecto Homem Other Local partners 
classical music conservatories Conservatório 
Bomfim and Conservatório de Música 
Calouste Gulbenkian National partner 
cultural association and museum AC Museu 
Cavaquinho International partners music 
school Ecole de Musique de la Ville d’Echternach 
(LU) and Galician (ES) artists Samuel Diz, Uxia 
Senlle, Tonhito de Poi and Beirro Guetto

Cinemind C

In this project, we will capture the 
sensitive look that European cin-
ema can give us of humanity’s most 
complex themes, generating a sense 
of empathy and community under-
standing. Cinemind comes from our 
community open call and is a social 
cinema cycle in the neighbourhoods 
of Braga, dedicated to mental health. 
With two monthly cinema forums and 
a series of round tables in 2024, social 
institutions, therapists, educators and 
social researchers, together with artists, 
district managers and other neighbour-
hood associations, will ponder our role 
as a society in addressing mental illness. 
In 2025, a capacity building programme 
aimed at these professionals will be 
developed to introduce innovative artis-
tic practices in this field. Throughout 
2026, a documentary film on mental 
health issues associated with artists’ 
creative processes will be produced. 
Approaching themes such as anxiety, 
depression, and trauma, Cinemind will 
be the meeting point between health 
and arts professionals and people who 
struggle with mental illness. It will 
premiere in 2027 on the World Mental 
Health Day (10 October).

Timeframe 2024-27 Promoters film production 
company Ficus Films; social institution Centro de 
Solidariedade de Braga Projecto Homem Local 
partner mental health institution Casa de 
Saúde do Bom Jesus National partners 
ECoC Guimarães 2012; studio and art brut 
gallery Manicómio (Lisbon); art brut collection 
Colecção de Arte Bruta/Outsider – Centro de 
Arte Oliva International partners Go Mental 
International Film Festival Berlin (DE); Inclusive 
Cinema – Mental Health Awareness Week (UK)

Future Resident 
Is the Old Continent getting old? 
Europeans are living longer than ever 
before. The proportion of people of work-
ing age in the EU is shrinking, while the 
number of elderly people is expanding, 
a pattern that will continue in the next 
couple of decades. Looking specifically 
at Portugal, the numbers show that in 
the next 50 years there will be a ratio of 
300 elderly people per 100 young people. 
Future Resident will team up with Japan, 
the world’s “super-aged” society, to think 
and act upon the future of elderly people 
in Europe. Divided in three stages, first 
(2024) we will question the way society 
addresses the role of senior citizens and 
their place at nursing institutions, through 
a series of design thinking seminars that 
will bring healthcare, cultural and social 
professionals together with experts 
from Portugal, Japan and the UK, the 
latter having internationally recognised 
practices in this subject. The conclusions 
of the first stage will be the basis for the 
implementation of role play performative 
practices aimed at nursing home carers 
and residents in collaboration with Toy 
Project (NL), looking to reintroduce 
citizens’ individuality in these deeply 
standardised institutions (2025-2026). 
In 2027, this “ageing of the future” will 
be translated into innovative art-based 
models, such as a travelling exhibition 
and a good practices manual, designed in 
co-creation by seniors, care professionals 
and the artistic project The Art of Ageing 
(DE), and premiered in Braga on 1st of 
October, the International Day of Older 
Persons. The exhibition will then travel 
to other European countries and Japan 
urging for a revolution in active ageing.

Timeframe 2024-27 Local partners nursing 
homes Lar 1 do Centro Social da Paróquia de 
Ferreiros and Lar de Idosos da Casa do Professor; 
University of Minho Medical School National 
partner creative design hub A avó veio trabalhar 
(Grandma came to work) International partners 
intergenerational learning programmes TOY Project 

– Together Old and Young (NL); theatre company 
for ageing awareness The Art of Ageing (DE); Well-
Being residency Network  (Europe/LV)

Multitudes C L

  According to the World Health 
Organisation, in the European Union 
Member States, 6 to 10 out of every 100 
people live with a disability, which makes 
135 million people in total. With popula-
tion ageing and the rising prevalence of 
noncommunicable illnesses, this number 
is set to increase in the future. In Portugal, 
an estimated 17,5% of the population live 
with some form of disability. This project, 

selected through our community open 
call, aims to create an inclusive artistic 
company in Braga, bringing together 
disabled and non-disabled people of all 
ages, including people with mental illness 
and various disabilities. This company 
will address inclusion in a broader per-
spective, through practices that explore 
sound, movement and interpretation, 
mediated by a group of contemporary 
artists in residence, providing a place for 
creation and challenging preconceived 
ideas of what an artistic company should 
be and of the limitations of their inter-
preters. Workshops in dance, theatre and 
music, in collaboration with experienced 
national and international partners, will 
result in public performances with inclu-
sive access for both audience and par-
ticipants. We also intend to host the 6th 
edition of the International Conference 
on Disability Studies, Arts and Education 
and thus exchange future practices with 
the international community.

Timeframe 2023-27 and onwards Promoter 
Musa association Local partners mental health 
institutions Casa de Saúde do Bom Jesus, Centro 
Novais e Sousa and Associação de Paralisia Cerebral 
de Braga; Archdiocese of Braga; school group 
Agrupamento de Escolas Dona Maria II; local and 
regional nursing homes Centro Cultural de Santo 
Adrião (Braga), Cruz Vermelha Portuguesa (Barcelos), 
Projeto Raízes (Amares), Centro Social Paroquial de 
Sobreposta (Braga) and Instituto Monsenhor Airosa 
(Braga); local and regional occupational activities 
centres CERCI Braga, Valoriza and Associação 
de paralisia cerebral (Amares), APACI (Barcelos), 
APPACDM (Vila Verde and Esposende) and Centro 
Social de Souto (Terras de Bouro) National part‑
ners theater company Terra Amarela; organisation 
for cultural accessibility Acesso Cultura; trans-
disciplinary research center in music and dance 
INET-MD Institute of Ethnomusicology – Center for 
Studies in Music and Dance of the Faculty of Human 
Kinetics (University of Lisbon); theatre centre of the 
Municipality of Cabeceiras de Basto and theatre 
association No Encalço de Ideias; inclusive dance 
projects A_Ju_Dança and Síncrone International 
partners Arts & Disability EU Region – British 
Council;  Jūrmala 2027 ECoC candidate city; inclu-
sive dance association MeetShareDance (ES); artists 
António Quiles (ES) and Gregory Darcy (FR)

Those Were the Days C

Music is capable of evoking the strongest 
memories in all of us. It can also trigger 
other chemical reactions in the brain, 
stimulating positive feelings. The impact 
active music participation can have in 
seniors’ psychological well-being and 
mental health is what inspired this project, 
which has also been selected from our 
community open call. We want to search 
through the memories of both Braga’s and 
other ECoCs’ senior citizens, selecting 
photos, videos and other memorabilia 
from their dance floor days (2024). Then 
it’s time for co-creation: audiovisual artists, 
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DJs and musicians will join them and 
take this material to the digital era, 
mixing and transforming it into contem-
porary clubbing hits (2025). From 2026 
to 2027 we want to take this European 
groove to other places, from nursing 
homes in the format of matinés, to 
European main dance floors as “secret 
place” parties.

Timeframe 2024-27 Promoters Cidália and Marlene 
Fernandes Local partners Braga UNESCO Creative 
City of Media Arts; classical music conservatories 
Conservatório de Música Calouste Gulbenkian and 
Conservatório Bomfim; Music Department of the 
University of Minho National partners senior 
citizens rock music project A voz do rock (Viseu); 
senior citizens theatre and performative companies 
Companhia Maior and Trupe Sénior Chapitô (Lisbon); 
creative design hub A avó veio trabalhar (Grandma 
came to work) (Lisbon) Potential partners Culture 
Generation Foundation (NL); AGE Platform Europe 

– Ageing Well in the Digital World (EU)

Metamorpho
We are all still to understand the full toll 
the recent lockdown will have on our 
mental health. However, there are already 
some indicators of its devastating effects 
in our societies. Among others, evidence 
shows that the last year and a half has 
led to an increase in the hospitalisation 
of children and teenagers with eating 
disorders. The Covid-19 pandemic is 
only the latest in a series of traumas that 
Europeans have endured recently. Braga’s 
inhabitants also have their share of 
trauma with, for instance, the city having 
the third highest number of domestic 
violence cases in the country. Metamorpho 
is a sensory intelligence and movement 
lab thought out to reach young people 
with eating disorders, survivors of domes-
tic and gender-based violence, and the 
Portuguese Colonial War veterans with 
post-traumatic stress disorder. Working 
in co-creation with European choreogra-
phers, dance students, young profession-
als, and therapists, artistic residencies and 
workshops with each group will be devel-
oped in 2026, on a weekly basis, taking 
place in natural and rural surroundings. 
These intensive practices will result in a 
series of performance pieces premiering 
in 2027, as part of the Salus’ Site – City 
of Healing project (page 25). Besides live 
performances, digital masterclasses by 
the artists in residence will be available 
for other international dance companies 
and schools. The process will also be 
documented for a photo exhibition on 
body diversity and positivity.

Timeframe 2026-27 Promoter Arte Total Local 
partners University of Minho Medical School; war vet-
erans association Associação Portuguesa dos 

Veteranos de Guerra; victim support association APAV 
Braga; women association UMAR Braga National 
partners studio and art brut gallery Manicómio 
(Lisbon); EIRA dance company International 
partners NGO PEAASI – Head Matters (EE); Lisbeth 
Gruwez (BE); Voetolk (BE); Javier Martín (ES); Kristīne 
Brīniņa (Liepāja-LV); ECoC GO! 2025 Nova Gorica 

– Gorizia (SI); "On Display Global" ambassadors / 
ECoC Bodø 2024 (NO); M&D Dance Company (Nova 
Gorica-SI); María Inés Villasmil (VE/NL)

Neighbourhood on The Road
A literary bus will hit the streets of 
Braga in 2023 to hear, read and write 
the stories from different peripheral 
neighbourhoods, including Braga’s Roma 
community and their oral traditions. We 
want to create an online diary with this 
community’s stories and intersect it 
with other neighbourhoods from ECoC 
Plovdiv 2019 and ECoC Timișoara 2023, 
in a format of digital “pen friends”. As 
we approach the title Year, the bus will 
increasingly fill with books, writings and 
oral storytelling recordings. Children 
participants will become the authors, 
designers and printers of their first book. 
In 2027, we invite Europe, including our 
digital “pen friends” and the Federation 
of European Storytelling (FEST), to prove 
that great stories happen to those who 
can tell them. This is Braga‘27 birthday 
present to Romania and Bulgaria for their 
20th anniversary of joining the EU.

Timeframe 2023-27 Curators Léa Prisca López 
and Andreia Brites Local partners Municipality 
of Braga Social Housing Department – BragaHabit; 
University of Minho departments of Product Design, 
Education, Cultural Studies, Media Studies and  
Psychology; Braga Book Fair; library Biblioteca 
Municipal Lúcio Craveiro da Silva National 
partners mobile library of the Municipality of 
Proença-a-Nova; Direção-Geral do Livro, dos 
Arquivos e das Bibliotecas (National Government 
institution responsible for archives and librar-
ies) International partners FEST – Federation for 
European Storytelling (EU); ECoCs Plovdiv 2019 
(BG) and Timişoara 2023 (RO); museum Museu da 
Pessoa (BR)

Bloc to Bloc 
Can culture be a way to mix different 
territories and people that share the 
same city but don’t live it the same way? 
There are all kinds of neighbourhoods 
in Braga. Some are very homogeneous 
in terms of culture and age (for example, 
most elderly people live in the rural 
neighbourhoods), other very mixed and 
multicultural, with a strong presence 
of the Roma community, as well as the 
African and Eastern European com-
munities; the city centre, on the other 
hand, is increasingly losing population 
and becoming dedicated to services and 
shops.  Bloc to Bloc is a cultural exchange 
programme that will invite each 

neighbourhood to develop and 
produce cultural activities in another 
neighbourhood. In 2026, there will be 
a match-making process pairing the 
neighbourhoods for hosting each other’s 
events. A preparatory capacity building 
programme will be put in place, and each 
party committee will be responsible for 
all of the event’s production, including 
choosing local musicians, dancers and 
food suppliers. The project events will 
take place in 2027, opening the neigh-
bourhoods to different people and raising 
the sense of welcoming and belonging. 
We will connect to ECoC Kaunas 2022, 
to learn from their experience from the 

“We, the People” project and platform, 
as well as with ECoC Plovdiv 2019 

“Learning from Stolipinovo”, and will of 
course invite them to come and celebrate 
with us in 2027.

Timeframe 2026-27 Curators Cristina Planas 
Leitão and Catarina Miranda Local partners 
Municipality of Braga Social Housing Department 

– BragaHabit; University of Minho School of 
Architecture, Art and Design; University of Minho 
Communication and Society Research Centre; 
neighbours associations of Montélios e São 
Frutuoso, Bairro d’Alegria, Bairro das Enguardas 
and Parretas National partner organisation for 
cultural accessibility Acesso Cultura International 
partners ECoCs Plovdiv 2019 (BG), “We, the People” 

– Kaunas 2022 (LT) and Taupunkt e. V. – Chemnitz 
2025 (DE).

New Centralities C

Like many urban centres in Europe, 
Braga has grown intensely during the 
last decades. The city’s urban landscape 
is marked by high-density residential 
areas with few public spaces for com-
munity living. In New Centralities, a 
super-project that joins several proposals 
from our community open call, people 
and European artists will activate and 
co-design shared and public spaces in 
such areas of the city. Decentralisation 
is key and for that we count on local 
communities, especially seniors and 
residents’ associations, to team up with 
visual artists, designers and architects 
to project new outdoor civic centres. As 
a symbol of this transformation, we will 
begin at the “Tower of Europe”, a curi-
ous name by which a residential building 
located in one of the city’s most densely 
populated and concrete-dominated 
areas is known. In 2023 and 2024, we will 
develop co-creation workshops with our 
citizens to find out about their desires 
and wishes for a sustainable and liveable 
neighbourhood. In 2025, we will create 
a cycle of makers workshops with the 
community, and in 2026 citizens and 
artists will build green and communal 
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squares, urban furniture and artistic 
installations. These spaces will be 
activated through different events 
during the ECoC Year, such as cinema 
sessions, gardening, storytelling sessions, 
spaces for reading and encounter, and 
a community radio, connecting these 
new centralities with other European 
neighbourhood initiatives.

Timeframe 2023-27 Promoters Equipa Espiral – 
Humanitarian, Cultural and Recreational Association 
of Braga, Projeto Audire, Cultural Studies Course 
Students Association of University of Minho 
(AECECUM), Marta Sofia Silva, Eduardo Brito, Braga 
Media Arts/Sara Borges Local partners Municipality 
of Braga Social Housing Department – BragaHabit; 
film clubs Cineclube Lucky Star and Cineclube 
Aurélio da Paz dos Reis; social solidarity associa-
tion for teachers Casa do Professor; Polytechnic 
Institute of Cávado and Ave School of Design 
(IPCA – Barcelos); University of Minho School of 
Architecture, Art and Design; Lab2PT – Landscape, 
Heritage and Territory Laboratory; Observatory of 
Policies on Communication and Culture (POLObs) 
of the Communication and Society Research 
Centre National partners architects collectives 
Espacialistas and Coletivo Warehouse International 
partners "TAJURUUM OÜ" (Tartu-EE); "School of Arts 
and Craft" – ECoC Bad Ischl – Salzkammergut 2024 
(AT); "Suales Skola" – Daugavpils Design and Arts 
Secondary School (Daugavpils-LV); David Adjaye (TZ); 
Iza Rutkowska (PL); Not Vital (CH); The decorators 
(UK); Arne Quinze (BE); Abin Chaudhuri (IN); Atelier 
3 (Sofia-BG) Potential partner Lisbon architecture 
triennale Trienal de Arquitectura

The Shape of Joy
According to recent studies on the quality 
of life in European cities, Braga was 
considered the happiest city in Portugal 
and the third in Europe. But how is happi-
ness measured and materialised in space? 
Is there a shape of joy? This is a three-year 
architectural exchange programme 
between Portugal and Latvia that aims to 
contribute to a deeper thought on public 
space intervention. Involving several 
architecture schools from various ECoC 
cities, we want to think, together with both 
people and decision makers, about urban 
planning and how it can influence citizens’ 
happiness and well-being. In Braga, we 
will look at Bairro da Alegria (a local neigh-
bourhood whose (yet another) curious 
toponym is Neighbourhood of Joy) and 
we will search for a similar district in the 
Latvian ECoC 2027. This action is divided 
in three phases: survey and discussions 
with the communities from both cities; 
mediation activities with both citizens and 
the municipalities’ urban planning depart-
ments; and a summer school for national 
and international architecture students.

Timeframe 2025-27 Curators Space Transcribers 
and Matilde Seabra Local partners neighbours 
association of Bairro d’Alegria; University of Minho 
Medical School, Institute for Social Sciences and 
School of Architecture, Art and Design 

National partner theatre company Mala 
Voadora International partners Faculty of 
Architecture of the Technical University of Riga (LV); 
Vilnius Gediminas Technical University Faculty of 
Architecture (LT); École Nationale Supérieure d'Ar-
chitecture et de Paysage de Lille (FR)

Balance – European Social Circus Festival 
Balance puts the spotlight on emergent 
circus and its new large-scale street 
creations, showing the world what 
European circus is all about and bringing 
the whole city together. Imagined to 
involve larger audiences and introduce 
innovative contemporary performative 
practices, the festival will take place at the 
city’s historical streets and heritage sites, 
and in our parishes’ most unconventional 
spaces. We will also invite our younger 
citizens to join and become circus per-
formers themselves: in smaller shows that 
will tour the schools, the artists will work 
with the students, turning them into the 
stars of contemporary circus. A training 
programme aimed at young people from 
socially unstable backgrounds from Braga, 
Latvia and Serbia, where contemporary 
circus has been having a particularly 
active educational and social approach, 
will also take place from 2025 to 2027. 
Together with international artists, they 
will co-create a circus performance that 
will tour the three countries as the open-
ing performance of Balance.

Timeframe 2025-27 Local partners Equilibrium 
Social Circus; Team Braga Parkour; social 
solidarity association for teachers Casa do 
Professor National partners circus festivals 
Festival Trengo and Vaudeville Rendez-Vous; INAC 

– National Institute for Circus Arts; Coliseu Porto 
Ageas Christmas circus organising committee; cir-
cus schools SALTO and Chapitô; platform for artists 
Outdoor Arts Portugal (by Bússola); contemporary 
circus company Erva Daninha and physical thea-
tre company Radar 360 International partners 
Ludifico (Novi Sad/SR); Le Plus Petit Cirque du 
Monde (FR); Riga Cirks (LV); Galway Community 
Circus (IE); European Network for Circus and 
Street Arts; African Roots Circus (ET); International 
Youth and Social Circus Network (Galway-IE); 
Leeuwarden-Friesland 2018-2028 (NL); Circus Adje 
by Kunstkade (Leeuwarden-NL)

Look Inside – International 
Outsider Art Exhibition
Outsider art, raw art, art brut are 
different names for the art that is 
created outside the establishment, often 
by individuals who deal with mental 
illness. Famous European 20th century 
artists found outsider art fascinating 
and something to aspire to, since it 
was created “from pure and authentic 
creative impulses – where the worries of 
competition, acclaim and social promo-
tion do not interfere”, as Jean Dubuffet 
has put it. Look Inside is an 

international exhibition of outsider art 
that presents works from various art brut 
collections, from Europe to the USA, and 
includes artists from Europe, Africa, Asia 
and Latin America. The exhibition will 
encompass different artistic fields, such 
as painting, sketch, sculpture, ceramics, 
tapestry, photography and immersive 
installations. Turning the city into a 
polycentric gallery, it will be presented 
in different locations: schools, hospitals, 
libraries, churches and other municipal 
infrastructures. It will also have a medi-
ation team that will develop a project 
for outdoor installations, co-created by 
international and local artists who deal 
with mental health issues. Look Inside 
will establish partnerships with galleries 
around the globe for emergent artists’ 
pieces to be commercialised in different 
international art markets, also enabling 
digital showcasing. 

Timeframe 2027 Local partners mental health 
institution Casa de Saúde do Bom Jesus; University 
of Minho Medical School; social institution Centro de 
Solidariedade de Braga Projecto Homem National 
partners Jesuit cultural centre Brotéria; studio 
and art brut gallery Manicómio; art gallery Orla 
Outsider Art International partners "Hidden 
Worlds Expanding" – ECoC Tartu 2024 (EE); Outsider 
Art Fair (New York (US)/FR); Collection de l'Art Brut, 
Lausanne (CH); European Outsider Art Association 
(DK); private collectors Victor Keen (US) and Alexei 
Turhcin (RU); De Stadhof collection (NL) Potential 
partner Museum of the Mind – Outsider Art (NL)
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Temple of wandering

Like flâneurs, we wander 
around both urban and natural 
landscapes, finding new paths 
to connect them. On the way, 
we wake up to the importance 
our bodies have in our physical 
and mental well-being. 

Connecting Commutes
One of the many changes that the 
Covid–19 pandemic brought to Europe is 
using cars for daily commuting again due 
to safety reasons. We need to change this 
perspective and start walking towards 
the good things the “old normal” had. 
Connecting Commutes is a set of artistic 
audio routes specifically designed for pub-
lic transport. These are spiritual journeys 
that start from the references and places 
these vehicles pass by, raising awareness 
about mobility, changes in landscape, 
human behaviour and our daily routines. 
The contents will be developed in co-cre-
ation with national and international 
artists, during long-term residences in 
2025, becoming available at public trans-
ports in 2026 and 2027. During the title 
Year, site-specific live performances will 
be added to the project. The international 
artists will be selected in an open call for 
ECoC cities and candidate cities.

Timeframe 2025-27 Local partners Braga Urban 
Bus Transportation System (TUB); project Audire 

– Saving Sonic Based Memories National part‑
ners Porto municipal museum network Museu da 
Cidade; artistic project Comédias do Minho; sound 
art festival Lisboa Soa; Tourism of Porto and North 
of Portugal International partners PUTSPACE – 
Public Transport as Public Space in European Cities: 
Narrating, Experiencing, Contesting (DE/PL); Sound 
Art East Network curated by MoTA – Museum of 
Transitory Art (Ljubljana-SI) with partners from 
Belgrad, Budapest, Vienna, Bucharest, Prague, 
Thessaloniki and Zagreb

The Artists’ Guide to the City C

Walking is probably the best way to get 
to know a city. It is a privileged trans-
portation method when we visit a new 
place, and it can bring us true surprises 
when we walk around our own cities. The 
Artists’ Guide to the City gathers a group 
of similar proposals we received during 
the community open call, in a series of 
walks that take place in Braga. Through 
artists’ curious perspectives, we will 
walk around the city in different formats: 
performative walks, literary paths, a 
tour of the local traditional shops, a 
manifesto walk regarding street safety 
that will result in a documentary 

film, a circular path around the periphery 
that will look at the city centre from the 
outside, and even a bicycle trail through 
Braga’s suburbs. The project will also 
have digital applications so that all 
Europe and the world can walk the city 
with us.

Timeframe 2026-27 Promoters BestEvents – 
Events and Communication Lda, BANQUETE 

– Creation and Research in Performing Arts 
Association, non-professional theatre company 
MalaD’arte, Manuel António Pereira and Alexandra 
Rodrigues Local partners non-professional theatre 
company PIF’H – Produções Ilimitadas Fora d’Ho-
ras; film production company One Pixel at a Time; 
cultural associations PREX – Projecto Expressar and 
adoc – associação de ocupação constante; 

quality tourism company Bonus iTINERIS National 
partners cultural association Estrutura; artistic 
education association Gira Sol Azul; record label 
Discos de Platão; company Sentido Absoluto; artist 
Marina Palácio International partners Interactive 

– Platform for Contemporary Art and Thought (ES) 
Potential partners WAC International Encounters/
Conference (GR); artist Bradley L. Garret (Dublin-IE)

Write the Ways
The Ways of Saint James are ancient 
religious routes that connect all of 
Europe and the Southern Mediterranean 
coast, passing through former EcoCs 
such as Marseille 2013, Maribor 2012 or 
Leeuwarden 2018, and candidate cities 
like Valmiera 2027, Clermont-Ferrand 
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2028, and Braga, to Santiago de 
Compostela 2000 as the final destina-
tion. From 2023-27 we will invite 27 writ-
ers from the 27 European Member States, 
with different religious backgrounds, to 
come and walk the Ways of Saint James 
in a writing residency. Opening a debate 
on spirituality, authors will create written 
and video testimonials during their 
journey, transforming their experiences 
into two publications: a “notepath” and a 
book. In 2027, citizens will also have the 
chance to enrol in “in situ” workshops to 
walk and write about their physical and 
spiritual connection with nature on their 
journey. A contemplation site will be 

created at the tunnel of Rua da Boavista, 
the city’s Way of Saint James symbolic 
starting point, with a collaborative land-
scape installation, co-created by artists 
and citizens, reflecting on the themes 
that the pilgrims usually highlight during 
their walks, such as identity, intimacy 
and nature.

Timeframe 2023-27 Curators Léa Prisca López 
and Andreia Brites Local partners library Biblioteca 
Municipal Lúcio Craveiro da Silva, therapeutic walks 
project Walk to Believe National partners travel 
literature festival LeV – Festival de Literatura em 
Viagem; Porto Book Fair; performative arts com-
pany Visões Úteis; poetry and arts event Quintas de 
Leitura – Teatro Municipal do Porto International 
partners ECoCs Donostia/San Sebastián 2016 (ES), 

Wrocław 2016 (PL), Maribor 2012 (SI), Košice 2013 
(SK), Marseille 2013 (FR), Leeuwarden 2018 (NL), 
Linz 2009 (AT) and candidate cities Valmiera 2027 
(LV), Brno 2028 (CZ) and Clermont–Ferrand 2028 
(FR); supra-municipal entity Galicia and North of 
Portugal Eixo Atlântico do Noroeste Peninsular (PT/
ES); European Federation of St James Way

Roman Connections
“All right, but apart from the sanitation, 

the medicine, education, wine, public 
order, irrigation, roads, a fresh water 
system, and public health, what have the 
Romans ever done for us?” We all remem-
ber the quote from Monty Python’s “Life 
of Brian”. Indeed, the Romans provided 
the basis of what we today know as global 
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communication: the roads. Roman roads 
were the first major connection between 
European regions and they still play an 
important role in our communication 
nowadays. Not only in Europe. Northern 
Africa, in particular the Mediterranean 
basin, and some areas in the Middle East 
were also part of the Roman Empire and, 
therefore, covered by this infrastructure. 
Today, more than 2000 years later, how 
can we connect these territories and find 
new forms of dialogue? The intention 
of this project is to create an exquisite 
corpse with artists and thinkers based in 
cities that connect Rome to Braga via the 
Mediterranean Sea. Starting from a text 
written in Rome by a European intellec-
tual about the concept of contemplation, 
the project will follow the trail of some of 
the Roman Empire’s ancient roads: Rome, 
Rijeka, Elefsina, Plovdiv, Istanbul, Haifa, 
Beirut, Alexandria, Tripoli, Tunes, Algiers, 
Tangier, Gibraltar, Salamanca and Braga. 
The resulting creations will be presented 
in an exhibition in 2027 and it will be 
possible to follow all of the journey via an 
online gallery during the entire process.

Timeframe 2026-27 Local partners therapeutic 
walks project Walk to Believe; library Biblioteca 
Municipal Lúcio Craveiro da Silva National 
partner association for the preservation of 
Roman city Tongobriga – Associação Amigos 
de Tongobriga International partners Roberto 
Cimetta Fund (IT); Mediterranea Young Artists 
Biennale (SM/IT); Anna Lindh Foundation 
(Alexandria-EG);  think and do tank specialised in 
Euro-Mediterranean relations European Institute of 
the Mediterranean (IEMed) (Barcelona-ES)

Decolonising Nature
This project’s goal is to tackle urban 
sprawl, the increase in demand for land 
in and around cities with environmental, 
social and economic impacts on both 
the cities and countryside of Europe. 
We will invite international activists, 
ecologists, artists and designers, to 
study and intervene on urban sprawling 
in Braga’s territory, in the form of 
discussions and creative processes, with 
participation from different corners of 
the world, such as China and Latvia. To 
address this topic and reclaim our right 
to a green landscape, we will invite 
renowned contemporary artists such as 
SUPERFLEX (DK), Timo Toots (EE) and 
BridA Collective (SI) to create art pieces 
that connect urban and rural areas. The 
first phase of this four-year project will be 
dedicated to research and artistic resi-
dencies, and the second to the execution 
and exhibition of art works. We will also 
organise an international conference 

“Paradise lost?” at Bom Jesus Sanctuary 

(UNESCO World Heritage Site) in June 
2027, reflecting on our relationship with 
nature, with focus on environmental 
issues, nature-based solutions and on 
what nature means to humans on a more 
profound and spiritual level. We plan to 
work with the European Section of the 
International Union for Conservation of 
Nature (IUCN) and Oppla, a EU platform 
for disseminating nature-based solutions 
knowledge, on organising the conference.

Timeframe 2024-27 Curators Guilherme Braga da 
Cruz and Duarte Sequeira Local partners Jesuit 
organisation Centro Académico de Braga (CAB); INL 

– International Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory; 
sustainability festival Greenfest;  National Seed 
Bank; Catholic University of Portugal – Braga 
Regional Centre (UCP); agricultural cooperative 
Cavagri – Cooperativa Agrícola do Alto Cávado; 
heritage and nature association ASPA; education 
and research centre Laboratório da Paisagem 
(Guimarães); Confraria do Bom Jesus (religious 
brotherhood) National partner Jesuit cultural cen-
tre Brotéria International partners SUPERFLEX 
(DK); Maajaam/Timo Toots (Tartu-EE); BridA collec-
tive (Nova Gorica-SI); Jaśmina Wójcik (Warsaw-PL); 
Cristina Lucas (ES); Rural Urban Framework – RUF/
Faculty of Architecture at The University of Hong 
Kong (CN); Rixc Festival (Riga-LV); Liepāja University 
Art Research Laboratory (Liepāja-LV); "R.o.R. 

– Rurally Organised Residencies" GO! 2025 Nova 
Gorica – Gorizia (SI); Potential partners European 
Section of International Union for Conservation of 
Nature (IUCN); Oppla (NL)

Eating is Wanting
In this project, we ditch the dining room 
and gather around the kitchen to think 
and explore (and taste) our food, the 
world’s food. Codfish, our national 
dish, comes from the Nordic seas. Our 
convent pastries would not exist without 
the sugar from Brazil. Our beloved 
black coffee travels much further than 
us to get to the closest café counter. A 
contemporary kitchen will be set up 
in the city centre to cook strong bonds 
between international artists, food 
activists and the community, allowing 
them to exchange knowledge on how 
to plant, transform and preserve food. 
Between saucepans, ingredients and 
conservation techniques, we will learn 
about the basis of a sustainable diet, 
where slow and seasonal food are keys, 
and remind ourselves that choosing what 
we eat can also be a political gesture, 
impacting others, our landscapes, and 
ecosystems. A festival that goes beyond 
the traditional show cooking and culi-
nary experience, to reach a deeper level 
of thought on food – by creating bridges 
between local cooks and our friends in 
Bodø 2024, Nova Gorica – Gorizia 2025 
and Oulu 2026, between our migrant 
communities and the monasteries or 
abbeys throughout Europe, between our 

food growers and international chefs 
or nutritionists. The festival will close 
with the publication of a book of fusion 
recipes and essays on gastronomy and 
food, and a delicious full course meal 
that will open our palates and minds.

Timeframe 2023-27 Curators Space Transcribers 
and Matilde Seabra Local partners Polytechnic 
Institute of Cávado and Ave (IPCA) School of 
Hospitality and Tourism – Professional Higher 
Technical Course in Cooking and Food Innovation; 
INL – International Iberian Nanotechnology 
Laboratory; agricultural cooperative Cavagri – 
Cooperativa Agrícola do Alto Cávado; National 
Seed Bank; Cerveja Letra/Hopen Beer Fest;   
Associação Empresarial de Braga (business associ-
ation) National partners edible wild plants collab-
orative project A Recoletora; international research 
platform Illustration School International part‑
ners The Soft Protest Digest (DK); The Center for 
Genomic Gastronomy (US); "The Self-Preservation 
Society" – ECoC Nitra 2026 (SK); Regional Centre 
for Culinary Heritage Latgale (Krāslavas-LV); 

"Future of Food Academy" – GO! 2025 Nova 
Gorica – Gorizia (SI) "Feeding Europe" – Bodø 
2024 (NO); Flying Stock Fish Festival (Bodø-NO); 
Observatorium (Rotterdam-NL); Slow Food Europe 
(EU); Studio Marije Vogelzang (Arnhem-NL)  

FLOWS
FLOWS is a series of site-specific media 
art installations sprouting from a collab-
oration between three Portuguese candi-
date cities for the ECoC 2027 title: Braga, 
Faro and Ponta Delgada. Scientifically 
speaking, there is a deeper and deeper 
understanding that ecosystems (a 
forest, a lagoon, a volcano) function as 
one living organism. Based on the data 
flow analysis of the biodiversity from 
outermost landscapes  – the mountain 
forests in the Peneda-Gerês National Park, 
the sea lagoon in the Natural Park of Ria 
Formosa, and the volcanic activity of the 
Azores Geopark – artists and researchers 
are brought together in an art, science 
and technology co-creation programme. 
More than mere representations of data 
for didactic-informative purposes, these 
media artworks seek a critical look at how 
we preserve (or not) and interact with our 
natural ecosystems. All art installations 
resulting from these collaborations will be 
presented in a travelling exhibition in the 
three partner cities in 2027 and later on 
within the worldwide UNESCO Creative 
Cities of Media Arts network.

Timeframe 2026-28 Curator Luís 
Fernandes Co‑Promoters Braga‘27, Azores 
2027 and Faro 2027 Local partners Braga 
UNESCO Creative City of Media Arts; cultural 
venue gnration; University of Minho (Master in 
Media Arts) National partners University of 
Algarve, Museu Zer0, Ria Formosa Natural Park, 
Peneda Gerês National Park, Azores Geopark, 
vaga – space for art and knowledge, Arquipélago – 
Contemporary Arts Centre International partners 
Media Arts Creative Cities of UNESCO 
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sub-network: Santiago de Cali (CO), Guadalajara 
(MX), Austin (US), York (UK), Karlsruhe (DE), Viborg 
(DK), Gwangju (KR), Sapporo (JP), Changsha (CN), 
Enghien-les-bains (FR), Košice (SK) ECoC 2013 

From the Unfinished Nature
Modern and contemporary artists have 
always been mirrors to our society’s 
biggest issues. Through their sensitive 
experience of the world, they create art 
pieces that propose new narratives for 
contemporary challenges such as climate 
change, demography, fossil fuels, or 
the urgency to protect biodiversity and 
ecosystems. This collective exhibition 
will reflect on these topics through a 
selection of internationally celebrated 
artists’ works such as Jannis Kounellis 
(GR/IT), Max Ernst (DE), Fernanda 
Fragateiro (PT), Richard Long (UK), 
Alberto Carneiro (PT), Andy Warhol 
(US), and Rui Chafes (PT), among 
others. In a parallel programme, guest 
artist Cristina Ataíde (PT) will create 
site-specific works for the Monastery of 
Tibães, which will challenge viewers to 
connect natural landscape and spiritual-
ity, underlining the relationship already 
present in this national monument.

Timeframe 2027 Curator Museu de Arte Moderna 
e Contemporânea/Coleção Berardo Local 
partners multi-purpose venue Altice Forum 
Braga; Monastery of Tibães National partner 
Artworks International partners By Museu de 
Arte Moderna e Contemporânea: Tate Modern 
(London-UK); Centre Georges Pompidou 
(Paris-FR); Museu Nacional Centro de Arte Reina 
Sofia (Madrid-ES); Museu Thyssen-Bornemisza 
(Madrid-ES); KunstMuseum (Wolfsburg-DE); 
Fondation Beyeler (Basel-CH) 

Behind God’s Back
Braga is spiritually dichotomous. On 
one hand, the city is known to be 
conservative due to the strong presence 
of the church. On the other hand, it has 
intermittently been home to a vibrant 
yet secretive alternative and transgres-
sive culture. Picoto, a small hill in the 
city centre, is the physical face of this 
antagonism – a gracious retreat in the 
urban landscape that people like seeing 
from a distance but do not usually go 
to, finding it shady or even dangerous. 
Behind God’s Back is an international 
festival that opens Picoto to all contem-
porary utopias. The project starts with a 
historical, urban and biological observa-
tion of Picoto’s landscape, anticipating 
an international architecture open call 
for the construction of four ephemeral, 
sustainable structures that will be the 
event headquarters, along with the hill’s 
natural surroundings. From psychedelics 

to trance music, from biohacking to 
spiritualities, this festival provides 
encounters with different underground 
scenes. A series of concerts, installa-
tions, performances, talks, theatrical 
interventions, sound recording walks 
and conferences on the topics of ecology, 
queerness, alchemy, mythology and 
cities’ identity crisis. In 2027, the Picoto 
hill will be brought into a new light as a 
labyrinth for imagination, where you can 
get lost and find yourself.

Timeframe 2023-27 Curators Space Transcribers 
and Matilde Seabra Local partners Braga 
UNESCO Creative City of Media Arts; Luís 
Fernandes; Cláudia Martinho; sustainability festival 
Greenfest; non-profit artistic organisation Cosmic 
Burger; University of Minho Institute of Science and 
Innovation for Bio Sustainability, Communication 
and Society Research Centre, Media Arts Masters 
and Lab2PT – Landscape, Heritage and Territory 
Laboratory, cultural venue gnration National 
partners sound art festival Lisboa Soa; interna-
tional symposium Invisible Places International 
partners Anti Festival (Kuopio-FI); Leiden University 
Centre for the Arts in Society – Night spaces: migra-
tion, culture and IntegraTion in Europe (NITE) (NL); 
Institute for Post Natural Studies (ES); Continuo 
Theatre (CZ); Krista Dintere (Liepāja-LV); "Flows" – 
ECoC Bad Ischl – Salzkammergut 2024 (AT); 
Annamaria Väisänen (FI); Eevi Tolvanen (FI); Loren 
Kronemyer (FI); SENELA – South East North Eco Lab 
Alliance (EU) curated by Baraga Studio (Ljubljana-SI) 
and partners from Turkey, Spain, Italy and Russia; 
Lark VCR (San Francisco-US); Media Arts Creative 
Cities of UNESCO sub-network: Santiago de Cali 
(CO), Guadalajara (MX), Austin (US), York (UK), 
Karlsruhe (DE), Viborg (DK), Gwangju (KR), Sapporo 
(JP), Changsha (CN), Enghien-les-bains (FR), Košice 
(SK) ECoC 2013

Seven Arts – Eco Festival C

This project that comes from our 
community open call is an art in nature 
festival thought of and implemented by 
the community in the six municipalities 
of the Intermunicipal community of 
Cávado region (cities connected by the 
river Cávado). It will take place twice 
a year, from 2025 to 2027, in six green 
parks of the region. During 2023 and 
2024, international artists and cultural 
operators will be invited to Braga to lead 
a vast capacity building programme 
for the local civil society organisations 
and cultural operators to envision and 
execute Seven Arts from scratch: from 
production to curatorship, from imple-
mentation to welcoming European 
guests. Designed to be an inclusive and 
participatory event, the project focuses 
on sustainability and the relationship 
with nature. It will include land art, 
dance, community creation, concerts, 
cinema sessions, cine-concerts, per-
formances and workshops proposals, 
all with a strong cultural, social and 
educational approach.

Timeframe 2023-27 Promoters Tin.Bra – Theatre 
Academy and Maíra Ribeiro, Plataforma do 
Pandemónio, Cáritas Arquidiocesana de Braga, 
Alexandra Rodrigues, Bruno Laborinho, Bruno 
Fernando de Carvalho Guedes, Guilherme Pereira 
and Sandra Ribeiro, Jorge Alexandre Dias, Diana Sá 
Carneiro, Casa do Professor (Catarina Vieira) Local 
partners  Intermunicipal Community of Cávado; art 
gallery Galeria Duarte Sequeira; CEC Braga – Circular 
Economy Club; film production company Ficus 
Films; arts association Plataforma do Pandemónio; 
Cooperativa Terra Convida National partners 
Polytechnic Institute of Cávado and Ave (IPCA); 
CECOLAB – Circular Economy; RHI – Think Art, Talk 
Business, Make Culture; Community Festival of 
Portuguese Music BONS SONS; Aldear – Cycle of 
Community Programme of Tâmega and Sousa; L 
Burro IL Gueiteiro – Traveling Festival of Traditional 
Culture International partners Cooperativa So.L.E. 

– Ledro Land Art (IT); ARTE INSTITUTE – PORTUGUESE 
CONTEMPORARY CULTURE (US); UK-650 (UK); 

"Seeds Library" – GO! 2025 Nova Gorica – Gorizia 
(SI); Festival de Cans (Porriño, Galiza-ES); Karolina 
Grzywnowicz (PL); Cécile Biole (Paris-FR); 
Leeuwarden-Friesland 2018-2028 (NL)

Salus’ Site – City of Healing
Water and nature have been associated 
with health and hygiene since ancient 
times. The bimillennial history of Braga is 
rich with multicultural traces of different 
peoples that occupied the territory; and 
baths, thermal streams and fountains are 
important heritage elements. Although 
none of these ancient health and com-
munal facilities still work today, we can 
reimagine these places and what they 
meant socially. Through a process of 
urban mapping elaborated by a team of 
urban and landscape architects, artists, 
ecologists, botanists, and construction 
companies – together with the Minho 
Region and Galician thermal heavens, 
and our European partners Bad Ischl 2024, 
Trenčín 2026 and Oulu 2026 – we will 
find traces of these practices and build 
temporary and permanent healing spots 
in the city: gardens, urban jungles, woods, 
vegetable gardens, cascades, saunas, 
spas, hammams and temazcales (Central 
American heat sweat lodge), creating 
places for pausing, relaxing, debating 
and interacting, while promoting citizens’ 
well-being and access to nature. These 
spaces will also become stages of some of 
the ECoC programme activities in 2027.

Timeframe 2025-27 Curators Cristina Planas 
Leitão and Catarina Miranda Local partners 
Polytechnic Institute of Cávado and Ave School of 
Design (IPCA-Barcelos); University of Minho School 
of Architecture, Art and Design National part‑
ners festivals Jardins Abertos (Lisbon) and Jardins 
Efémeros (Viseu) International partners "Creative 
Wellbeing Movement" – Trenčín 2026 (SK); "Brined to 
the point of happiness" – Bad Ischl – Salzkammergut 
2024 (AT); "Hot Sauna Debates" – Oulu 2026 (FI)
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Temple of awakening

An imaginary place for pause, 
reflection and debate. Together 
with artists, researchers and 
thinkers, citizens will learn the 
importance of critical thinking 
by overcoming obstacles such 
as digital literacy or the idea 
that one’s voice is not heard 
or not relevant. 

One Foot Above Ground
This project challenges middle school 
pupils and their families, from Braga, 
Wrocław 2016 and Latvian ECoC 2027, 
to become more aware of their home-
school commuting. What surprises can a 
daily journey that becomes so common 
still hold? Mediated by architects and 
school communities, this European 
educational project focused on territory 
includes guided visits that chart urban 
and affective cartographies; debates 
about mobility, public space and urban 
furniture; workshops on digital drawing, 
model construction and other urban 
planning practices that are not very com-
mon in schools but can serve as powerful 
tools for children to think about these 
issues and imagine new solutions. By the 
end of the programme, each school will 
organise an exhibition with innovative 
proposals for urban intervention, putting 
children in the spotlight as active, politi-
cal voices in society.

Timeframe 2023-27 Curators Space Transcribers 
and Matilde Seabra Local partner University 
of Minho School of Architecture, Art and 
Design National partners Association CoolPolitics; 
INDUCAR, non-formal education and social integration 
platform; Casa da Arquitectura – Portuguese centre 
for architecture International partners Jorge Raedó, 
Osa Menor – Arts Education for Children and Youth 
(ES/CO); Latvian ECoC 2027; Wrocław 2016 / Wrocław 
Culture Zone (PL); Association of Timişoara 2023 (RO)

Museum of Imaginary Anthropology
A training programme for Braga middle 
school pupils and teachers to reflect on and 
give new meanings to local and European 
codes and symbols. It is divided into two 
parts: Decoding and Coding. During 
the Decoding stage, students enrol in a 
series of multidisciplinary debates and 
workshops designed to help them decode 
meanings and interpret symbols, and 
provide them with tools to question pre-
conceived ideas, judgements and dubious 
narratives, such as the so-called fake news, 
opening their minds to the importance of 
questioning and having doubts. The 

Coding stage focuses on teachers and 
educators. Through a training programme 
that involves digital literacy workshops, 
they will, in collaboration with artists, 
digital experts and artisans, co-create 
imaginary physical and digital codes and 
symbols for our societies. Both groups 
will then create new European narratives, 
co-imagined by children and educators 
through creative writing, theatre and 
games, all available on an online platform. 
In 2027, these stories will be turned into 
book-objects and exhibited in a collective 
school Museum and its virtual gallery.

Timeline 2023-27 Curators Léa Prisca López and 
Andreia Brites Local partners Jesuit organisation 
Centro Académico de Braga (CAB); library Biblioteca 
Municipal Lúcio Craveiro da Silva National 
partners Ministry of Education initiative Plano 
Nacional das Artes; philosophy and creativity “gym” 
Filocriatividade International partners The 
Foundation For Critical Thinking (US); Arc en Rêve 
(FR); Art Mediation WRO Art Centre (Wrocław-PL)

Common Good
This is a civic and political capacity build-
ing project designed to activate younger 
European citizens and empower them to 
act together for the common good in their 
communities, and to do so informed and 
knowledgeable about their local reality, 
the complex issues of our time and sensi-
tive to the challenges of global sustainable 
development. Through three programme 
axes, it will engage the next generation in 
thinking and acting upon the future they 
want to build and live in: DEMOCRACY 
FOR COMMON GOOD – A collaborative 
platform for young people to identify 
the Common Good Matrix, deepen their 
knowledge on local and global issues, and 
formulate and choose the best solutions 
together with local authorities’ experts 
and civil society organisations; FUTURE 
SCHOOL – A free online archive of “out of 
the box” masterclasses by top European 
scientists, thinkers, activists and artists, for 
young audiences to get acquainted with 
state-of-the-art academic research across 
Europe, and the issues and challenges of 
our time and the future; COMMONS CITY 

– A multidisciplinary, transgenerational pro-
gramme reinforcing critical reflection on 
technology, social design and innovation: 
via three sub-projects (i) Learning initiatives 
to improve digital literacy and skills for the 
next century; (ii) Creating a standard quality 
seal of a COMMONS CITY; (iii) Creation of 
a Hacktivists’ network.

Timeframe 2022-27 Curator Associação 
Coolpolitics (Andreia Martins) Local partners 
Braga UNESCO Creative City of Media Arts educa-
tional project – Circuito; University of Minho; Schools 
of Braga International partners Coolpolitics USA; 

Media4Change (Vilnius-LT); Actors of Urban 
Change (Berlin-DE); Waag – Technology & 
Society (NL)

Present Transcendental Practices
This project will put national and 
European university students face to face 
with internationally recognised thinkers 
in a series of monthly round tables to 
reflect, investigate and act upon the topic 
of the transcendent. In 2026, a group of 
international students will come to Braga 
each month (or participate remotely 
since digital access to all activities will be 
ensured) for a week-long intensive think 
tank that includes talks, movement work-
shops, residencies and masterclasses, cul-
minating in a round table with renowned 
guests. Focusing on Arts and Technology 
students, but open to all interested, each 
month’s theme will touch on a subject 
related to the transcendental – January: 
Contemporary paganism; February: Myth, 
ritual and magic; March: Religion, belief 
and social change; April: Democracy 
and its demons; May: Representation of 
race and gender in popular culture; June: 
Sleep and altered states of consciousness; 
July: Telepathy and new perspectives on 
work; August: Practices of consciousness 
and corporeality; September: Spirits in 
the material world; October: Abstraction, 
paranoia, and the transcendental; 
November: States of consciousness in 
capitalism; December: Activism and 
neuroaesthetics. In 2027, the students will 
be invited to Braga again for two major 
symposiums open to the general public, 
to return to these contemporary questions 
with conclusions and possible solutions.

Timeframe 2026-27 Curators Cristina Planas 
Leitão and Catarina Miranda Local partners 
University of Minho Institute of Arts and Humanities – 
bachelor’s degree in Philosophy; Catholic University 
of Portugal Faculty of Philosophy and Social 
Sciences (Regional Center of Braga); University of 
Minho Students Association; Jesuit organisation 
Centro Académico de Braga (CAB) National 
partners Jesuit cultural centre Brotéria; arts 
school Escola Superior Artística do Porto 
(ESAP) International partners ASA-FF e. V. – ECoC 
Chemnitz 2025 (DE); The New Centre for Research 
and Practice (Michigan-US); Saas-Fee Summer 
Institute of Art – SFSIA (Berlin-DE); Goldsmiths, 
University of London (UK); MASSIA (Massiaru-EE); 
IP Group (Wrocław-PL); Anna Priedola (Liepāja-LV); 
Batida (PT/AO); CYNETART – Platform for Nomadic 
Thinking & Choral Practices (Dresden-DE); PCAI – 
Polyeco Contemporary Art Initiative (Piraeus-GR)

Village of Religions C

A project selected from our community 
open call, the Village of Religions is a place 
for exchange, dialogue and reflection on 
the religions in Europe. As its first edition 
actually already took place in 2012 during 
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the European Youth Capital, the parish 
of Priscos will welcome the religions of 
Europe and the world once more, in a 
festival providing different doctrines with 
an opportunity to introduce their beliefs to 
others, interact and reflect on the com-
mon values of spirituality that all religions 
share. It will be a space for dialogue and 
sharing, with a programme of conferences, 
meditation, book presentations and social 
gatherings for believers and non-believers. 
Plus a common canteen for conviviality 
at the table, where menus are studied 
to respect all faiths, seeking common 
denominators between all creeds.

Timeframe 2027 Promoter Parish of Priscos  
Local partner Catholic University of Portugal Faculty 
of Theology International partners Daugavpils 2027 
(LV); ENORB – The European Network on Religion and 
Belief (BE) Potential partner EARS, the European 
Academy on Religion and Society (NL)

a cerulean blue for flying high
This exhibition of Maria Helena Vieira 
da Silva’s works gathers 70 art pieces of 
the French-Portuguese painter and one 

of the most notable Portuguese artists 
of the 20th century, largely represented 
in important world collections and 
museums, such as Centre Pompidou 
(France) and MoMA – Museum of 
Modern Art (US). The selected paintings 
come from the Arpad Szenes – Vieira da 
Silva Foundation collection and cover 
the artist’s body of work, highlighting 
themes that are dear to our concept – the 
artist’s search for an existential dialogue 
that became a spiritual research on loss 
and death; and the relationships between 
interior and exterior space, which 
naturally leads us to the idea of a city. 
A digital exhibition centre will also be 
created using media arts to involve other 
audiences and reinforce the exhibition’s 
presence in the city.

Timeframe 2027 Curator Arpad Szenes-Vieira da 
Silva Foundation Local partner University of Minho 
Paço Episcopal Gallery National partners EDP 
Foundation; media artists Oskar&Gaspar; musician 
Rodrigo Leão International partners Comité 
Arpad Szenes Vieira da Silva (FR); Galerie Jeanne 
Bucher Jaeger (FR); Luso-American Development 
Foundation (PT/US)

Encontros da Imagem 
(photography encounters)
Encontros da Imagem is the oldest inter-
national photography festival in Portugal. 
Together with the municipal photography 
museum Museu da Imagem, it holds a 
vast and valuable photographic archive. 
In 2027, we will build bridges with other 
European cities’ photographic archives, 
in search of common spiritual practices 
and underlying belief systems in different 
societies and their relationship with the 
well-being of individuals. These collec-
tions will serve as the basis for a series of 
contemporary curatorial, creative and 
research practices, involving internation-
ally recognised photographers such as 
Brian Griffin (UK), Donna Ferrato (US), 
Martin Parr (UK), Sebastião Salgado 
(BR), Daniel Blaufuks (PT) and Paulo 
Catrica (PT). The festival will grow 
beyond its regular programme in artistic 
and community practices, with artist 
residencies that will result in essays 
and exhibitions; a Summer School for 
Portuguese and Latvian artists enabling 
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the exchange of experiences and the 
production of artistic works; an educa-
tional project inviting artists to develop 
activities with students of different 
educational levels; and a conference 
cycle that will include seminars, debates 
and artists talks. 

Timeframe 2027 Curator Encontros da 
Imagem Local partners museums Museu D. Diogo 
de Sousa (archeology) and Museu da Imagem 
(photography); contemporary art gallery Forum 
Arte Braga; Monastery of Tibães; University of 
Minho National partners Imago Photo Festival – 
Lisbon; photography school IPCI – Instituto de 
Produção Cultural e Imagem (Porto);  City of Tomar 
Centre for Photographic Studies; artists Daniel 
Blaufuks and Paulo Catrica International partners 
photography festivals OF – Outono Fotográfico 
de Ourense (Galicia-ES), Imàginaria – Festival de 
Fotografia en Castellón de La Plana (Valencia-ES), 
and LagosPhoto – International Art Festival of 
Photography (NG); ISSP Gallery (Riga-LV); ECoC 
Novi Sad 2022 (SR); artists Brian Griffin (UK), Donna 
Ferrato (US), Martin Parr (UK), Sebastião Salgado (BR)

MMCC a.c.
Theatre construction is a concept and 
an architectural achievement of Greek 
civilisation. An indispensable element 
of every urban centre from the Classical 
period until our days, theatres were 
set in the centre of political, social and 
religious life: the acropolis, the agora, 
the stadium, the bouleuterion, the 
sanctuaries. Searching for that very first 
understanding of the idea of theatre as a 
place of communal enlightenment, this 
international theatre festival will stage 
contemporary interpretations of the 
classical European pieces, presented by 
the best theatre companies in Europe 
and Eurasia. Symbolically held in the 
ruins of Braga’s ancient Roman theatre, 
an ephemeral stage with capacity for 
1000 viewers will be conceived and built 
together with international stage design 
experts that will work in co-creation with 
local artists. The festival will be held 
every two years, starting in 2025, co-pro-
duced with the Latvian ECoC 2027, pre-
senting different theatre performances 
based on Greek and Roman classical 
texts. There will also be a parallel choir 
programme and a cycle dedicated to 
reading and interpretation of the primor-
dial texts of the foundational European 
civilisations, looking to the past in search 
of contemplative answers for Europe’s 
present and future.

Timeframe 2025-27 Curator Companhia de 
Teatro de Braga (CTB) Local partners University of 
Minho; museum Museu D. Diogo de Sousa (arche-
ology) International partners Eurasia Theatre 
Association (ETA) – network of theatre partners from 
India, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, France, Georgia, Italy, 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Kosovo, Lithuania, 
North Cyprus, South Cyprus, Poland, Portugal, 

Romania, Serbia, Uzbekistan, Spain, Turkey, Ukraine; 
International Festival of Ancient Greek Drama (CY) 
Potential partner Tbilisi Stage Design Biennale (GE)

Tour de Europe on Journalism
The years 1981, 1986, 1995, 2004 and 
2007 tell the story of European enlarge-
ment and integration, meaning that soon 
for many countries more than 40, 25 
and 20 years will have passed since they 
entered the EU. Teams of local journal-
ists and bloggers will set off from Braga 
and the region, as well as a few more 
from Porto and Lisbon, to investigate 
the impacts of this social change on 
different ECoC cities and their effects on 
people’s lives. In a series of journalistic 
pieces, in writing, film and photo, the 
stories of European integration will be 
told and the faces of Europe portrayed. 
The travels will also include workshops 
to strengthen good cultural journalism in 
Europe at the local level, tackling issues 
such as fake news and hate speech, and 
promoting informed research journalism 
on the ECoC initiative beyond the 

stereotypes of a one-off large scale event. 
The project starts in 2023 in Elefsina, 
Timişoara and Veszprém-Balaton, 
moving to Tartu in 2024, Nova Gorica 
in 2025, Oulu and Slovakia in 2026, and 
Latvia and Plovdiv in 2027. In 2027, we 
will invite the European community of 
local journalists for a conference on the 
challenges of today’s media, and to cover 
Braga‘27, sharing our European stories 
with the world. 

Timeframe 2023-27 Local partners local media 
RUM – Rádio Universitária do Minho; Correio do 
Minho; Diário do Minho; Antena Minho National 
partners newspapers Jornal de Notícias (Porto) 
and Público (Lisbon) International partners 
ECoCs Plovdiv 2019 (BG); Elefsina 2023 (GR); 
Veszprém-Balaton 2023 (HU); Timişoara 2023 (RO); 
Tartu 2024 (EE); Nova Gorica – Gorizia 2025 (SI); 
Oulu 2026 (FI); Slovakian ECoC 2026; Latvian ECoC 
2027 Potential partner  European Journalism 
Training Association (Mechelem-BE) 
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Temple of creation

A platform for artists that fosters 
their professional activities and 
welcomes creators and cultural 
operators from Europe and the 
world. A temple for citizens to 
express their creativity and to 
integrate art and culture into 
their everyday lives. 

AD_IN: Artistic Dissemination 
of International Networking L

AD_IN is an international meeting of art-
ists and cultural operators from European 
peripheral regions that will gather in 
Braga from 2024 on, to showcase their 
work in the fields of music, visual and 
media arts, and performative arts, fea-
turing a trade fair, talks, masterclasses, 
exhibitions, concerts and performances. 
Each year will be dedicated to a different 
European peripheral region, the North of 
Portugal and Galicia Euroregion being 

the focus of the title Year. A place for 
networking and knowledge exchange, 
but also a platform where emerging 
artists and collectives will be presented 
side by side with celebrated creators. 
This is a project that will continue after 
2027, making Braga a must stop location 
for artists and institutions, as well as 
art experts, art dealers, and specialised 
critics and journalists.

Timeframe 2024-27 and onwards Local partner 
Quadrilátero Urbano urban network – Municipalities 
of Braga, Guimarães, Barcelos and Vila Nova de 
Famalicão International partners OFF Barcelona 
(ES) – Multidisciplinar Designers, Theorists, 
developers; Curators' Network – highlighting 
the peripheries of the art world (Madrid – ES); 
MUMi – encontro profesional de música de Galiza 
e Portugal (PT/ES); CAN Community Arts Network 
(AT) Potential partners MArteLive (IT/PL/LT/BA); 
The Festival Academy (Brussels-BE)

Square – International Independent 
Music Festival
Is the European alternative music 
scene a thing? We know it is. Bands 
and independent musicians are one of 
the reasons our cities burst with under-
ground culture. They play at venues, 
clubs and bars, rehearse in garages and 
old buildings, organise festivals and jams, 
create labels and are as much artists as 
they are cultural operators. Yet somehow 
the European music scene always comes 
second to the massive Anglo-Saxon 
alternative music market. Square is an 
independent music festival that wants to 
put the European peripheral countries’ 
indie bands into the world’s spotlight. In 
2027, a seven-day event spread across 
the four cities of the Quadrilátero 
Urbano (Braga and its neighbour cities 
of Barcelos, Guimarães and Vila Nova de 
Famalicão), a region known for its strong 
independent and underground music 
scene, will host hundreds of concerts 
of both emergent and well-known 
European bands and musicians, with a 
focus on Galician bands and the Balkan 
music scene, through MOST (network 
for boosting Balkan music market). As 
a parallel programme to the shows, a 
series of talks, workshops, masterclasses 
and album releases will take place, as 
well as a networking fair with interna-
tional music industry agents and patrons. 

Timeframe 2027 Local partners booking agents and 
labels Bazuuca, GIG, Cosmic Burger and Mobydick; 
Quadrilátero Urbano urban network – Municipalities 
of Braga, Guimarães (ECoC 2012), Barcelos and 
Vila Nova de Famalicão National partners Indie 
Decor (Chaves); Ritmos/Paredes Coura Festival; Arda 
Academy (Porto); Circuito (national association of 
unconventional music venues); Lovers & Lollypops 
(Barcelos); Maus Hábitos (Porto); Zigurfest (Lamego)

International partners MUMi – encontro profe-
sional de música de Galiza e Portugal (PT/ES); MOST 

– boost Balkan's independent music (Budapest-
Hungary) Potential partners The Medinea Network 

– mediterranean musicians (FR); NORDPLUSMUSIC 
Network (Baltics & Scandinavia); Sonrias Baixas 
(Pontevedra/ES); Son Estrella Galicia (ES)

Semibreve
Semibreve is an experimental electronic 
music and media arts festival taking 
place in Braga since 2011, consistently 
presenting a forward-thinking pro-
gramme featuring some of the most 
revered electronic music and cross-dis-
ciplinary work by artists from around 
the world, while maintaining an active 
role in the promotion of the digital arts 
in Portugal. Back in 2012, Semibreve was 
the only event to unite the programmes 
of Braga as the European Youth Capital 
and Guimarães as the European Capital 
of Culture. For 2027 Semibreve will 
deliver a programme specifically devel-
oped for the European Capital of Culture 
and Braga‘27 concept, focused on the 
contemplative act of listening, sound 
ecology and environmental awareness. 
In the preparatory years, there will also 
be an exchange programme for students 
from University of Minho Media Arts 
Masters and media arts students from 
Liepāja 2027 to collaborate in a joint 
artwork that will be exhibited at Update 
festival during Media Arts Week and 
Semibreve Festival in 2027.

Timeframe 2027 Curator AuAuFeioMau Local 
partner Braga UNESCO Creative City of Media 
Arts National partners University of Porto; 
Catholic University of Portugal Art School (Porto); 
ESMAE – School of Music and Performing Arts 
(Porto); Ministry of Culture Directorate-General 
for the Arts International partners Goethe-
Institut (DE); LEV Festival (ES); Re-Imagine Europe 
(international network); EMAP – European Media 
Art Platform (EU); Liepāja University Art Research 
Laboratory (Liepāja-LV); Liepāja 2027; Media arts 
festival Update (Liepāja-LV); Žilina 2026 (SK); 
SONICA (Ljubljana-SI)

Game Jam Retreat C

A game jam is a contest in which partic-
ipants try to make a video game from 
scratch within a limited time, based on 
a predefined theme. Taking place in the 
Media Arts Centre’s immersive facilities 
(with virtual access to all events and with 
activities happening in other venues in 
the city), Game Jam Retreat is a week-long 
festival that will gather national and 
international programmers, game design-
ers, artists and writers in order to develop 
a video game in just 72 hours, based on a 
surprise theme related to our bid’s concept: 
Time for Contemplaction. The results will 
be presented during the festival and will 
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also be made available online. This pro-
ject, selected from our community open 
call, also includes parallel activities such 
as coding workshops, game soundtracks 
concerts, augmented reality projects, and 
collective meditation and yoga classes for 
participants to relax and reconnect.

Timeframe 2027 Promoter Pedro Martins 
Guimarães Local partners radio station RUM 

– Rádio Universitária do Minho; music label and 
agent Bazuuca International partner EuroXR 
Association (Brussels-BE) Potential partners VR@
School (RO); Nordic Game Jam (DK); games com-
panies Dazzle Rocks (FI), Fatshark (SE), Lightheart 
Entertainment (FI), MGE (HR), Raw Fury (SE), 
Talewind (PT), Thatgamecompany (US) 

Contempl/ACTION Cinema Platform L

This project is the first stepping stone 
towards building a cross-border 
European Media Cluster in the North of 
Portugal and Galicia Euroregion (and 
one of our legacies), in a joint effort 
between Braga UNESCO Creative City 
of Media Arts, Guimarães ECoC legacy 
in cinema production and the Galician 
Audiovisual cluster. The project’s core 
element is cross-border cooperation 
that unfolds into a three-dimensional 
programme. 1) The Contemplaction 
cinema festival, that will elevate 
the screening room into a temple for 
encounter, reflection and learning. The 
festival will have a strong educational 
approach, highlighting topics such 
as climate change, sustainability and 
community living, while exploring 
connections between moving images 
and our societies, in a quest for a deeper 
understanding of urban, social, environ-
mental and cultural challenges and local, 
regional, cross-border and European 
identities. 2) Call to action is the engine 
designed to jumpstart cinema and 
audiovisual markets through economic 
cooperation and cultural exchange. 
A place for international showcasing, for 
creators, producers and audiences to 
mingle, as well as for fostering capacity 
building for cinema professionals and 
audience development initiatives. 3) Call 
to Contemplaction is a think tank for 
reflecting on the importance of cinema 
as a medium for addressing and pointing 
out solutions to contemporary questions: 
memory and future; city and community; 
climate change and ecosystems; identity 
and citizenship. The activities will take 
place in Braga, Guimarães and Santiago 
de Compostela in 2027, but this project 
will seek to become a global Platform, 
bringing together partners from Sri 
Lanka, Afghanistan, Iran, Bangladesh, 
UK, Germany, among others, providing 

a global approach and multicultural 
perspectives on Contempl/ACTION.

Timeframe 2023-27 and onwards Curators João 
Paulo Macedo and Eduardo Brito Local part‑
ners University of Minho, film clubs Cineclube de 
Guimarães, Lucky Star and Cineclube Aurélio Paz 
dos Reis National partners ECoC Guimarães 2012; 
Ministry of Culture ICA – The Institute of Cinema 
and Audiovisual; Portugal Film Commission; 
Cinemateca Portuguesa – Museu do Cinema; 
Minho Film Commission; APNEIA; Agência da 
Curta-Metragem de Vila do Conde; Casa da 
Animação; Museu do Cinema Melgaço (Bernard 
Despomadères); Casa Museu de Vilar (Abi Feijó 
and Regina Pessoa); Cinema festivals CURTAS Vila 
do Conde, Viana do Castelo, MDOC and Close-Up 
Joane; Centro Europeu de escrita Criativa; Lyriqas 
(artistic residencies); Elsa Cerqueira; Filipe Lopes; 
Isa Catarina Mateus  International partners 
FIAPF – International Federation of Film Producers 
Associations; FICC – International Federation 
of Film Societies; FIPRESCI – International 
Federation of Film Critics; AGADIC – Agencia 
Galega das Indústrias Criativas (Galicia-ES); CGAI 

– Centro Galego de Artes da Imaxe / Filmoteca 
da Galiza (Galicia-ES); CIFEJ GA – International 
Centre of Films for Children and Young People; 
EAVE – European Audiovisual Entrepreneurs; 
EFA – European Film Academy; EFP – European Film 
Promotion; Anomaa Rajakaruna (LK); David Pope (UK); 
Dagmar Kamlah (DE); Dragan Milinkovic Fimon (SR); 
Diana Saqeb Jamal (AF/CA); Golam Rabbany Biplob 
(BD); Günther Kinstler (DE); Kamran Shirdel (IR)

Creative and Media Arts Data Centre L

This project aims to become the first 
Portuguese online and physical open-ac-
cess repository dedicated exclusively 
to media arts content and research, 
complementing the cross-border 
European Media Cluster referred above. 
An exceptional live archive, continuously 
fed with national and international 
books and documents collected from 
the artists’ experiences and needs, and 
bibliography used in digital arts creation 
and different creative processes. Another 
goal of the Centre is to map and provide 
access to all European media art projects 
developed until today, in close collabo-
ration with the Media Library project of 
the WRO Art Centre (Wrocław – PL) and, 
of course, the other UNESCO Creative 
Cities of Media Arts. The Creative and 
Media Arts Data Centre will be located at 
the Media Arts Centre. 

Timeframe 2024-27 and onwards Curators 
Léa Prisca López and Andreia Brites Local part‑
ners University of Minho   Media Arts Masters; 
library Biblioteca Municipal Lúcio Craveiro da 
Silva National partner digital arts museum Museu 
Zer0 International partners WRO Art Centre 
(Wrocław/PL); Bruno Persat (FR); Media Arts Creative 
Cities of UNESCO sub-network: Santiago de Cali 
(CO); Guadalajara (MX); Austin (US); York (UK); 
Karlsruhe (DE); Viborg (DK); Gwangju (KR); Sapporo 
(JP); Changsha (CN); Enghien-les-bains (FR); Košice 
(SK) ECoC 2013 Potential partners Ars Electronica 
Archive (Linz – AT); Utrecht School of the Arts / Utrecht 
Research Institute on Digital Cultures (NL); Danub 
University / ADA – Archive of Digital Art (Krems-AT) 

Creators Academy L

What greater legacy can the ECoC 
leave than transforming people and 
the city’s cultural ecosystem? This is a 
capacity building programme especially 
designed for the community projects 
selected in our open call. We want our 
cultural operators to have the necessary 
tools to implement their own proposals, 
with our help, of course, but even more 
importantly, we want to make sure 
these groups can be autonomous and 
have the capacity to turn their projects 
into reality. Between 2023 and 2030, 
about 40 organisations, individual 
promoters and artists will benefit from 
a continuous training programme in 
the areas of production, project man-
agement, monitoring, communication 
and hospitality. The training will be 
provided by experienced local and 
international cultural operators and 
professionals. 

Timeframe 2023-27 and onwards Local partners 
tech incubator Startup Braga; Braga Youth Centre; 
Cosmic Burger National partners organisation for 
cultural accessibility Acesso Cultura; Arda Academy 
(Porto) International partners Civic Europe - 
MitOst e.V. (DE); ECoCs Novi Sad 2022 (SR), Kaunas 
2022 (LT), Leeuwarden-Friesland 2018-2028 (NL), 
Wrocław 2016 (PL) / Wrocław Culture Zone; Arteria 
Foundation (Zabrze-PL) Potential partner Cross 
Innovation Hub Hamburg (DE)

Physical Practices of Contemplation 
and Transgression
This project is a two-year international 
academy of physical practices for 
European performance, dance and 
theatre professionals, aimed at broaden-
ing research practices and contemporary 
artistic discourses in performing arts 
in Braga. Observe, Care, Involve, 
Affectionate are triggers for weekly 
practices and an intensive summer 
school during 2027. Participants will also 
watch and analyse the programme’s per-
formative presentations as observation 
learning sessions. The academy students 
will combine their skills to create 
performances that will make use of 
technological and digital solutions. The 
project will connect to other European 
dance initiatives and communities.

Timeframe 2026-27 Curators Cristina Planas 
Leitão and Catarina Miranda Local partners 
Braga UNESCO Creative City of Media Arts; 
University of Minho Medical School; Arte Total 
(dance company) and dance schools Ent'artes 
and Backstage National partners Pensamento 
Avulso (Porto); Festival Planalto (Moimenta da 
Beira); DDD Dance Festival / Teatro Municipal do 
Porto International partners "Dance Days" – 
Daugavpils 2027 (LV); Sylvia Rijmer (NL); Bod.y 
(Bratislava-SK) Potential partners Ponderosa 
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programmes (Lunow-Stolzenhagen-DE); Camping 
(Lyon-FR); Impulstanz (Vienna-AT); Aerowaves 
Dance Network (UK/Europe)

Supracasa
This is a long-term programme of 
multidisciplinary residencies for 
international artists. Every year from 
2025 on, we will open a call for artists to 
come to Braga for a 12-month residency 
and work with local cultural operators. 
During the preparatory years, the open 
call will be aimed at European artists. 
In 2027, the programme will open 
exclusively for our supraneighbours 
from Northern Africa, the Balkans, 
Ukraine, Russia and the Caucasus. 
Selected artists will be able to bring 
their team members, originating a 
more intense exchange between local 
and international professionals. During 
their stay, artists will share their knowl-
edge and experience through monthly 
training sessions for cultural operators, 
young artists and students. The 
residency will end with a presentation 
followed by two more remote collab-
orative creations to keep the spirit of 
Supracasa alive and above borders.

Timeframe 2025-27 Local partners Plataforma 
do Pandemónio; Ficus Films; Cosmic Burger; Braga 
Youth Center; Casa do Professor National partner 
centre for artistic residencies Campus Paulo Cunha 
e Silva (Porto) International partner Riksteatern 
(SE) Potential partners African Digital Art 
Network (KE); House of Europe (Kiev-UA)

By Hand, by Heart L

The art of crafts is part of Europe’s cul-
tural richness. Despite local and regional 
particularities, we can find many similar 
features throughout the continent, such 
as common raw materials and techniques. 
This project joins the cultural network 
composed by the four neighbouring 
municipalities of Braga, Guimarães, 
Barcelos and Famalicão “Quadrilatero” in 
promoting regional crafts and combining 
them with contemporary artistic practices, 
more specifically design and visual arts. 
After an extensive process of mapping of 
artisans, crafts, workplaces and selling 
methods, local artisans will enrol in 
artistic residences guided by national and 
international contemporary artists. This 
collaboration and knowledge exchange 
will increase the artistic profile and the 
economic value of their works. With new 
tools, artisans will then lead workshops 
for younger people to learn the craft 
techniques and ensure their continuity. 
We will work closely with other cities that 
have arts & crafts cooperation projects, 

encouraging knowledge exchange 
throughout Europe. We will also pro-
mote the participation of our artisans 
in the European Artistic Craft Days, 
where craft studios open their doors and 
demonstrations are held by craftspeople, 
training schools and museums.

Timeframe 2024-27 and onwards Curators   
Guilherme Braga da Cruz and Duarte 
Sequeira Local partners Quadrilátero Urbano 
urban network with Municipality of Guimarães 
(ECoC 2012), Barcelos, Vila Nova de Famalicão 
and Braga; Polytechnic Institute of Cávado and 
Ave School of Design (IPCA – Barcelos); University 
of Minho School of Architecture, Art and Design, 
Universidade Lusíada Design graduation (Vila Nova 
de Famalicão) National partners Vicara; Passa 
Ao Futuro; The Home Project; Oficina da Madeira 
Verde, João Nunes studio International partners 
World Crafts Council – Europe (Florence-IT); ECoCs 
Bad Ischl – Salzkammergut 2024 (AT), Veszprém-
Balaton 2023 (HU); materahub (Matera-IT); Craft 
Hub EU project; Maria Pop Timaru (RO) Potential 
partners Handicraft Chamber of Ukraine (Kiev-UA); 
Limerick School of Art and Design (Limerick-IE); 
School of Industrial Organisation – EOI Fundesarte 
(Madrid-ES); Crafts Council (London-UK); Centre for 
Folk Art Production – ÚĽUV (Bratislava-SK); Creative 
Region Linz and Upper Austria (Linz-AT); FITE – 
International Festival of Extra Ordinary Textiles 
(Lyon-FR); Clermont-Ferrand 2028

School for Conservation L

This capacity building programme trains 
and qualifies professionals in the field 
of conservation and restoration in work 
context. It will be the first step in the cre-
ation of a future conservation “School-
Studio” in Braga, focused on applied 
and decorative arts. Braga is known 
for its effusive heritage, in particular 
baroque, and it is therefore natural that 
the city should have professionals fully 
apt for restoring the wonderful pieces 
of its valuable cultural heritage such 
as gold carving altars or 17th century 
tapestries. The project focuses on the 
training and qualification (levels 4 and 5 
European qualifications) of technicians 
and includes a practical work compo-
nent, an intervention on an emblematic 
monument of the city. The project will 
be led by Ricardo do Espírito Santo Silva 
Foundation (Europa Nostra Award 2013), 
a reference in the promotion and preser-
vation of Portuguese decorative arts that 
will establish links, through its interna-
tional network, between the project and 
other baroque cities in Europe, namely 
from Eastern Europe and Brazil, where 
the baroque was introduced by the 
Portuguese.

Timeframe 2023-27 and onwards Curator 
Maria João Bustorff/Fundação Ricardo do Espírito 
Santo Silva Local Partner Museu D. Diogo de 
Sousa (archeology) National partners Regional 
Directorate for Culture of the North; School of Arts 

of the Catholic University of Portugal; National 
Institute for Employment and Professional Training 

– IEFP; National Agency for Qualification and 
Professional Education, I.P. (ANQEP) International 
partner Michelangelo Foundation - Creativity and 
Craftsmanship (CH)

Shopyard L

Did you know there are also Lafayette 
Galleries in Braga? Though the only 
similarity with the Parisian sparkling 
department store is... the name. Our 
Lafayette Galeries are one of many 
decadent 80s’ shopping malls that 
we intend to revamp. Shopyard will 
transform the vacant shops of some of 
these incredibly well-located buildings 
into artists’ studios, rehearsal rooms 
and galleries. We will activate twenty 
of these spaces to create a polycentric, 
informal cultural dynamic in the city, 
providing artists and cultural operators 
with places for work and for sharing 
experiences and knowledge, with 
regular open-door activities for the 
general public. The occupants will be 
cultural and creative industries profes-
sionals e.g. in the fields of architecture, 
visual arts, design, and crafts, selected 
by national and international experts. 
Starting in 2024, the new residents 
will present a lively programme of 
activities such as workshops, open 
ateliers, debates and conversations or 
exhibitions, selected through an open 
call. European support in the revitali-
sation of these precious galleries and 
in giving tailor-made support to the 
CCS comes from Bologna's renowned 
IncrediBol!.

Timeframe 2024-27 and onwards Curators Space 
Transcribers and Matilde Seabra Local partners 
Associação Empresarial de Braga (business asso-
ciation); tech incubator StartUp Braga National 
partner Porto Municipal Ateliers International 
partner IncrediBol! (Bologna-IT)
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Q12 Explain succinctly how the cultural programme will 
combine local cultural heritage and traditional art 
forms with new, innovative and experimental cultural 
expressions? 
Braga has many contrasts. It is the city of traditional 

music instruments such as cordofones (string instruments) and 
bombos (handheld bass drums); it features ancestral cultural 
practices reflected, for instance, in its rich gastronomy; and 
quite a unique religious, architectonic and material heritage 
that dates back to the Romans. Yet Braga is also a UNESCO 
Creative City of Media Arts, a technological artistic hub 
with dynamic research and innovation centres. Our cultural 
programme clearly incorporates this constant dichotomy, by 
harmoniously merging heritage with technology, tradition with 
contemporary arts, memory with digital practices. Moreover, 
the cultural programme is structured in four ascending tem-
ples – empathy, wandering, awakening and creation. These 
four pillars, meant to give a broader theme to each group 
of projects, also represent a journey of Contemplaction. 
A European journey that starts with engaging the citizens 
through empathy-driven community initiatives, passes 
through the discovery of new paths, then soars towards the 
heights of thought and knowledge, culminating in the notion 
that everyone can be a creator – Every man is an artist (Joseph 
Beuys).   This conceptual ladder would not be possible without 
a strong bond between tradition (identity features that citizens 

know well) and contemporaneity (innovative concepts that 
become more tangible when related to practices that citizens 
already can discern). The opening ceremony New Temples 
summarises this link, as a single event that will fuse the city’s 
bells with electronic music; classical music played inside the 
city’s many churches with multimedia installations that lit up 
these buildings’ facades; and the collaborative construction of 
four new temples in the city, conceived using both traditional 
and contemporary techniques. The flagship events Spring 
Rites and Solstice Parade, built upon events from Braga’s 
religious background, are embedded in the Christian traditions 
of Semana Santa (Holy Week) and São João (St. John). These 
events will spark a dialogue with land art exhibitions and 
artistic installations, depicting more contemporary views and 
bridging the gap to other similar European manifestations. 

The folk music and dance, and the local instruments 
that pace the city’s rhythm, are also an indisputable immaterial 
heritage of Braga. In this field, the Temple of empathy offers 
The Roots Club project that promotes exchange between 
local cultural practices and global cultures. Another project, 
New Centralities explores how we inhabit the streets through 
innovative collaborative dynamics between locals and con-
temporary artists. Through design, visual and media arts, new 
urban squares and architectures are developed, changing the 
conception of public space and tightening its bonds with the 
historical built heritage. 
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The projects of the Temple of wandering add various 
layers to the cultural programme, namely through flâneur 
experiences and discoveries. Examples of this are the Roman 
Connections project, based on the first Europe-wide commu-
nication network; the Write the Ways, that conveys a spiritual 
extrapolation of Ways of Saint James; and the Artist’s Guide 
to the City, drawing lines between the cityscape, landmarked 
by its historical heritage, and its contemporary perceptions. 
Another element of the Temple of Wandering is FLOWS, a 
project that uses experimental data analysis to collect informa-
tion on natural ecosystems and create site-specific media art 
installations in these landscapes. 
In the Temple of awakening, the Museum of Imaginary 
Anthropology makes use of storytelling and other contem-
porary techniques to reimagine local and European codes 
and symbols, often seen as bearing unquestionable meanings. 
Common Good explores innovative ways to instigate younger 
generations to build civic and political capacities to think and 
act upon the future of our European society. In Encontros da 
Imagem (Braga’s acclaimed photo festival) the city’s archives 
will gain new life and narratives by exchanging with other 
European cities’ photographic archives.

Projects included in the Temple of creation are 
another result of our strategic investment in cultural operators’ 
capacity building through the relationship between tradition 
and innovation, like By Hand, by Heart that brings several 
municipalities together in order to promote material culture, its 
crafts’ techniques, stories and iconography, while combining 
them with international references, new design methods and 
contemporary artistic thinking. The School for Conservation 
will bring innovative practices in the field of conservation 
and restoration in the professional context, strengthening the 
qualification of technicians while rehabilitating one of the 
city’s emblematic monuments. Finally, there is the Creative 
and Media Arts Data Centre that will systematise and 
aggregate bibliography, creative processes and artworks in 
physical and digital archives, fostering transdisciplinary and 
artistic experimentation in this creative field.

Braga‘27 cultural programme is contemporary, reflecting 
and acting upon the city’s and Europe’s current issues and 
challenges, giving voice to citizens and creating the world 
of tomorrow with them. It is a programme that permanently 
connects the future and memory.

 
Q13 How has the city involved, or how does it plan to involve, 

local artists and cultural organisations in the concep‑
tion and implementation of the cultural programme? 
The outline of our concept and cultural programme is 

deeply rooted in the consultation process carried out for both 
the city’s cultural strategy and the bid. This engagement with 
the local agents paved the way for a conceptual framework 
and a wide technical and human mapping, setting the basis 
for the bid’s theme and giving valuable clues for the cultural 
programme structure. A thorough research, which started with 
several public sessions, was carried out to ascertain common 
standpoints between local cultural operators and the bid team. 
These thematic sessions allowed for a discussion on the prelim-
inary outline of the bid, giving rise to a vision of a collaborative 
and participatory model, and various city stakeholders were 
invited to join in and contribute to the project’s definition.

After an initial conceptual draft, we urged the city’s 
cultural institutions and independent operators, such as, for 
instance, Braga’s professional theatre and dance companies 

and the main art festivals, to develop ideas and proposals for 
the cultural programme. Additionally, we launched an open 
call for community projects, based on four action lines: Nature, 
Heritage, Well-being and Neighbourhood. Out of numerous 
submissions, the Braga‘27 team selected 40 projects that were 
included in the programme draft. These projects were then 
subject to improvements formulated in collaboration between 
the bid team and the proponents, in a continuous effort to 
establish connections with local, national and international 
partners and adjust the projects’ scale. As a result of this 
process, some proposals are now presented together as part of 
bigger projects, such as New Centralities (page 20) or The 
Roots Club (page 18), while others maintain their original 
formats, such as Game Jam Retreat (page 29) or Village 
of Religions (page 26). As the diversity of our cultural pro-
gramme was one of our main concerns from the very beginning, 
we also selected a group of professional programmers from 
different artistic fields and with different connections to the 
city, challenging them to develop projects for the future Braga. 
These are local and national art professionals that brought a 
distinctive vision to the programme, as well as new networks. 

Through this participatory process, local artists and 
cultural structures were involved from the early stages of the 
programme, to ensure it would be firmly rooted in the sector’s 
needs and aspirations. Throughout the different pillars of the 
Braga‘27 programme, the local artistic community is involved 
not only in the activities but in the creative challenges, the 
educational mediation activities, as well as the interactions 
with international artists and partners. Local artists and asso-
ciations will also play an essential role in the ECoC ‘s opening 
and closing events. Strategically, the programme is still open 
to further contributions from local operators, since we plan to 
launch new calls in the future. 
Braga‘27 programme also involves close to 40 non-professional 
organisations via the long-term capacity building project 
Creators Academy (page 30). This project is meant to elevate 
these structures’ profile by providing them with know-how 
in the areas of production, project management, monitoring, 
communication, and reception, as we believe this could trigger 
a deep transformation in the local cultural ecosystem. This pil-
lar is based on the needs of the city’s artists and other cultural 
professionals and focuses both on their empowerment and on 
strategies to attract and retain artistic critical mass to Braga.

Finally, beyond the cultural programme development 
itself, the bid is already involving local artists and cultural 
operators via its governance model and communication 
strategy. Firstly, the Local Advisory Council is meant to be 
a platform to assist, monitor and follow-up the Braga‘27 bid 
and ECoC implementation process. The Council has seats for 
diverse cultural organisations related to heritage, performing 
arts, music and the festival and events fields. Secondly, the 
Braga‘27 communication strategy was also built on the voice 
of the artistic community, especially that of the local artists, 
as depicted under the video series “Braga de” (Braga of ) 
(Q17). This strategy is meant to set a stage for local creators to 
become more visible and connected.
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Q14 Give a general outline of the 
activities foreseen in view of: 
Promoting the cultural diversity 
of Europe, intercultural dialogue 
and greater mutual understand‑
ing between European citizens; 
Highlighting the common aspects 
of European cultures, heritage 
and history, as well as European 
integration and current European 
themes; Featuring European art‑
ists, cooperation with operators 
and cities in different countries, 
and transnational partnerships. 
We want to indulge in 

Contemplaction with Europe and act 
together on finding and co-creating alter-
natives for the challenges of our time. Our 
vision is to engage in an act of collective 
mindfulness that will bring society closer 
together again after Covid-19 has drawn 
us apart. We want to (re)unite Europe via 
culture, building on European values such 
as respect, equality and solidarity.

The act of caring for one another is 
at the very core of our bid. We evolve with 
Europe and our ECoC programme has 
been devised with well-being, especially 
mental well-being, and inclusion in mind. 
We are working and co-producing with 
international artists and partners from 
the European CCS. Together, we provide 

concepts and activities for healing the 
social wounds caused by the isolation 
felt by many throughout the times of 
the Covid-19 pandemic. We are looking 
forward to a post-Covid-19 Europe and 
want to tackle the effects of this crisis, 
experienced on an individual level as well 
as throughout European society. An exam-
ple of how we plan to address the scars that 
Covid-19 has left is the “Metamorpho” 
project where Belgian Lizbeth Gruwez will 
come to support our youth in overcoming 
body trauma through dance practice. For 
the project “Connecting Commutes”, 
Slovenian MoTA – Museum of Transitory 
Art with its Sound Art East Network will 
add emotional layers with sound collages 
to urban travels in Braga, reminding people 
of the advantages of sharing the daily com-
mute over riding a car to work all alone. 

Together, we embark on a col-
lective European journey of building a 
common path for Contemplaction. We 
act in accordance with our inner self, with 
respect for the community and for nature. 
In this process of Contemplaction, we 
connect with Europe via our four temples: 
empathy, wandering, awakening and 
creation. It is through this demanding yet, 
we believe, rewarding and relevant pro-
cess that we build new partnerships with 
European and international communities. 

It is through this process that we cherish 
diversity 1  , that we as Europeans truly 
get to know each other, and that we speak 
gently to one another 2 . It is through this 
process that we explore new concepts of 
a European society that is at peace with 
nature and aware of its surroundings 3 . 
It is through this process that we develop 
the skills to create a resilient democratic 
ecosystem 4  in which our genuine 
and fulfilling European values unfold 
completely 5 . And finally, it is through 
this process that we overcome borders 
once more after they have been raised 
again during the Covid-19 pandemic. It is 
through this European community build-
ing process that we foster empathy and 
healing by connecting to each other, and 
that we build new European friendships 
and mindsets 6 .

  In order to achieve Contemplaction 
at a European level, we also build upon 
existing links and want to take steps toward 
further integration within our cross-border 
region, strengthening the ties with the 
Spanish region of Galicia. We will work 
with Braga’s numerous European twin 
cities, including Cluj-Napoca in Romania, 
Ivano-Frankivsk in Ukraine and and French 
Clermont-Ferrand, which is an ECoC 
2028 candidate. Moreover, we will rely on 
overseas partnerships, for example on the 

3
European dimension
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Santiago de Santiago de 
CompostelaCompostela

Clermont-FerrandClermont-Ferrand RijekaRijeka

Nova GoricaNova Gorica

Bad IschlBad Ischl

EschEsch

WrocławWrocław

KaunasKaunas

DaugavpilsDaugavpilsLiepājaLiepāja
JūrmalaJūrmala

TartuTartu

OuluOulu

BodøBodø

ŽilinaŽilina
TrenčínTrenčín

NitraNitra

VeszprémVeszprém

TimișoaraTimișoara

Novi SadNovi Sad

PlovdivPlovdiv

MateraMatera

VallettaValletta

ChemnitzChemnitz

LeeuwardenLeeuwarden

ValmieraValmiera

ECoC 
Santiago de 
Compostela 2000 
Wrocław 2016
Leeuwarden- 
Friesland 2018
Valletta 2018
Plovdiv 2019
Matera 2019 
Rijeka 2020
Esch 2022
Novi Sad 2022
Kaunas 2022
Veszprém-Balaton 2023
Timișoara 2023
Tartu 2024
Bad Ischl-
Salzkammergut 2024
Bodø 2024
Chemnitz 2025
Nova Gorica- 
Gorizia 2025
Oulu 2026
Nitra 2026
Trenčín 2026
Žilina 2026
Daugavpils 2027
Jūrmala 2027
Liepāja 2027
Valmiera 2027
Clermont-Ferrand 2028

Other Cities 
Enghien-les-bains FR
Puteaux FR
York UK
Karlsruhe DE
Viborg DK
Košice SK
Cluj-Napoca RO
Veliko Tarnovo BG
Ivano-Frankivsk UA
Austin US
Rio de Janeiro BR
Manaus BR
Ouro Preto BR
Santa Fe AR
Cuenca EC
Santiago de Cali CO
Guadalajara MX
São Nicolau CV
Bissorã GW
Gwangju KR
Sapporo JP
Changsha CN

Artists 
Spain
France
UK
Italy
Germany
Netherlands
Switzerland
Belgium
Denmark
Poland
Lithuania
Latvia
Estonia
Finland
Sweden
Slovakia
Serbia
Kosovo
Romania
Bulgaria
Ukraine
Turkey
Azerbaijan
Georgia
North Cyprus
South Cyprus
Russia
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan
Uzbekistan
Afghanistan
Iran
India
Sri Lanka
Bangladesh
Egypt
Ethiopia
Angola
Tanzania
USA
Brazil
Mexico
Guatemala

Festivals 
Madrid ES
Barcelona ES
Valencia ES
Lyon FR
Wales UK
San Marino SM
Berlin DE
Dresden DE
Copenhagen DK
Vienna AT
Prespes GR
Riga LV
Liepāja LV
Ljubljiana SI
Bodø NO
Kuopio FI 
Cyprus CY
Lagos NG
Cairo EG

Cultural  
Institutions 
Paris FR
Bordeaux FR
Bagneux FR
London UK
Galway IE
Florence IT
Bologna IT
Ledro IT
Wolfsburg DE
Hamburg DE
Linz AT
Amsterdam NL
Leeuwarden NL
Utrecht NL
Basel CH
Geneva CH
Lausanne CH
Wrocław PL
Zabrze PL
Lublin PL
Malovice CZ
Prague CZ
Řehlovice CZ
Bratislava SK
Budapest HU
Karlovo BG
Novi Sad RS
Piraeus GR
Riga LV
Randers DK
Moscow RU
New York US
Philadelphia US
Montreal CA

Knowledge 
and Learning 
Institutions 
Barcelona ES
Lille FR
London UK
Limerick IE
Luxembourg LU
Brussels BE
Lunow-Stolzenhagen DE
Berlin DE
Utrecht NL
Leiden NL
Udenhout NL
Krems AT
Wrocław PL
Kiev UA
Iași RO
Liepāja LV
Daugavpils LV
Riga LV
Vilnius LT
Tomales US
Seattle US
Hong Kong CN
Bogotá CO

Rio de Janeiro BRRio de Janeiro BR
Manaus BRManaus BR
Ouro Preto BROuro Preto BR
Santa Fe ARSanta Fe AR
Guadalajara MXGuadalajara MX
Cuenca ECCuenca EC
Bogotá COBogotá CO
Santiago de Cali COSantiago de Cali CO
New York USNew York US
Philadelphia USPhiladelphia US
Tomales USTomales US
Seattle USSeattle US
Austin USAustin US
Montreal CAMontreal CA

Lagos NGLagos NG
Cairo EGCairo EG
São Nicolau CVSão Nicolau CV
Luanda AOLuanda AO
Bissorã GWBissorã GW
TanzaniaTanzania
EthiopiaEthiopia

Gwangju KRGwangju KR
Sapporo JPSapporo JP

Changsha CNChangsha CN
Hong Kong CNHong Kong CN

AzerbaijanAzerbaijan
GeorgiaGeorgia

North CyprusNorth Cyprus
South CyprusSouth Cyprus

KazakhstanKazakhstan
KyrgyzstanKyrgyzstan
UzbekistanUzbekistan

AfghanistanAfghanistan
IranIran

IndiaIndia
Sri LankaSri Lanka

BangladeshBangladesh
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bond with the Brazilian city Ouro Preto 
(UNESCO World Heritage Site), enabling a 
dialogue between Europe and Brazil based 
on our common baroque heritage. We are 
also keeping a close eye on the UK City of 
Culture for 2027, envisaging cooperation 
with our European neighbours – especially 
on inclusive arts and culture events which 
they are experts on.

The principles and steps of 
our joint European journey towards 
Contemplaction are:

 Faith in European Pluralism 1  As we 
embark on this collective process, we 
want to stress our faith in European 
pluralism.  European diversity is one 
of the strongest assets of the European 
Union and an important driver of 
innovation. At the same time, it adds to 
the European quality of life, since differ-
ence is also an inspiration for our inner 
self and the community. In “Solstice 
Parade”, we celebrate the longest night 
of the year with Midsummer traditions 
from the European North. We invite the 
North of Europe to come to the streets 
of Braga: to mingle with our crowds, 
share Baltic and Scandinavian midsum-
mer traditions and dance with Braga’s 
big-headed “gigantones” as well as with 
the Bulgarian Kukeri – a colourful fest 
for a never-ending night.

Other projects that cherish European 
cultural diversity: Reliquaries Bringing 
Eastern European design and everyday life 
stories to the streets of Braga by sharing 
objects of pride from the ECoCs Chemnitz, 
Novi Sad and Plovdiv; The Roots Club 
Uniting the European people with beats 
and rhythms of drums and string instru-
ments from Brazil and Egypt; Village 
of Religions Valuing different beliefs like 
Islam, Judaism, Buddhism and Christianity 
in a secular and multi-faith society.

Time for European Talk 2  A compas-
sionate Europe is a Europe of dialogue. 
For Braga‘27 the people of Europe come 
together, to laugh, learn, exchange, 
co-produce, dance. In “By Hand, by 
Heart”, artisans from the region of 
Braga invite their peers from across 
Europe to share their skills, unique 
techniques and knowledge. Together 
they will help preserve this intangible 
European cultural heritage by passing 
their knowledge on to younger genera-
tions via capacity building sessions.

Other projects which foster European 
dialogue: Tour de Europe on Journalism 

Quality journalism at the local level and 
meaningful European Capital of Culture cov-
erage; Permanent Temples Transnational 
identities and the voices of the European 
people; Europe Day Pilgrimage Putting 
folklore and contemporary culture from 
the 27 European Member States in a dia-
logue; Eating is Wanting European slow 
and seasonal food, food preservation meth-
ods, and sustainable food manufacturing 
techniques from monasteries across various 
borders come together.

Holistic European Practices 3  In a 
fast-paced Europe, fake news affect 
the reality of many people and in 
consequence destabilise and endanger 
the democratic ecosystem. “Present 
Transcendental Practices” seeks endur-
ing ways of exorcising these demons 
of democracy by applying the concept 
of Slow Media, nourishing journalistic 
research practices and responsible 
social media postings. 

Other projects that work with prom-
ising future-oriented concepts and 
holistic practices: Metamorpho 
Self-Healing; Museum of Imaginary 
Anthropology Digital Literacy; 
Future Resident Design-Thinking.

Contemporary European Memory 
4  Only by critically examining and 

embracing the dark spots of our past 
can we become one with ourselves 
and achieve European integrity. We 
need courage and confidence to 
meet this challenge, but above all: 
we need to be sensitive at heart to 
pick up on the feelings of others to 
do no further harm. The Angolan-
Portuguese Collective Batida tackles 
the European colonial past, allowing 
us to see and understand why our 
societies are still affected by those 
power structures and what this 
means for us as individuals and as 
people. Pipi Colonial will work on the 
memories from the long Portuguese 
dictatorship called “Estado Novo” 
(1933 – 1974) led by Salazar, its cul-
tural propaganda and power.

Other projects in which international 
artists will reflect on European mem-
ories: Sebastião Salgado Human 
marks to nature; Annamaria Väisänen, 
Eevi Tolvanen and Loren Kronemyer 
Witchcraft and the fabric of patriar-
chy; Jonas Staal Migration and the for-
tress Europe; Sylvia Rijmer Post-Human 
metamorphis.

European Belief Systems 5  There is no 
future without a critical youth. More 
than ever, we need open and curious 
minds with the capacity to reflect and 
act with kind hearts. We need younger 
citizens to stand up for the European 
values we share and believe in. We 
are in true need of a European youth 
that can understand whenever our 
freedom is in danger and truly act upon 
this reflection. The project “Common 
Good” empowers youth to engage 
critically in digital discourse, to take 
responsibility for our digital society and 
to counter hate speech. 

Other projects where European values 
and beliefs are cherished: School for 
Conservation Activating and sustaining 
European cultural heritage for a meaning-
ful future; Permanent Temples Peaceful 
European revolutions forming democratic 
societies; Supracasa European hospitality 
for artistic co-production.

Bonding with European Networks 
and Peers 6  By sharing our feelings 
and knowledge, we give a little and 
receive so much more in return while 
at the same time we strengthen our 
European ecosystem. We will ask 
the Roberto Cimetta Fund and Anna 
Lindh Foundation to help us identify 
artists in the Mediterranean and 
creatively reflect on contemplation 
in “Roman Connections” with us. As 
taking the shortest route from Rome 
to Braga would mean missing out on 
great networking possibilities and 
people, the tour takes the other way 
around the Mediterranean Sea – pass-
ing through cities like Istanbul, Haifa 
and Alexandria, placing Europe in an 
active dialogue with the MENA region.

Other projects in partnership with 
European networks that will allow for 
further bonding: UNESCO Media 
Arts Network Bringing pioneer-
ing media artists from around the 
world to Braga to produce avant-
garde events in “New Temples” and 
“Semibreve”; International Youth and 
Social Circus Network Sharing educa-
tional approaches for working with youth 
in “Balance - European Social Circus 
Festival” and connecting to the European 
contemporary circus community; FEST 
– Federation for European Storytelling 
Strengthening European oral tradition 
and working with teachers on narrative 
techniques for a touching storytelling in 
“Neighbourhood on the Road”.
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Q15 Can you explain your overall 
strategy to attract the interest of a 
broad European and international 
public?
Our strategy to attract and engage 

European audiences in our ECoC 
programme is set on four principles that 
allow us to get in touch with millions of 
people throughout Europe and have them 
become an active part of Braga‘27.
 Open Door Policy

Braga is known for its hospitality 
and its cordial spirit in welcoming 
guests, whether they come from the 
region, Portugal, Europe or beyond. We 
take pride in being honest and sincere, 
especially with our guests, and were 
thus chosen as Europe’s number one 
tourist destination in 2021. In line with 
this tradition, we will offer our guests 
an unforgettable stay in the years up to 
2027 – and afterwards, of course. As it is 
time for European Contemplaction, we 
created a wide range of possibilities in 
the programme for visitors to truly sense 
and get in touch with their inner self, 
with the locals, with nature, with Europe 
– making the visit to the region of Braga a 
holistic and fulfilling experience for our 
international guests.
 Cross‑Border Connection

Considering our proximity to 
Spain, we expect a large number of 
our neighbours from the North, from 
Santiago de Compostela, Tui, Vigo 
and elsewhere, to come and take part 
in Braga‘27. Some of the events which 
we will host, like the opening “New 
Temples” and “Square – International 
Independent Music Festival”, will 
blend Galician and Portuguese culture 
and sounds. For the 2027 Jacobean 
Year, we are collaborating with 
Santiago de Compostela in particular. 
Among other collaborations, the city 
will host some of the activities from 
project "Contempl/ACTION Cinema 
Platform". The Galician city is expect-
ing more than ten million guests from 
all over the world for whom Braga is 
within a short distance. 
 Divine Quality

We are set to build a high-quality 
Braga‘27 ECoC programme. Thus, we 
will invite outstanding international 
artists, apply pioneering and gripping 
approaches, e. g. in the field of media 
arts, and investigate topics that are of 
particular interest to diverse European 
communities. We welcome European 
communities taking an active part in 
our programme, as is the case with our 
permanent European temples – folk 

choirs from Latvia and other European 
countries will come to engage with us 
in European Contemplaction. Showing 
works of iconic photographers like 
American Donna Ferrato, having a major 
retrospective of the French-Portuguese 
abstract painter Maria Helena Vieira 
da Silva, and offering an entirely new 
perspective on Outsider Art from Asia, 
Africa, the Americas and Europe will 
make the hearts of European art critics 
and aficionados beat faster – and surely 
inspire them to come and visit Braga. 
And let us not forget our exhibition 
“From the Unfinished Nature” with 
works of Andy Warhol (US), Jannis 
Kounellis (GR/IT), Max Ernst (DE), 
Fernanda Fragateiro (PT), Richard Long 
(UK), and Alberto Carneiro (PT). To 
assure reaching the intended audiences, 
we will use a tailor-made communication 
strategy, including digital micro-target-
ing (page 54).

 Digital Encounters
Digital seems to be the new normal. 

Covid-19 and its lockdowns have drasti-
cally changed our habits when it comes to 
the use of digital technologies. Therefore, 
we might well have more peepers (page 53), 
that is those that participate in our ECoC 
programme from afar, than other ECoCs 
before. While the digital dimension will 
be inherent to our programme, we feel 
that it is up to us to offer new formats 
that will actively involve those that join 
digitally. This means that the Braga‘27 
programme will not be only for visitors to 
peek, but also a place for digital encounter 
and Contemplaction, as are the city and 
its central square, the Republic Square. A 
digital foyer will be awaiting visitors, for 
interaction, conviviality and conversation 
(even drinks?) throughout the whole year 
of 2027. A space for dialogue and exchange 
of ideas that creates a similar feel-good 
experience we enjoy at a physical foyer.
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Q16 To what extent do you plan to 
develop links between your cul‑
tural programme and the cul‑
tural programme of other cities 
holding the European Capital of 
Culture title?
For the preparation of our bid, we 

engaged in Contemplaction with our 
ECoC peers right from the beginning. 
The Braga‘27 team visited Leeuwarden-
Friesland 2018, Valletta 2018, Matera 
2019, Rijeka 2020 and Esch 2022. With 
these members of the ECoC family, we 
exchanged knowledge on European 
topics such as digital and green cultural 
events, citizen participation, volunteer-
ing, urban transformation, ECoC legacy, 
and cross-border cooperation. Plovdiv 
2019, Novi Sad 2022, Timişoara 2023, 
Tartu 2024, Bad Ischl – Salzkammergut 
2024, Bodø 2024, Chemnitz 2025, Nova 
Gorica – Gorizia 2025 and Oulu 2026 
reflected and partnered up with us in 
developing our programme. We received 
valuable learning points from the ECoC 
community and acted upon them in 
shaping the Braga‘27 ECoC bid.

Latvia 2027 & Braga‘27

Contemplacting and celebrating the belief 
in democratic values and the peaceful 
revolutions in both of our countries, we 
once again give the power to the people. In 
our flagship event “Permanent Temples”, 
that is also our closing event, folk choirs 
from Latvia and Portugal will establish a 
dialogue, remembering political upsurge 
and the Portuguese Carnation Revolution 
as well as the Singing Revolution of the 
Baltics and particularly Latvia. We are 
also working with our Latvian partners on 
specific projects that will be implemented 
throughout the ECoC Year:

With Daugavpils 2027 we exchange 
on religious tolerance and Europe 
as a multi-faith society in the project 
“Village of Religions”. The Regional 
Centres for Culinary Heritage Latgale 
share their traditional knowledge on 
sustainable food conservation in our 
“Eating is Wanting”. In addition, we 
co-produce activities for our capacity 
building programmes in the field of 
dance, namely “Dance Days” and 
“Physical Practices of Contemplation 
and Transgression”.

Artists from Braga will participate in the 
Jūrmala 2027 residency programme 
“Pro-Nature, Pro-Art”, working on the 
crucial interrelationship of humans 

and nature. Moreover, we will link 
our projects “Find Your Balance” and 
“Multitudes” in practices that inves-
tigate sound movement and support 
mental health.

Media arts students from both cities 
explore together the concept of local-
ity and peripheries in the digital age 
and show their joint work at the media 
arts festivals Update for Liepāja 2027 
and Semibreve for Braga‘27. Liepāja-
based choreographer Kristīne Brīniņa 
supports our citizens in overcoming 
body trauma in “Metamorpho” and 
shares her knowledge in master-
classes. Sound artist Krista Dintere 
studies for our project “Behind God’s 
Back” the physicality of sound and 
how humans engage in sound.

Renowned Braga UNESCO Creative 
City of Media Arts becomes a mentor 
for Valmiera 2027 in setting up 
its International Multimedia and 
Audiovisual Culture Festival and 
will already support the first pop-up 
edition of the festival in December 
2022 with its expertise.

European Contemplaction 
with ECoCs

Cooperation and collaboration with 
chosen and designated ECoCs is at the 
heart of our bid and we dive deeply into 
Contemplaction with Europe moving 
towards the title Year of 2027:

We join the celebration of the 20th 
anniversary of Romania’s and Bulgaria’s 
integration in the European Union 
in “Neighbourhood on the Road” by 
collecting stories of European community 
life in Plovdiv 2019, Timişoara 2023 
and Braga‘27. Adding to this, Plovdiv 2019 
supports us in working with our Roma 
community in neighbourhood projects 
like “Bloc to Bloc” as well as “New 
Centralities” and the traditional Bulgarian 
Kukeri will bring a new spirit to Braga 
during the Summer “Solstice Parade”.

Novi Sad 2022 invited Braga’s pho-
tography festival “Encontros da Imagem” 
to reflect on contemporary Europe and to 
show an exhibition in the heart of Novi Sad 
for their ECoC programme. Jointly, we will 
develop “EYE Net – European Youth 
Engagement Network” further, reflecting 
critically on European colonialism and its 
lasting legacy throughout the world.

Together with Esch 2022 we tell 
stories of European migration, including 
Esch’s large Portuguese migrant commu-
nity, whose most precious memories of 
home will integrate “Reliquaries”.

For Braga’s “Creators Academy” 
we will learn from Kaunas 2022 and its 
“Emerging Kaunas” through an exchange 
on how to best train our youth for actively 
participating in the development and exe-
cution of the ECoC programme. Moreover, 
the experiences from the Kaunas’ project 
“Designing Happiness” on working with 
citizens will be considered in the reshaping 
of public space in “New Centralities”.  

Artisans from Veszprém-Balaton 
2023 get involved in “By Hand, by Heart” 
to exchange on crafts techniques. 

Bodø 2024 and its Centre for 
Ecological Economics and Ethics at Nord 
University will help us assure the green-
ness of our ECoC through knowledge 
transfer. “Feeding Europe” and its Flying 
Stock Fish Festival arrive at “Eating is 
Wanting”, sharing their fusion recipes, 
cooking with our migrant communities, 
adding to the compendium of contempo-
rary stock fish cuisine. Braga contributes 
to the cultural programme of Bodø’s “Via 
Querinissima” and together we bring 
life to the travels of the Italian merchant 
Pietro Querini who also visited the North 
of Portugal. Bodø Biennial investigates 
the supernatural in the urban for our 
“Behind God’s Back”. “Metamorpho” is 
happy to welcome Northern “On Display 
Global” ambassadors to engage with our 
community on inclusive arts.

Tartu 2024 Earth Station 
“Maajaame” and artist Timo Toots 
cooperate with us in “Decolonising 
Nature” and in setting up our rural resi-
dency programme. Adding to the range of 
our international outsider art exhibition 
“Look Inside”, Tartu’s “Hidden Worlds 
Expanding” team contributes with its 
experience and knowledge on Eastern 
European and in particular Estonian 
outsider art. This fall, the Braga‘27 team 
will participate in Tartu 2024 Culture 
Compass Capacity Building Format on 
how to change the world through environ-
mentally friendly cultural management. 

  Bad Ischl – Salzkammergut 
2024 provides us with knowledge on 
developing and applying Green ECoC 
indicators. “Salus’ Site – City of Healing” 
hosts a programme by Bad Ischl – 
Salzkammergut 2024 which will promote 
well-being and access to nature. For 
“Behind God’s Back”, sounds collected 
at Salzkammergut’s River Sound Lab will 
be brought to the parks of Braga, taking 
the citizens on a European sound jour-
ney. Pottery artisans from the Austrian 
ECoC region visit the Braga region to 
engage in an exchange of skills in “By 
Hand, by Heart”. The School of Arts and 
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Crafts is invited to “New Centralities” 
to work with the citizens of Braga on 
refurbishing public spaces.

European Makers of the 
Chemnitz 2025 programme strand 
“MBA – Makers, Business and Arts” 
arrive in Braga via the Funken Academy 
as Index Media Arts Festival plans to 
join a Creative Europe application led 
by Klub Solitaer and Ars Electronica. 
ASA-FF brings innovative concepts 
from the European Workshop for 
Culture and Democracy to tackle the 
demons of democracy in our “Present 
Transcendental Practices”. Braga-based 
international urbanist network Space 
Transcribers is invited to the European 
Maker community for the “Dialogfelder” 
residency in Chemnitz. Taupunkt e. V. will 
strengthen our neighbourhoods through 
participatory theatre with the Roma 
community in “Bloc to Bloc”.

Nova Gorica – Gorizia 2025 
and its M&N Dance company join in 
on “Metamorpho”, integrating their 
experience of sensory body work from 
“Borderless Body” in masterclasses, 
and strengthening feelings of body 
positivity. Also, we exchange artists for 
our rural residency programmes “R. o. 
R. – Rurally Organised Residencies” 
and “Decolonising Nature”. Both of the 
cities’ seeds libraries start cooperating 
for the educational strand of Braga’s 
“Seven Arts - Eco Festival”. The “Future 
of Food Academy” adds knowledge on 
sustainable food practices to Braga’s 
“Eating is Wanting”.

We welcome the Oulu 2026 Peace 
Machine in Braga, assuring the continu-
ation of this innovative approach to the 
peace in the European South, especially 
with children and teenagers. Moreover, 
Oulu 2026 sets up a contemporary public 

sauna bringing heat and public debate 
to Braga’s cold winter with its “Hot 
Sauna Debates” in “Salus’ Site – City of 
Healing”. The chefs and food experts 
of the Arctic Food Lab add fresh Nordic 
flavours to our “Eating is Wanting”. Index 
Media Arts Festival plans to join in on the 
Oulu’s European ArTech Network initia-
tive that intersects art and technology.

With Nitra 2026 we exchange 
sustainable food processing and preser-
vation in “The self-Preservation Society” 
and “Eating is Wanting”.

Trenčín 2026 invited us to “What 
Would Marcus Say” for Contemplaction 
on mental health, post-Covid-19 society 
and the role of individuals in shaping 
democratic ecosystems. Trenčin’s 
“Creative Wellbeing Movement” is a 
guest in Braga for “Salus’ Site – City 
of Healing”, sharing its experience in 
working with European spa heritage. 
Composer Jorge Pinto Ramos adds 
layers of Portuguese meditative rhythm 
to Slovakian public space in “Public 
Escapades”.

With Žilina 2026 we investigate 
the healing power of nature, as Braga-
based media artist João Martinho 
Moura co-produces, together with the 
Polish artist group Memorymorph, an 
immersive exhibition on water that will 
be shown in Žilina’s Bôrik Immersive 
Centre in 2026 and Braga’s new Media 
Arts Centre in 2027. Applying innovative 
technologies, artist Cláudia Martinho 
will give a voice to Žilina’s flora, by 
conducting a concert in the Vychylovka 
Forest Museum. Žilina 2026 STE(A)M2 
Residency Programme and Braga’s Index 
Media Arts festival explore new materi-
als in an exchange of emerging artists.

Wrocław 2016, as well as 
Leeuwarden-Friesland 2018-2028, 
are open to share its knowledge on how 
to best involve the local community in the 
development of the ECoC programme 
in our capacity building programme 
“Creators Academy” and also for our 
citizen driven “Seven Arts – Eco Festival”. 
Having felt the positive impact that circus 
can have on socially disadvantaged youth, 
Leeuwardens’s Circus Adje (organised 
by Kunstkade) is invited to work with 
younsgters from Braga for our European 
social circus festival “Balance”.  

  Braga‘27 will establish further 
connections, especially with our ECoC 
2028 colleagues from France and 
the Czech Republic as well as North 
Macedonia – as always, leaving a door 
open for those that would like to come 
and join us.
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Q17 Explain how the local population 
and your civil society have been 
involved in the preparation of the 
application and will participate in 
the implementation of the year. 
In this candidacy, we believe 

that true love can find us in the 
beginning of all things, and our 
team just couldn’t find a better way 
to reach people than through love. 
With open hearts, and minds buzzing 
with questions, we hit the streets at 
different times and situations, looking 
for diverse answers or, at least, new 
interrogations. At a time when every-
one has all the answers, the exercise of 
questioning ourselves is fundamental. 
The first conclusion we reached 
was that the citizens of Braga love 
their city, that is beyond any doubt. 
However, the reasons why they love it 
couldn’t be more diverse. We call on 
Simone Weil and the notion that a city, 
a place, can be loved for two reasons: 
one can love a place ideally, framing 
it so it remains static in an image of 
glory, or we can love a place that, by 
being within History, is exposed to 
risk, to change. Love in strength or 
love in vulnerability.

It was quite common to have 
heritage sites or the city centre pointed 
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out when we asked people why they loved 
Braga; the touristic discourse also sweeps 
locals’ hearts. But we also found love 
(maybe more?) in the critics. When that 
happened, we just kept asking, pulling it 
all out, imagining the city of 2027 from its 
contemporary inhabitants’ point of view. 
A city in the making, a love in progress.

If you don’t know, ask 
Involving the community 
in the process

We have initiated the Let’s talk pro-
gramme, a series of listening sessions, 
during the participatory process leading 
to the discussions and formulation 
of the Braga 2030 Cultural Strategy 
(chapter 1). Questioning is a wonderful 
way to reflect on a subject. So, for the 
bid process, we continued. We kept on 
bringing people together on different 
occasions, building a sense of com-
munity and looking at the city as a big 
question mark. In a nutshell, this is what 
we did between 2020-2021.

Constant collaboration with the 
communication team We see every 
moment of communication as an 
opportunity to reach out to citizens 
and collect their views and wishes. 
In fact, we went further than that, as 
Braga’s inhabitants and their views on 
the city became the communication 
protagonists. Our social media 
platforms (Facebook, Instagram, 
YouTube and LinkedIn) are a space 
for dialogue. There we try to create 
engaging content that people can 
relate and respond to with opinions 
and thoughts. Our website is always 
open by inviting contributions, with 
a special “Take part” menu where 
people can leave ideas, join our bank 
of volunteers, or apply for calls. (see 
our communication strategy in Q34)

Individual conversations With the 
20 most relevant and internationally 
experienced cultural operators of Braga.

20 work sessions organised by 
themes During lockdown, we organ-
ised different online work sessions for 
citizens. Divided in small groups of 
5 to 10 people, we led active debates 
on a variety of cultural subjects, 
which resulted in actual proposals for 
change in the city. About 100 people 
took part in these sessions.

Presence in 7 different municipal 
cultural events (in the frame of the 
cultural strategy implementation 
programme) We created a café-like 

terrace for these events, where we 
would invite elements of the audience 
to think and debate through games 
and exercises, in a collaborative and 
inclusive way. About 500 people 
participated in these sessions.

50 testimonial videos This was a joint 
collaboration between the outreach 
and the communication teams. Very 
diverse Braga inhabitants were asked 
about their Braga, their stories, and 
their wishes for 2027. For over a year, 
once a week, a new 
video was published 
on our social net-
works. Each interview 
contributed both as a 
means of communi-
cation focused on people, and as a way 
of collecting different views of the city 
for our outreach process.

8 editions of the “Let’s talk” newspa-
per In March 2020, we launched a free 
monthly newspaper, distributed across 
the city (centre and periphery) directly 

by our team, an 
intense and fruitful 
way to interact with 
people. Each issue 
was themed around a 
question, a motto to 

discuss a certain topic. In every number 
we explained the ECoC candidacy 
process, its European dimension, and 
why Braga is applying. There were also 
opinion articles, games, and challenges 
for people to fill in, as well as a perspec-
tive on an ECoC city, such as Matera 
2019, Leeuwarden 2018, or Novi Sad 
2022, which featured an interview with 
someone close to the process. 

8 radio talks and 
weekly vox pop 
at the local radio 
Starting from the 
questions launched 
by the newspaper, 
we promoted a 
monthly radio talk at local university 
radio RUM with different guests to 
reflect on that month’s theme. Every 
week we would also hit the streets for a 
vox pop with anonymous citizens, asking 
them for quick answers on different 
subjects (“Are you free?”, “Can love save 
us?”, “Do you have time?”, ...).

Let’s work together 
Community open call

We launched an open call for artists 
and cultural operators based in Braga 
to submit artistic projects that received 

a significant number of 116 proposals. 
40 projects were selected and included 
in the cultural programme. The bid 
team worked in close collaboration with 
the projects’ promoters so that all the 
proposals would meet the European 
dimension and values, as well as the 
mission of this conceptual walk towards 
the Braga of 2027.

Let’s listen 
Our Councils

Braga’s bid for the European Capital of 
Culture 2027 has a Strategic Council 
composed of senior experts from 
different areas of knowledge and from 
across the country with affinities to the 
city of Braga and other ECoCs, meeting 
regularly to bring their experience and 
perspective to the process. Moreover, 
a Local Advisory Council was created 
and meets every three months. This 
is a work group that brings together 
local artists and cultural operators, 
and the Municipal Youth Council, 
which was created back in 2012 when 
Braga became the European Youth 
Capital. The Youth Council’s mission 
is to promote youth civic participation 
and the City Council integrates their 
contributions into its youth policies. 
Both the Strategic Council and the 
Local Advisory Council constitutes a 
platform, that not only encourages a 
continuous debate but allows for new 
collaborations between operators to be 
established.

Let’s do it! 
Involving citizens in the 
implementation phase

Looking at a territory from a cultural 
perspective shows us that each inhab-
itant can be a protagonist in its story. 
The city becomes a stage for permanent 
transformation, continuous restructur-
ing, deep thought, where each person 
is a gateway, a qualified intermediary 
for change and growth. Therefore, our 
cultural programme was designed with 
the inputs, reflections and proposals 
collected in our consultation process, 
guaranteeing the involvement of the 
population both as creators and produc-
ers as well as participants from the start.

To guarantee citizens’ involve-
ment, we will further implement 
different tools for effective participation: 
open calls, parallel training sessions, 
workshops, conversations, meetings and 
collaborative creations.
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Q18  Explain how you intend to create 
opportunities for participation of 
marginalised and disadvantaged 
groups. 
At the heart of this bid is the 

development of the ability to con-
template. When we say it’s time for 
Contemplaction, we mean two things: 
contemplate ourselves and others and do 
something about what we discover during 
this pursuit. We firmly believe that happi-
ness is one’s capacity to feel good without 
leaving others behind. We can only move 
forward if we move together, reaching out 
to include those we may find different, 
but that are in fact our equals. We are 
referring not only to Braga but to the 
whole of Europe and the world. This idea 
of general well-being or, in other words, 
the idea of common good, depends on 
a plan that contemplates and promotes 
social equality at different levels: fighting 
isolation, including minority groups, 
enabling critical thinking, embracing 
people with disabilities, creating condi-
tions for sustainable and eco-friendly 
communities, involving and actively 
integrating immigrants, experiencing and 
acknowledging a society and a city that 
is connected and integrated into a wider 
territory that is Europe and the world.

The projects involving these groups 
were conceived to always promote an 
intersection between different communi-
ties. Everything was designed to address 
all audiences, ensuring accessibility and 
participation, in an attempt to eliminate 
borders and barriers. We believe that 
this is what being happy together truly 
means. With that in mind, we created a 
programme that proves the notion that art 
and culture are permeable territories that 
have the power to bring different people 
together per se.

We are already in action

Since our concept urges us to think and 
take action, we have already started 
implementing a project specific to the 
outreach section, aimed at the city’s 
marginalised and disadvantaged groups. 
The Composition of Air is conceived 
specifically for communities that are 
detached from civic participation, to 
enhance their visibility and voice in 
society. Through music, theatre and 
psychology, we are meeting regularly 
with different groups (sometimes in 
a meeting spot, other times joining 
them in their neighbourhoods, shops, 
restaurants, and activities) to think and 

critically debate culture and the city 
of Braga. The project will finish with a 
public performance at the city’s most 
emblematic stage, the Theatro Circo. We 
hope to raise awareness on the periph-
eral situation these communities live in 
and on the importance of their role in a 
collective city project. Once again, the 
local becomes global, and approaching 
these issues in Braga can be a contribu-
tion to the way other European cities 
alike may address their foreign commu-
nities and excluded groups. 

However, there are many chal-
lenges to face. Braga is famous for being 
a welcoming city. In fact, you can feel 
the warmth when you walk into a café, 
a restaurant or a shop. The City Council 
already has several projects that promote 
the city’s rich cultural diversity, the 
integration of minorities, and the imple-
mentation of social support policies. But 
are we listening to everyone’s voices? 
We took a closer look and realised that, 
for instance, the most invisible groups 
are the most vulnerable. When walking 
around the city, it is not always possible 
to recognise its cultural diversity though 
there is a significant number of cultural 
minorities living in Braga. When we 
analyse its multicultural profile, Braga 
reveals itself as a cosmopolitan city. 
We can find immigrant communities 
of different nationalities, as well as the 
largest Roma community in the country, 
traditionally one of the most excluded 
cultural minorities in Portuguese society. 
Over the past six years, the resident 
foreign population has grown 78% and, 
currently, around 13% of weddings 
celebrated in the city are between 
Portuguese and foreigners. The “new 
Braga citizens” arrive from Brazil, from 
Portuguese-speaking African countries 
(PALOP), namely Angola and Cape 
Verde, from China and Eastern Europe, 
especially Ukraine and Romania. 
The Brazilian immigrant community 
represents about half of the resident 
foreigners. Braga is, in fact, home to one 
of the largest Brazilian communities in 
the country.

We want to shed light on this 
diversity and make the margins visible. 
Braga‘27 will turn these communities 
into the protagonists of the projects 
that are part of our cultural programme 
listed below. They will be our stars 
(Q19). Bloc to Bloc (page 20) is an 
exchange programme that invites each 
neighbourhood to organise cultural 
activities in another neighbourhood. 
The project will involve the Roma 

community, and immigrant communities 
from Africa, Eastern Europe and Brazil. 
Neighbourhood on the Road (page 20) 
includes the creation of an online diary 
between the local Roma community 
and those from the cities of Plovdiv and 
Timișoara.

But we don’t stop here. In 
Reliquaries (page 18), through the 
stories and objects of migrants and 
multicultural communities living in 
Braga, we will search for artefacts that 
have European narratives to tell. And 
in the Village of Religions (page 26), 
one of our community open call selected 
projects, the idea is to create a place for 
exchange, dialogue and reflection on the 
religions in Europe. Multitudes (page 19) 
will create an inclusive artistic company 
in Braga, bringing together disabled and 
non-disabled people of all ages, including 
people with mental illnesses, disabilities 
and those at risk of social exclusion.

Braga’s inhabitants also have their 
share of trauma with, for instance, the city 
being the third in the country, after Lisbon 
and Porto, with the greatest number of 
cases of domestic violence. A national 
issue that we want to address locally is 
the constant disremembering of Colonial 
War veterans with post-traumatic stress 
disorder. We will also focus on young 
people suffering from eating disorders 
and survivors of gender-based violence. 
Considering how crucial physical and 
mental health is, and its direct relation 
to our Contemplaction mission, after 
hearing the population repeatedly 
referring the need to “pause and take 
care of each other”, we have created the 
following projects: Cinemind (page 19), 
an audiovisual project on mental health 
that involves both patients and health 
professionals, to raise awareness on the 
subject. Look Inside - International 
Outsider Art Exhibition (page 21) is a 
multidisciplinary exhibition of art brut, by 
individuals who deal with mental illness. 
And there is the artistic lab Metamorpho 
(page 20), addressed at specific groups 
struggling with mental illness and trauma.

Senior citizens also have a signif-
icant place in our project. Community 
living means intergenerational living 
and we count on older generations to 
give us a hand on the things they know 
better than us (that are many!), creating 
a sense of belonging and enjoying 
the moment and the spirit of our bid 
together. Active ageing is thus one of 
the topics that the programme activities 
promote, crossing this age group with 
young people and empowering them 
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to act both as participants and as audi-
ence. In Those Were the Days (page 
19) we will search for older generations’ 
memories, selecting photos, videos, and 
other memorabilia from their dance 
floor days, examining its European 
resonance, and creating new sounds 
and dances of today in collaboration 
with DJ’s, musicians and audiovisual 
artists. And in New Centralities (page 
20) senior citizens will work in close 
collaboration with visual artists, design-
ers and architects to project the city’s 
new outdoor civic centres.

In a city known to have conserva-
tive and Catholic roots, the LGBTQIA+ 
group needs particular attention. 
Although we are witnessing a growing 
openness towards this community, there 
is still a long way to go to break down 
prejudice. Therefore, and in addition to 
the strategy outlined further in the next 
question, we have designed projects 
with this particular target group in 
mind, such as the previously mentioned 
Reliquaries (page 18), where we will 
also collect stories and objects from 
LGBTQIA+ groups that will occupy the 
city’s vacant newspapers kiosks, in a 
series of micro-exhibitions connected to 
the recent European history linked to the 
LGBTQIA+ movements.

Cultural access as a funda-
mental right of every citizen. This is 
the main driver of this bid, this is what 
we stand for. The access of those who 
participate and are directly involved in 
the projects, of those who attend the 
events, and even the access of those who 
choose not to. From our perspective, 
each person should be able to access any 
content of Braga‘27. Our mission is to 
promote physical, social and intellectual 
access to cultural participation. That 
is why we avoid the terms such as “for 
everyone” or “special”, because our 
efforts are focused on the development 
of projects that are, by nature, accessible. 
We don’t add accessibility, it is there 
from scratch. For example, a community 
of deaf or hearing impaired people 
should be able to participate in Braga‘27 
events, since all activities will have sign 
language translation, but they should 
also be able to take part as participants, 
creators or performing artists. Another 
example on how we plan to include and 
integrate different communities is by 
creating the conditions – transportation, 
financial support, communication, 
among others – to bring people to our 
events, regardless of their social and 
economic background.

However, we are aware that the 
city still has a long way to go on this 
matter, and that is why we designed 
projects considering these gaps. We 
are also conscious of the need to act 
whenever cultural access is not guaran-
teed. To keep in mind the concepts of 
accessibility, equity and inclusion, we 
established a partnership with Acesso 
Cultura, the most relevant organisation 
in this area in Portugal, ensuring that 
the programme’s implementation is 
thought out with the specificities of 
different target audiences in mind. 
Moreover, Braga‘27 cultural programme 
will include “relaxed sessions”: sessions 
of theater, dance, cinema or other 

cultural events that take place in a more 
relaxed and friendly atmosphere, where 
rules regarding movement and noise in 
the room are more relaxed. They can 
also involve small adjustments to the 
performance (lighting, sound, etc.) and 
in welcoming the members, to better 
suit their needs. These sessions are 
developed in cooperation with local 
cultural venues, artistic teams, parents 
and caregivers. Communication actions 
will also follow these notions, working 
in close collaboration with the outreach 
team on developing content that can 
be easily accessed by different target 
audiences, in all their diversity and 
specificities.
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Q19 Explain your overall strategy for 
audience development, and in par-
ticular the link with education and 
the participation of schools. 
In the previous question, we were 

able to identify groups that, for their specif-
icities, are usually apart from or misrepre-
sented in civic and cultural life. But they are 
not the only ones. For a variety of reasons, 
there is a significant part of the population 
that doesn’t participate in cultural events 
nor overall civic life. In order to outline a 
strategy to reach out to them, we needed to 
know more. We commissioned a study on 
audiences to the University of Minho that 
allowed us to analyse the city’s cultural par-
ticipation profile. The conclusions show us 
that there is a lot to do to increase cultural 
participation in Braga. Although socialising 
with family and friends is one of the most 
frequent activities, there is an increase in 
internet access and most certainly, greater 
isolation and less conviviality (even within 
families), and less civic participation in the 
city. For example, regarding volunteering 
and amateur artistic practices, we found a 
significant decrease over the years, with the 
lowest trends during Covid-19 pandemic. 
Adding to that, the disadvantaged and 
marginalised audiences identified in the 
previous question see access to cultural and 
civic life as something that is not for them, 
something that the cultural infrastructures 
have their part of responsibility in, since 
they are oblivious of this target audience 
more often than not.

The percentage of respondents who 
stated that they had never been to any of 
the city’s main cultural venues is very high. 
And from the data relating to assistance 
and/or participation it becomes clear 
that Braga Romana (76.6%), Nuit Blanche 
(73.2%) and popular festivities (72.9%) are 
at the top list of respondents’ preferences. 
These are the city’s most mainstream, 
large-scale outdoor events, which makes 
us realise that we have a significant target 
audience that mostly passes by, attracted 
only by the lights and music.

In a fast-paced, individualistic and 
competitive society, where it is almost 
possible to live without feeling touched 
by the lives around us, how can culture be 
the transformative asset that creates more 
conscious, critical and humanised collec-
tives? Accessibility is an essential first step 
towards empowerment. It is the first stone 
in increasing the will to collectively reflect, 
debate and reach the new mindset that our 
concept of Contemplaction promotes. 
It will open the possibility of wider, more 
engaged participation, while fostering 
future audiences at the same time.

The mission of our cultural strategy 
for the decade 2020-2030 defines Braga as 
a city with culture at the centre of: sustainable 
development, quality of life and happiness of 
those who live, work, or visit it.

To achieve this mission, the ECoC 
audience development strategy’s aims for:

Stimulating diverse opportunities for 
cultural enjoyment and partici-
pation, investing in decentralised 
and proximity programmes;

Promoting fair access and participation 
of all audiences, recognising their 
specificities and empowering 
them to fully exercise their 
cultural participation; promoting 
dialogue, overcoming language, 
mobility, financial and social 
barriers;

Experimenting, exchanging and collab-
orating across borders, imagining 
and building together a more 
sustainable and inclusive future 
for our cities, fostering the sense 
of a European cultural space;

Promoting cultural participation in a 
wide sense, as a vehicle for an 
active civic life fostering peace, 
happiness, well-being, democracy 
and human rights.

Based on this analysis, together 
with the communication team (further 
audiences in Q34) we named our 
target audiences as if they were typical 
theatrical characters, in order to better 
identify and understand each group and 
to remember our beautiful Theatro Circo. 
For Braga‘27 audience development 
strategy, we will focus only on the audi-
ences that do not participate in cultural 
life:

The passer-by: These are the non-goer 
audiences that do not participate 
in the city’s cultural life, except for 
large-scale outdoor events, such 
as local festivities and holidays 
celebrations;

The star: marginalised and disadvan-
taged groups, identified in the 
previous question, that we want to 
give voice as protagonists of our 
cultural programme’s activities;

The field tripper: students and young 
people, who don’t usually take 
part in the city’s cultural life 
except for field trips to cultural 
venues and heritage sites;

The helper: volunteers that join the 
project to actively participate 
“from the inside”.

The passer-by audience

They are the bid’s main target. These are 
citizens that are not mobilised or do not 
feel the need to enrol in the city’s civic and 
cultural life. A silent, invisible majority 
that we want to captivate and involve 
in this transformation. The theme of 
Contemplaction was created to provoke 
this audience in which, at one time or 
another, we all fit. Therefore, every effort 
should have this profile in mind, reaching 
it through accessible messages and means, 
and creating conditions to welcome people 
that are usually not cultural audiences 
to come and enjoy our programme. This 
strategy, however, is a challenge for 
active participation and not just mere 
entertainment. Through open calls and 
innovative connection strategies, we will 
invite the passer-by to come in and meet 
the transformative power of art. With the 
lack of agoras and other spaces for public 
debate, we believe that Braga‘27 can ignite 
a sense of civic and cultural participation 
and the joy of “having a say” in the future 
of our European society. With this in mind, 
most of our cultural programme’s projects 
include capacity building sessions, debates 
and assemblies, since we believe that 
learning happens during our whole life 
cycle. Whether through personal events, 
by watching and talking with others, even 
through small things like taking a different 
route on our way to work. Learning implies 
the possibility of improving, getting better 
all the time, as The Beatles say. Cultural 
practices have the capacity to make us 
better citizens, contributing to our well-be-
ing, and providing cities with new rhythms 
and routines. The Temple of awakening 
(page 26) responds to this audience’s 
needs with a set of projects that include 
debates, conversations and educational 
projects to promote critical thinking and 
the power of collective decisions.
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The star audiences

The marginalised and disadvantaged 
groups that are usually detached from 
cultural participation practices. By 
putting them in the spotlight, we aim to 
give them voice in society. They are:

The “new Braga citizens” Immigrants 
who chose our city to live in but 
still seek integration. For them, we 
designed projects that cross different 
communities' paths. Collaborative 
creation projects carried out in 
different neighbourhoods, collecting 
stories in the first person, or showing 
their cultural particularities are some 
examples of their involvement in the 
ECoC and the city's cultural life.

The Roma community Braga has 
the largest Roma community in the 
country, and we designed ways for this 
group to share their culture with the 
world by integrating it into artistic per-
formances. There are also projects for 
neighbourhood exchanges, promoting 
dialogue and proximity between 
communities and learning from other 
Roma citizens across Europe.

Disabled people An inclusive company 
will be created, allowing citizens to 
persue a professional carreer in the 
arts. We will also create a transversal 
cultural access programme, breaking 
down physical, intellectual and social 
barriers.

People suffering from mental 
illnesses Our strategy will be to 
better understand this reality and its 
gradual increase around the world. 
After that, we will create ways to 
address and improve these citizens' 
lives through art. The exhibition 
“Look Inside” will include this audi-
ence, as well as other awareness and 
participation actions.

Senior citizens Our strategy involves 
projects that take place outside the 
typical cultural sites and venues, 
meeting senior citizens where they 
usually go and mobilising them to 
actively participate in Braga‘27. Our 
volunteer programme is also designed 
to include this audience.

LGBTQIA+ community We will create 
bridges and encounters, telling and 
sharing stories across borders that will 
help to break down prejudice.

The field tripper audience

Braga is one of the youngest cities in the 
country and this has everything to do with 
the city’s dynamics and effervescence. It 
was the European Youth Capital in 2012 
and in 2027 we want to bring young people 
closer to civic and cultural participation, 
as well as to other age groups. With 38 
schools and about 30 000 students, 
the city’s educational landscape is very 
diverse. After the analysis conducted 
by the University of Minho, we can see 
Braga’s commitment to educational 
projects, particularly in the media arts 
field (Braga UNESCO Creative City 
of Media Arts has a dedicated educa-
tional service) and in the promotion of 
European values. However, the study 
also concluded that students hardly ever 
engage in cultural initiatives. Our cultural 
programme includes projects for younger 
generations and schools that focus on 
the development of emotional, social, 
and critical skills to be used both inside 
and outside school walls. In Balance 
– European Social Circus Festival 
(page 21), we will create a long-term 
side project aimed at young people from 
social institutions in Braga, Serbia and 
Latvia. Seven Arts – Eco Festival (page 
25) has a strong educational approach 
and One Foot Above Ground (page 26) 
challenges students from Braga and the 
Latvian ECoC 2027 to pay attention to 
their home-school commuting. Museum 
of Imaginary Anthropology (page 
26) targets two main school audiences, 
students and teachers. The photography 
festival Encontros da Imagem (page 27) 
includes a Summer School for Portuguese 
and Latvian artists and University 
students which will enable the exchange 
of experiences and the production of 
artistic works, and an educational project 
that invites artists to develop activities 
with students from different educational 
levels. Common Good (page 26) builds 
civic and political capacities in younger 
European citizens, empowering them to 
act together for the common good in their 
communities. And also EYE Net 3.0 (page 
38) where we invite the European Youth 
Engagement Network to work with us 
and other countries’ youth groups on the 
subject of European colonialism.

The helper audience

Voluntary work is a very relevant means 
of audience development for us and the 
city already has a dedicated local platform. 
The Local Volunteering Platform brings 
together people of different age groups 
with time to spend and will to contribute 
to the city’s initiatives. On Braga‘27 
website, there is also a registration form 
for volunteers and we want to join forces 
with the Local Volunteering Platform, as 
well as with other international platforms, 
to create a solid and international group 
of volunteers that wish to be a part of the 
ECoC process. We are also taking the first 
steps in gathering a team of experts to 
help us identify exactly what we can offer 
our volunteers and develop a structured 
long-term volunteering programme, 
starting as early as 2022. The volunteers’ 
team will accompany the European Capital 
of Culture programme implementation, 
with the possibility to keep on their col-
laboration with the city. This vision, along 
with the ideas for school involvement, will 
hopefully also be developed further in the 
2nd bidding phase.

Audience development involves 
creating places for these encounters. 
Places that everyone, however different, 
can identify with. Although our projects 
have different target audiences at times, 
our mission is always to bring together, 
not to separate. To have different ages, 
social backgrounds and geographical 
areas together in the same stage, the 
same square, the same networks, the 
same audience. This is our strategy. 
Bringing people together. Creating an 
increasingly open, cosmopolitan, and 
creative society. And we are very happy 
to see that it aligns with the EU New 
European Bauhaus initiative, inviting all 
Europeans to imagine and build together 
a future that is not only sustainable and 
inclusive, but also truly beautiful, both 
for our eyes and our minds and souls.
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Finance

City budget for culture 

Q20  What has been the annual budget for culture in the city 
over the last 5 years (excluding expenditure for the 
present European Capital of Culture application)? 
In 2017, when Braga applied for the UNESCO Creative 

Cities Network, after two years of intense work and discussion 
among the city’s cultural sector, entrepreneurs, R&D centres, 
artistic schools, and higher education institutions, it became clear 
that culture had to be seen as an engine of urban development.

The vision and ambition that motivated the City Council 
to work with both stakeholders and citizens on developing a 
strong cultural strategy for the following decade (2020-2030), 
are also reflected in the evolution of the city’s budget for 
culture in the past few years. As we can see in the table below, 
it has been consistently reinforced and investment has doubled 
between 2017 and today.

Annual budget for culture in the city

YEAR IN EUR IN % 

2017 3 612 903 € 4%
2018 5 707 476 € 5%
2019 6 631 372 € 6%
2020 7 910 057 € 7%
2021 8 271 749 € 6%

5
Management

This budget finances both capital and operating 
expenses. The capital investments are mostly dedicated to the 
maintenance and renovation of cultural infrastructures and 
cultural heritage. As for the operating expenses, they have 
three main focuses: financial support to the municipal cultural 
venues and their activity plans, implementation of events and 
cultural initiatives developed by the City Council itself, and a 
funding programme for independent cultural operators.

The operating budget dedicated to municipal cultural 
institutions supports eight cultural institutions run directly by the 
City Council, as well as part of the administrative and programme 
expenses of the municipal company Teatro Circo de Braga EM 
SA, which manages the two major cultural venues for performing 
arts in the city — Theatro Circo (historical venue dedicated to 
music, theatre and dance) and gnration (multidisciplinary space 
focused on the creation and showcasing on the intersection 
of music, art and technology). It is important to stress out that 
none of these cultural organisations have any support from the 
National Government. However, the municipal company is also 
financed by its box office receipts, donations, patronage and 
other private sources of income not included in the city’s cultural 
budget that account for additional 650 000 EUR.

The grants allocated to the independent sector represent, 
on average, 17% of the total annual budget for culture, and have 
a significant role in the sustainability of these organisations and 
individual artists and thus in the stability and growth of their work 
in the city. Supporting the artistic community and creating better 
conditions for the development of their activities has in fact been a 
key issue of the local cultural strategies and one that gained more 
relevance over the past two years, due to the devastating effects of 
the pandemic that have been particularly hard on the independent 
cultural scene. Aware of the severe crisis that fell upon the artistic 
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sector because of the contingency measures to prevent the spread 
of Covid-19 infections, the City Council decided to maintain all 
regular grants, even though some events had been postponed or 
cancelled. It also launched additional measures to support crea-
tors: an open call for new artistic projects in visual and performing 
arts, and a grant programme to support phonographic editions. 
In 2020, 1,5 million EUR from the cultural budget was allocated 
to both regular programmes and extraordinary measures, which 
represents a 50% increase in the budget for independent culture 
compared to the previous year. The same amount and similar 
measures were also implemented in 2021.

Q21   In case the city is planning to use funds from its annual 
budget for culture to finance the European Capital of 
Culture project, please indicate this amount starting 
from the year of submission of the bid until the European 
Capital of Culture year. 
The City Council has been committed to financially sup-

porting the European Capital of Culture project since the very first 
preparatory activities back in 2018. Additional funds have been 
allocated to back the bidding phase. In addition to the regular 
annual budget (see previous table), the City Council will spend an 
extra 1,675 million EUR until 2022 dedicated to: research and plan-
ning activities for the cultural strategy and cultural programme; 
implementation of pilot projects; involvement of cultural operators 
and citizen participation; national and international partnerships, 
communication and organisational/administrative expenses.

YEAR ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE BIDDING PHASE

2018 95 874 €
2019 193 828 €
2020 349 943 €
2021 515 285 €
2022 520 000 €
TOTAL 1 674 930 €

If designated ECoC 2027, the city of Braga will provide 
additional funds to finance the project’s implementation, 
namely the operating expenditure, without compromising the 
annual budget for culture. The additional 5 million EUR shown 
below are already considered in the municipal budget for the 
period 2023-2027.

YEAR ADDITIONAL FUNDS FOR THE ECOC

2023 1 000 000 €
2024 1 000 000 €
2025 1 000 000 €
2026 1 000 000 €
2027 1 000 000 €
TOTAL 5 000 000 €

In terms of capital expenditure, all the necessary funds 
have already been foreseen in the investment plan for the 
following years (2021 to 2025) approved by the City Council, as 
presented in the table below:

YEAR ANNUAL BUDGET FOR CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

2021 4 718 000 €
2022 6 300 000 €
2023 4 060 000 €
2024 3 070 000 €
2025 2 720 000 €
TOTAL 20 868 000 €

Q22   Which amount of the overall annual budget does the 
city intend to spend for culture after the European 
Capital of Culture year (in euros and in % of the overall 
annual budget)? 
In 2028, the city intends to provide a 10,7 million EUR 

budget for culture, which will represent 8% of the overall 
annual budget. This increase is in line with the gradual 
reinforcement of the cultural budget that has been ongoing 
over the last years and will be necessary to ensure the full 
implementation of the cultural strategy, as well as the regular 
activity of the two new cultural venues that will be created in 
the meantime: the Media Arts Centre (which will occupy a for-
mer cinema in the historical centre) and the Francisco Sanches 
Cultural hub (a former Secondary school to be converted into 
a multi-purpose cultural centre).

Operating budget for the title Year

Income to cover operating expenditure

Q23  Please explain the overall operating budget (i.e. funds 
that are specifically set aside to cover operational 
expenditure). The budget shall cover the preparation 
phase, the year of the title, the evaluation and provi-
sions for the legacy activities. Please also fill in the 
table below.

Q24  What is the breakdown of the income to be received 
from the public sector to cover operating expenditure? 
Please fill in the table below:

Q25  Have the public finance authorities (City, Region, State) 
already voted on or made financial commitments to cover 
operating expenditure? If not, when will they do so?
The overall operating budget is 42,5 million EUR. It will 

cover the implementation of the ECoC project from 2023 until 
2029, distributed as shown in the table below.

INCOME TO COVER OPERATING 
EXPENDITURE (IN EUR) (IN %)

From the public sector 41 000 000 € 96%
From the private sector 1 500 000 € 4%
TOTAL 42 500 000 € 100%

The years 2028 and 2029 are included mainly in order 
to ensure that the strategic projects will endure by supporting 
their principal activities during these years, as to allow them 
to consolidate their work and partnerships. We are also com-
mitted to providing the necessary funds for completing the 
evaluation tasks, and for developing all the communication 
actions needed to boost the impacts of the title Year and pro-
mote the initiatives implemented during these years. A smaller 
amount is also dedicated to personnel and administrative costs 
required for the development of these actions.

PHASES OPERATING EXPENDITURE IN EUR

Preparation (2023-2026) 15 675 000 €
Title Year (2027) 22 425 000 €
Legacy (2028-2029) 4 400 000 €

The operating expenditure is covered mostly by public 
funds, which represent 96% of the total budget. Most of 
the financing sources displayed below have already been 
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formally approved by national and local authorities. The city 
of Braga, through its Municipal Assembly, already voted on 
the submission of the ECoC candidacy and the 5 million EUR 
presented below are included in the municipal investment plan 
for the period 2023-2027. The National Government negotiated 
the application of 25 million EUR from the funds of the EU 
Framework Programme 2020-2027 to the ECoC project, 
which is the only source of funding formally confirmed by 
the national authorities at the moment. The State Secretariat 
for Tourism is still negotiating their financial and operational 
support with the candidate cities. Therefore all the candidate 
cities agreed to use the 8 million EUR considered in the table 
below as a guideline, based on the investment allocated by this 
organisation to the previous ECoC in Portugal. The budget will 
be adjusted as soon as a formal commitment is reached.

When it comes to the EU funds, and considering the 
City Council’s previous experience, we expect to obtain at least 
another 3 million EUR from programmes like Creative Europe, 
Interreg, Erasmus+ and Citizens, Equality, Rights and Values. 
At the same time, we are exploring other funding opportunities, 
such as Digital Europe and Horizon Europe.

INCOME FROM THE PUBLIC SECTOR TO 
COVER OPERATING EXPENDITURE IN EUR IN %

National Government 8 000 000 € 20%
City of Braga 5 000 000 € 12%
EU (with exception of the Melina 
Mercouri Prize) 28 000 000 € 68%
Other  0%
TOTAL 41 000 000 € 100%

Income from the private sector

Q26   What is the fund-raising strategy to seek support from 
private sponsors? What is the plan for involving spon-
sors in the event?
Private funding is still a big issue in the Portuguese 

cultural sector. Private fund-raising and patronage are not com-
mon practice in cultural projects, the legal framework is not the 
most attractive and well-adjusted, and private companies see it 
more as a marketing opportunity than a way to give back to the 
community to which they have a social responsibility.

Most of the private funding opportunities are con-
centrated in Lisbon and Porto, since companies perceive big 
cities as better opportunities to promote their brands. Apart 
from these two cities, one might say private funding is more 
of a mirage in the desert — very hard to get and not enough to 
sustain a big project or a long-term journey.

Braga is no exception. Even though there has been an 
increase in private funding over the past years, and a group of 
national and local enterprises have been continuously support-
ing cultural events, less than 5% of the cultural institutions’ 
budget comes from this source, and consistent backing of small 
local operators and cultural projects is still missing.

Against this backdrop, the ECoC could really be a 
game-changer, due to its capacity to mobilise both civil society 
and the economic sector, motivate companies to invest in 
cultural projects, and create links and working practices with 
the cultural operators they support. It is therefore important to 
have a dedicated team with a comprehensive and wide-ranging 
approach to the fund-raising strategy, which will allow the 

ECoC to serve as a living laboratory for various forms of fund-
ing and partnerships that can be adopted as good practices for 
the future. We expect the ECoC to increase the involvement 
and contribution of the private sector to the city’s cultural life, 
so that in 2028 cultural operators can have the capacity to cap-
ture more private funding for their activities, thus amplifying 
the effects of the cultural budget already ensured by the city. 
With this in mind, we are currently preparing a fund-raising 
strategy, along with a marketing and communication plan.

This strategy has four different courses of action: 
1. A more traditional approach linked to a marketing strategy 

that will help provide the necessary tools for attracting 
big sponsors, interested mainly in promoting their 
products and services to potential clients.

2. An ECoC partners club aimed at promoting in-kind support 
from local and regional companies and small local 
businesses, since we believe this kind of relationship is 
the most interesting one for involving potential sponsors 
in the initiative.

3. Crowdfunding events oriented towards civil society, asso-
ciated with educational projects, and the promotion of 
traditional arts and local cultural heritage.

4. The development of a training programme for cultural 
operators that will help them create their own partner-
ship and fund-raising strategies, thus multiplying the 
possibilities of private engagement with both the ECoC 
programme and legacy activities.

As in all other activities and actions of the ECoC, there 
is a transversal approach rooted in the initiative’s social and 
ecological concerns. This will reflect not only in the marketing 
and communication tools associated with the sponsoring plan, 
but also in our choice of partners that must be aligned with 
these priorities.

Even though the bulk of this fund-raising strategy is to 
be effectively implemented after the designation, some work 
has already started during the bidding process. We carried out 
first contacts and meetings with a group of private companies 
that form the Business Ambassadors Network of Braga, rep-
resenting a total of 346 companies, which employ more than 
20 000 people, with a total turnover of more than 3,7 billion 
EUR. As a result, we were able to obtain their formal support 
and willingness to collaborate in dynamising the ECoC cul-
tural programme promoting and actively participating in its 
initiatives and actions throughout its implementation period. 
This collaboration will be further formalised for each project, 
defining the type of partnership or/and financial/operational 
support provided.

Operating expenditure

Q27  Please provide a breakdown of the operating expendi-
ture, by filling in the table below:

BREAKDOWN OF PROGRAMME EXPENDITURE (IN EUR) (IN %)

Programme Expenditure 29 100 000 € 68%
Promotion and marketing 7 500 000 € 18%
Wages, overheads and administration 5 500 000 € 13%
Other 400 000 € 1%
TOTAL 42 500 000 € 100%
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Budget for capital expenditure

Q28  What is the breakdown of the income to be received 
from the public sector to cover capital expenditure in 
connection with the title Year? Please fill in the table 
below:

Q29  Have the public finance authorities (city, region, State) 
already voted on or made financial commitments to 
cover capital expenditure? If not, when will they do so?

Q30  What is your fund-raising strategy to seek financial 
support from Union programmes/funds to cover capital 
expenditure? 

Q31 If appropriate, please insert a table here that specifies 
which amounts will be spent for new cultural infrastruc-
ture to be used in the framework of the title Year.

INCOME FROM THE PUBLIC SECTOR 
TO COVER CAPITAL EXPENDITURE IN EUR IN %

National Government  0%
City 20 868 000 € 84%
Region  0%
EU (with exception of the Melina 
Mercouri Prize) 4 000 000 € 16%
Other  0%
TOTAL  24 868 000 € 100% 

The City Council will ensure most of the total amount 
necessary for the capital expenditure budget for the public 
investments in infrastructure to implement the ECoC pro-
gramme. The city is strongly committed to these projects and 
their budget, which have already been incorporated in the last 
multiannual investment plan approved by the City Council.

Within these investments, there are two new cultural 
venues: the Media Arts Centre and the Francisco Sanches 
Cultural Hub, which represent almost one third of this 
expenditure, as presented in the table below. The other two 
thirds of the capital expenditure budget is dedicated to the 
renovation and adaptation of existing cultural infrastructure 
and intervention sites.

AMOUNTS SPEND IN NEW CULTURAL INFRASTRUCTURES IN EUR

Francisco Sanches Cultural Hub 2 700 000 €
Media Arts Centre 6 000 000 €
TOTAL 8 700 000 €

At the moment, we have considered only a small 
amount coming from the EU funds, based on the experience 
from previous EU support programmes, as the National 
Government is still negotiating the next framework, and 
all investments in cultural infrastructures will be discussed 
in the next few months. However, the City Council has a 
specific division dedicated to EU fund-raising and decades of 
experience in managing projects funded by both national and 
EU programmes. This team is prepared to explore all available 
options as soon as the national and regional programmes are 
approved. Therefore, it is possible that a formal commitment 
on these matters will be reached before the end of the bidding 
phase, opening a window for a budget reinforcement.

Apart from the public investment, the ECoC pro-
gramme will also use the facilities of a new contemporary art 
museum that will be created in the city centre, owned by a 
private company that will invest 15 million EUR to build this 
new cultural venue.

Organisational structure 

Q32  Please give an outline of the intended governance 
and delivery structure for the implementation of the 
European Capital of Culture year.
Braga‘27 will be managed by Teatro Circo de Braga EM 

SA, the municipal company for culture. This company runs two 
of the city’s most relevant cultural venues and is responsible for 
the implementation of Braga UNESCO Creative City of Media 
Arts action plan. It has also been in charge of the preparation of 
the bidding process for the ECoC candidacy since day one.

The company has been owned by the City Council since 
1987, and although the Board is appointed by the City Council 
Executive, it operates with full administrative and artistic 
autonomy in developing independent cultural programmes. 
There are artistic directors for each of the company’s fields of 
activity, chosen on the basis of their relevant curricula, and a 
cross-disciplinary team of experienced professionals working 
on production, communication, finance and administrative 
issues, stage technical areas and maintenance.

Should Braga be recommended for the title, the com-
pany will establish a distinct task force to execute the ECoC. 
This unit will be managed by a highly qualified, independent 
CEO that will supervise all of the work areas and activities: 
implementation of the cultural programme, finance and 
administrative management, and communication.

Specific tasks within each of the areas listed above will 
be developed by specialised leaderships, reporting to the CEO. 
The Programme Director will be responsible for developing the 
cultural programme along with the curatorial team, managing 
the necessary production activities, establishing the artistic 
partnerships and overseeing the outreach and the audience 
development programme. The Communication Team will 
carry out the promotion and marketing activities, assure the 
ECoC public and international relations, develop the media 
content and assist the regular contacts and involvement of 
the local, national and international media. The Finance and 
Administrative Direction will supervise the existing budget, 
elaborate all necessary contracts and legal procedures, control 
and manage the risk at all times, implement the ECoC Human 
Resources policies, while continually working on a fund-raising 
strategy to involve more private and public partners, thus 
amplifying the impact of the ECoC programme.

Recruitment and selection of team members will be 
based on their expertise and previous ECoC experience, and 
gender equality and social diversity will be taken into consider-
ation. Not only will these measures create a fair representation 
of the city’s different communities, as they will promote 
European cultural diversity by fostering an international work 
environment.

To guarantee the appropriate level of political and 
administrative supervision, the Company Board will be 
appointed by the City Council, the Ministry of Culture and the 
University of Minho. This board will be assisted by the inputs 
of the Monitoring and Evaluation Team that will analyse all 
phases of the ECoC project implementation. There will also be 
an Advisory Council, merging prior Strategic Council and Local 
Advisory Council from the preparation phase, with represent-
atives of the local cultural scene, the economic sector, higher 
education institutions, artistic schools, youth associations, 
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the regional branch of the State Secretariat for Tourism, the 
regional Directorate for Culture and civil society.

Taking all this into account, we believe our choice of 
governance structure is the best for safeguarding the project’s 
legacy. This model not only ensures the optimal conditions 
for executing the cultural programme – through combining an 
independent management with an extensive work experience 
in the cultural field and providing the right liaison with the 
local institutions –, as it guarantees the stability of both the 
task force and the ECoC project during its implementation and 
afterwards.

Teatro Circo de Braga EM SA will continue to be 
responsible for most of the public cultural activities after the 
title Year, unconstrained by the political will that would be 
required to maintain the activity of an entirely new structure 
created specifically for the ECoC project. This governance 
model is not only a natural path of a well-established organ-
isation with a central role in the local cultural dynamics, it is 
also a way to ensure that all the knowledge that comes from 
the ECoC remains in the city, and that the legacy activities will 
endure as part of the local cultural company’s regular cultural 
programme. 

Contingency planning 

Q33  What are the main strengths and weaknesses of your 
project? How are you planning to overcome weak-
nesses identified?
The fact we have been working on this process since 

2018 has enabled us to thoroughly and gradually assess some 
of the main assets and constraints of our candidacy. On one 
hand, we undertook a profound analysis of our strengths and 
weaknesses; and on the other we have learned from other 
ECoC cities about their own difficulties and constraints. This 
provided us with a baseline for developing a risk framework, 
where we have identified major risks, the probability of their 
occurrence and mitigation strategies, as we develop below.

Strengths

Strong and comprehensive political support to the candidacy, not 
only by the local government but also by neighbouring munici-
palities, regional and cross-border authorities (chapter 6);

A concept that integrates many of the challenges and priorities 
of the European agenda; and a programme with an inter-
national profile, aimed at building stronger European and 
transnational partnerships;

A vast and rich cultural heritage, as well as distinct and unique 
traditions, festivities and other manifestations of intangible 
heritage and folk culture;

Growing international recognition as a strong player in the 
Media Arts field; considerable momentum in the fields of 
music and audiovisual, forming an interesting emerging 
cluster by joining forces on a regional and cross-border level.

Vigorous civic values of hospitality, significant youth popula-
tion and lively dynamics of the third sector;

Significant academic and learning dynamics with a robust 
scientific and cross-innovation potential; large number of 
students attending specialised artistic education;

Thorough, long-term preparation based on a participatory 
approach to the process; involvement of the cultural and 
academic sector in the development and monitoring of the 
application; strong support of the main companies in the region;

Solid governance structure and a qualified team with experi-
ence in previous ECoC processes;

Broad experience and participation in several international 
networks such as UNESCO, Eurocities, Culture Next, 
Global Parliament of Mayors, Theatrical Eurasia Network, 
European Media Art Platform, among others;

A realistic budget and a solid commitment of local and national 
authorities to allocating funds;

Capacity and experience in fund-raising and managing EU 
structural funds as well as in accessing other EU funding 
sources directly from Brussels;

Cultural, urban and tourism infrastructure already in place or 
under development, independent of decisions related to the 
ECoC title or the allocation of funding;

Privileged geographical location, easily accessible from abroad, 
as well as at the national and cross-border level; proximity 
to Porto, Guimarães and Vigo-Santiago de Compostela, two 
major regional and cross-border urban hubs with dynamic 
cultural life.

Company Board

ECoC Task Force

Administration 
and Management

Curation and Programme 
Development

Marketing & 
Public Relations

Legal Affairs Production International 
Relations

Fund-raising 
and Business 
Development

Partnerships Media Content 
and Relations

Risk 
Management

Outreach and 
Audience 

Development

Human 
Resources

Monitoring  
and Evaluation

Advisory  
Council

CEO

Finance and 
Administrative 

Director

Communication 
& International 

Relations Director

Programme 
Director
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Weaknesses

Unbalanced urban-rural cultural development; and centre-pe-
riphery disparities in the domains of cultural provision and 
participation;

Low rates of community-based initiatives and civic participa-
tion; low participation of cultural minority groups;

Lack of experience in collaborative work practices and net-
working among local cultural operators, especially at the 
international level;

Frail critical mass of contemporary artistic creation; under-
ground culture and emerging artists movements are still 
in the bud;

Conservative image of the city due to its historical religious 
background undermining the potential for a deeper engage-
ment with an open, tolerant, culturally and religiously 
diverse programme proposal;

Geographical proximity to the former Portuguese ECoCs 
Guimarães (2012) and Porto (2001), conditioning the 
perception of the need for a new ECoC title in the region 
and the recognition of the issues the territory still faces in 
terms of culture.

Risk matrix

RISK    PROBABILITY MITIGATION STRATEGY

Loss of political 
and admin-
istrative sup-
port due to a 
change in polit-
ical leadership 
in 2025 (when 
local govern-
ment elections 
will be held)

Low The ECoC candidacy has already 
gathered the support of the 
main political parties and move-
ments represented in the City 
Council Executive and Municipal 
Assembly, the citizens and local 
cultural scene. Furthermore, the 
ECoC team will operate with 
full administrative and artistic 
autonomy. 

Failure to 
assure the 
planned budget 
 

Low Over two thirds of our budget are 
ensured by the commitments of 
the City Council and National 
Government, minimising the 
probability of unplanned changes 
in the financing structure.

Instability of 
the governance 
structure 

Low The ECoC team will be anchored 
in a pre-existing governance 
structure with full managerial and 
artistic independence, safeguard-
ing not only the daily operational 
demands of the project but also its 
legacy.

Failure to 
secure the 
necessary 
infrastructure 
for hosting the 
programme 
and the title

Low The city’s planned infrastructure for 
culture, urban and tourism is already 
in place or under development.

w

RISK    PROBABILITY MITIGATION STRATEGY

Insufficient 
ownership and 
collaboration 
of local cultural 
operators

Low Cultural operators have been 
actively engaged in the process since 
the development of the cultural 
strategy. Their participation in the 
cultural programme was further 
fostered through the Open Calls 
launched during the preparation 
phase of the bid and their input 
was integrated in the cultural pro-
gramme. Additionally, the main cul-
tural stakeholders are represented in 
the Local Advisory Council.

Lack of expe-
rience in 
international 
projects among 
local cultural 
operators

Medium Our cultural strategy is already 
tackling this issue by providing a 
long-term capacity building pro-
gramme for the cultural and creative 
ecosystem. Also, our management 
model encompasses a support office 
specialised in international relations 
and outreach which will assist the 
local stakeholders in their projects. 
Furthermore, our programme 
includes a project focused on capac-
ity building of cultural operators for 
the specific purpose of the ECoC 
programme implementation.

Inappropriate 
use of the 
funds allocated 
to the project 
stakeholders

 

Low
 

The management model will 
include a support office that will 
provide the partners with guidance 
on budget implementation and 
supervise it. The partnership terms 
will clearly define the responsibil-
ities and accountability of project 
stakeholders.

Lack of 
engagement 
of the local 
population due 
to low commu-
nity and civic 
culture

Medium During the bidding preparation 
process, our outreach and commu-
nication strategies have already 
put in place actions for continuous 
community involvement and liaison. 
The preparation for the title Year will 
include capacity building for collab-
orative projects and a training pro-
gramme for setting up a network of 
professional community mediators.

Discouragement 
of the local CCS 
in case the appli-
cation for ECoC 
is unsuccessful

Medium Our cultural strategy provides a 
clear work plan for the city’s long-
run cultural development and is 
intertwined with our proposal for 
the ECoC process. In case we do 
not succeed in hosting the title, we 
intend to implement a part of the 
programme project.

Global-scale 
constraints 
that can limit 
the implemen-
tation of the 
programme

Medium The Covid-19 pandemic is teaching 
us all to cope with uncertainty. The 
implementation plan of our pro-
gramme will foresee detailed contin-
gency measures for each particular 
project, including a digital strategy.
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Marketing and 
communication

Q34 Please provide with an outline of the city’s intended 
marketing and communication strategy for the European 
Capital of Culture year. 
The communication and marketing strategy for Braga‘27 

is deeply rooted in the bid’s concept: Time for Contemplaction. 
The relationship between contemplation and action, which is to 
say between knowledge and participation, is what inspired us in 
defining this strategy.

We believe that communication plays an important role in 
bringing our concept closer to people, by acting both as a decoder 
and a catalyst for promoting more reflective and critical commu-
nities, willing to engage in civic and cultural initiatives during and 
beyond 2027, and in all aspects of their lives that imply participa-
tion. Therefore, our strategy will be successful if our audiences 
understand the transformative character of an initiative such as 
the ECoC, if they are well informed of its mission, its projects and 
legacy, and perceive Braga‘27 brand as inclusive and honest. A 
message becomes meaningful when we feel it is speaking to us, 
as human beings, and not just mere consumers, numbers, likes, 
reactions, whatever we want to call it. We need people to feel 
(we could end the sentence here) that the European Capital of 
Culture project is made with them and for them, whether they are 
from Braga, coming to the city to enjoy the programme, or just 
following from a distance. In order to implement this, we propose 
several strategic lines based on our contemplation  action 
concept.

Strategic lines

Contemplating our times  Acting digitally
We live in digital times and it is exciting to think about the 
evolutions that might appear in this field until 2027. With Braga 
being UNESCO Creative City of Media Arts, we are looking 
forward to collaborating with local artists, studios and compa-
nies that are part of our cultural and creative ecosystem to find 
ways to promote and communicate Braga‘27, building up an 
innovative digital strategy. The digital also enables Braga‘27 to 
reach local, national and international audiences. Not only can 
it be used to attract participants and visitors to the ECoC Year, 
it also allows us to follow-up with all those participating in the 
initiative online and at a distance. Moreover, as the experience 
during Covid-19 pandemic has shown, the digital allows us to 
reach (new) audiences and build up new relationships. So, in 
parallel with on-site audience experience, we will equally focus 
on creating unique digital experiences through broadcasting 
and streaming the events. Contemplating our contemporary 
society, we realise that acting digitally also means acting 
responsibly, as digital solutions can be key tools for a more 
sustainable and direct communication.

Contemplating our planet  Acting sustainably
Communicating a large-scale initiative such as the ECoC brings 
up the need to think about the ways to reduce its ecological foot-
print. With our minds on our planet, Braga‘27 printed materials 
will all be made of environmentally friendly paper and biological 

ink, with the kind of graphic design that is so beautiful you want 
to keep them as souvenirs. Posters, flyers, catalogues, or books 
will be thought of as gifts and memories, rather than ephemeral 
informative painted paper. The same goes for merchandising. 
Whether it is a t-shirt or a tote bag, we will find upcycled 
materials and sustainable printing methods to produce them. 
The relationship with our suppliers will also take this principle in 
consideration, as we will exclusively collaborate with companies 
that have ecologically and socially responsible practices.

Contemplating our people  Acting accessibly
Thinking about our people, which means thinking about the 
diversity of our audiences, we will work on the accessibility of 
content, messages, graphic design, and website and mobile 
app experiences. We will focus on understanding and including 
different voices. However, Braga‘27 brand will not be conde-
scending towards its audiences, it will create content that is 
comprehensible for both culturally initiated audiences as well as 
people who participate in culture for the first time. All Braga‘27 
information will be available in Portuguese, English and Spanish, 
with translations into the languages of the city’s minority groups. 
The written content will also be gender-neutral. Other accessi-
bility services will be provided, such as audio-description, sign 
language, augmentative and alternative communication, and 
accessible signposting.

Communication goals 

Communicating Braga‘27 concept and programme Local, 
national and international Braga‘27 target audiences (pre-
sented below) should be familiarised with our concept and 
programme before, during and after the year of 2027.

Contributing to building a more reflective, critical 
and active community Inspired by the concept of 
Contemplaction, the communication of Braga‘27 should 
promote critical thinking in Braga’s and European communi-
ties alike, providing the tools for all audiences to reflect on the 
theme and act upon it. 

Making our brand loved Braga‘27 brand is accessible, truthful, 
artistic and transformative. But most of all, it carries human 
values and attributes. We want our audiences to see Braga‘27 as 
a brand they can understand and relate to, a brand they can love.

Involving Braga’s citizens at a body&mind level Getting 
citizens of Braga involved in the programme at a partic-
ipatory level, as main actors; giving voice and stage to 
disadvantaged and marginalised groups; fostering cultural 
and community involvement of local audiences during 
2027 and afterwards.

 Involving audiences from other regions of Portugal and neigh-
bouring Spain Attracting the country’s citizens as well as 
our close neighbours, the Galicians and those from other 
Northeastern Spanish regions, to take an active part in 
different programme projects.

Attracting European audiences and beyond Captivating and 
engaging audiences from other European countries to come 
and visit Braga during 2027 and afterwards; putting Braga 
on the map as a city with a European dimension that fosters 
arts, culture and European values, where communities are 
actively involved in the city’s cultural life; attracting audiences 
from other continents, such as North and Latin America and 
Australia, by making Braga‘27 a must stop during these audi-
ences’ longer trips to Europe. 
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Audiences

To better identify and address our audiences’ needs, we created 
audiences personas as if they were theatrical characters (a sym-
bolic homage to our beloved Theatro Circo).

The star Marginalised, disadvantaged and other specific groups 
identified more closely in Q19 as programme participation and 
audience development main targets. These are local citizens 
that are not usually part of the city’s dominat civic and cultural 
life. By turning them into our programme stars, we want to 
make these groups visible and, at the same time, attract audi-
ences that usually do not participate in culture.

The passer-by The non-goer audience. Usually not involved 
in civic and cultural life at all, they do not have a connection 
with the city’s cultural production. The few activities they are 
attracted to are large-scale outdoor events, such as local tradi-
tional festivities and holidays. This is a very important target 
audience for our concept and mission, since we believe that 
they, along with the star audience, are the main beneficiaries of 
the bid’s transformation process.

The field tripper Students and young people, who usually do not 
take part in the city’s cultural life except for field trips to cultural 
venues and heritage sites. We want to engage this audience 
through actions that can make them realise that participating in 
culture is actually fun. The young are also one of the main targets 
of this bid’s concept, as we want them to feel the urgency to stop, 
reflect and act towards a better future.

The helper Volunteers that join the project to actively participate 
“from the inside”. These are already engaged citizens, other-
wise they would not have offered their time and enthusiasm to 
the project. That is why we will thank them through learning 
initiatives and specific communication actions.

The expert The culturally initiated audiences. This group follows 
the city’s and the region’s cultural programme and is a regular 
at concerts, shows, performances and exhibitions. The expert is 
counting on a significant boost in the city’s cultural offer during 
and after 2027. Much smaller in number than the previous 
groups, this is an engaged local audience that must not be 
disappointed. The ECoC will also be a moment for the expert to 
meet and interact with their regional, national and international 
peers, which are also included in this target audience.

The headliner The audiences from all over the country that will 
come for Braga‘27 biggest events and to attend their favourite 
artists’ shows and exhibitions. This audience also goes beyond 
Portuguese borders to include Galicia and other Northeastern 
Spanish regions. 2027 will be the moment to present them with 
a different Braga: culturally vibrant with a European profile.

The guest performer The European and international audi-
ences that will find that the ECoC is the perfect moment 
to discover Braga, both in terms of culture and tourism. 
The guest audiences are the city’s pioneers, the ones that will 
spread the word about Braga and make others come and 
visit during 2027 and afterwards.

The peeper Digitalisation has created this recent target audi-
ence that should by no means be underestimated. These are 
active and culturally engaged audiences that accompany the 
ECoC programme at a distance, with a critical approach and 
willing to put a good word on behalf of Braga‘27. They can also 
be people who already came or are thinking about coming to 
Braga in 2027. Live streaming and follow-up through social 
platforms will also feed the peeper’s curiosity.

Communication actions

Audience development programme Braga‘27 has already 
started involving citizens during the bidding phase and 
before. Their answers and desires have been our “food for 
thought” during this process and the projects outlined in 
Q19 are an action plan to address identified challenges and 
shortages in the city’s audience development programmes. 
As mentioned in chapter 4, we have been reaching out to 
Braga’s citizens by putting them in the centre of our com-
munication, giving voice to their thoughts, making their 
dreams our dreams. The video series “Braga de” (Braga 
of…) and the newspaper “Vamos falar” (Let’s talk) are two 
good examples.

Accessibility partnership Since universal access is one of our 
main strategic lines, the communication and marketing team 
will work closely with Acesso Cultura (a Portuguese organisa-
tion that promotes access  – physical, social and intellectual – to 
cultural participation) in the development of all Braga‘27 
communication materials, working on subjects such as written 
content and graphic design clarity, web access, accessible 
signposting, and accessibility services, such as audio-de-
scription, sign language, and augmentative and alternative 
communication.

The Critics’ Club Aimed at the expert target audience, The 
Critics’ Club is an invitation for citizens to attend the pro-
gramme’s events and become our specialised critics. Through 
regular get-togethers at the local radio and through our local 
newspapers’ opinion sections and our social media channels, 
each month a group of local citizens will think and discuss the 
contents they have interacted with to form and give their views 
on the programme’s initiatives. They will be accompanied by a 
group of selected national and international critics.

The volunteers pack A special welcome kit for volunteers to 
help them help all those participating in Braga‘27. It includes 
special volunteer merchandising, a handbook of best practices, 
a full-access badge and extra tickets for friends and family.

Partnership with local companies We already established 
a joint agreement with several local businessmen, respon-
sible for hundreds of companies from Braga with interna-
tional presence (page 48). They will be enthusiastic partners 
for both the programme’s projects and visibility actions. 
As a way to thank them and involve different audiences in 
our activities, special tickets and access to participatory 
programmes will be made available for local companies’ 
workers and collaborators as well as their families. 

Fund-raising and sponsorship As said before in Q26, we 
have already defined a fund-raising strategy to attract private 
sponsors, challenging them to join particular marketing 
and communication actions that will put their brands in the 
spotlight across Europe. Some of the examples are: Our local 
football team, SC Braga has performed well in recent European 
competitions. We would like to have Braga‘27 written on the 
team’s official shirt; A commemorative watch, in partnership 
with the Swiss brand Swatch. A memento and a digital ticket 
that gives access to all 2027 events in a single object.

Cooperation with UNESCO Creative Cities 
Network Braga‘27 will make use of the Media Arts 
UNESCO Creative Cities Network to promote the ECoC Year 
programme. The Creative Cities representatives will also 
be invited to come to Braga during 2027 to attend the pro-
gramme’s major initiatives, particularly the media arts projects.
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Cooperation with local, regional and national tourist 
offices We will make sure that Braga‘27 is the main 
promotional focus of local, regional and national tourist 
offices during 2026 and 2027. Visit Braga, Porto&North, and 
Visit Portugal will be our partners in visibility actions, both 
physically through presence on international tourism fairs, 
and digitally, with creative campaigns aimed at specific 
international target audiences.

Diaspora ambassadors Braga and the Minho region have 
strong emigrant communities spread throughout Europe 
and the world that maintain a strong connection to their 
roots. We will approach Portuguese emigrant organisations 
in Europe and ensure that our emigrant communities act 
as informal ambassadors of both EU and Braga‘27 brands, 
raising awareness about the fact that Braga will host the 
initiative in 2027 and organising special trips to Braga 
during these communities’ habitual month-long vacation in 
Portugal during August.

Institutional partners We will take advantage of the 
Portuguese institutions abroad, such as embassies and con-
sulates, but also the Camões Institute and the EUNIC global 
network (gathering European national cultural institutes) to 
present the ECoC project and Braga‘27 to both Portuguese 
communities living abroad and the other countries’ citizens.

Media partnerships We aim to partner up with local, 
national, and international media organisations as soon as 
2023, in order to fully share the preparation process for the 
ECoC. At the local level, we have already been collaborating 
with the local University Radio RUM and have advertised in 
the city’s two daily newspapers. As of 2027, the three media 
will be partners for the ECoC activities, particularly as 
vehicles for communicating our detailed programme. At the 
moment, the City Council is establishing a partnership with 
Time Out magazine, so a new Time Out Braga is about to be 
born and will also be a team partner (alongside Time Out 
Porto and Lisboa). At the national level, we will involve the 
Portuguese national broadcaster (RTP) as a future media 
partner, as well as the national radio broadcaster (Antena 
1, 2 and 3). A partnership with a national cultural magazine 
(Gerador) has also been established and we are working 
towards a deeper relationship should Braga be recom-
mended as ECoC 2027. Internationally, we will regularly 
invite journalists to come to Braga in order to accompany 
the city’s preparation towards the title Year. We have 
already met with Euronews commercial team to establish 
a partnership for the years 2026 and 2027, and we will also 
be negotiating with ARTE channel. Partnerships with other 
European media will be considered as well. Latvian media 
will be yet another focus of future partnerships, since we 
plan to develop joint communication and marketing actions 
that involve both countries and ECoCs.

Social Media platforms and website We will keep our 
Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and LinkedIn pages alive 
and well-fed before and during 2027 and leave an open door 
for new social media platforms that may appear during the 
next few years. Our main goal on these platforms will be 
to interact with our audiences, searching for their echoes 
and feedback on our programme activities. With The peeper 
audience in mind, we will broadcast all main activities 
live via our social network platforms, and follow-up with 
photos, interviews, and wrap-up videos. There will also 
be social media advertising campaigns aimed at specific 
geo-targeted audiences. We will make use of that possibility 

for all our international audiences, with a particular focus 
on Galician, Spanish and Brazilian audiences (physically 
and emotionally close). We are also planning a joint social 
media strategy with the Latvian ECoC to make Braga 
visible for the Latvian and other Baltic countries audiences, 
and the other way around, making Latvia appealing for 
Iberian audiences. As for the website, from 2023 to 2026, 
Braga‘27 website will transform itself into a participation 
tool, with information on activities, forms for calls, and a 
news area with the preparation stages for the ECoC Year. 
In 2027 it will change again, turning into a powerful tool 
for visitors to easily get a programme overview, as well as 
specific target audience activities. A detailed schedule with 
the possibility to filter projects will enable visitors to choose 
what to see according to their preferences. The website will 
have Portuguese, English and Spanish versions as well as an 
accessibility menu. After 2027, we are planning on trans-
forming it yet again, creating a living archive of all projects 
implemented during 2027, while also finding new ways for 
connecting to the city’s cultural life and communicating the 
legacy projects.

TikTok is so 2021 If TikTok is still a thing for young people in 
2027, we will create a community of local tiktokers to learn 
and interact with some major European TikTok stars for an 
alternative coverage of Braga‘27 projects. 

Target segmentation app A detailed schedule with the pos-
sibility to filter projects by types of audience and “visiting 
mood”, which will enable visitors to choose what they want 
to see when they want to see it. It will also link activities 
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to their locations and the best way to get there. The app 
will have two formats: a search mode (users can search 
within the schedule) and a quiz mode (the app suggests 
activities after a quiz is filled out) and it will be available 
in Portuguese, English and Spanish, with the possibility of 
audio description and filling.  

  Street visibility Following the digital and sustainable 
strategic lines defined earlier, we will be working with 
local tech companies in order to find innovative solutions 
for our presence in the city, such as the cultural spaces’ 
signage, which we want to be fully digital. The City 
Council is also developing a digital display system that 
will be ready for use in 2027. As for billboard advertising, 
we will establish partnerships with local and national 
advertising companies that provide this digital service. 
We would also like visitors to feel they are approaching 
the ECoC 2027, a celebration year not to be missed 
by those arriving in the Iberian Peninsula. Therefore, 
regular billboard campaigns will be held during 2026 and 
2027 at the most important Iberian cities, highways and 
airports (Vigo, Madrid, Barcelona, Lisbon, Porto, Algarve, 
Madeira, and Azores). The same goes for the cities that 
are part of the region: namely the Quadrilátero Urbano, the 
Intermunicipal Community of Cávado and the Euroregion 
(North of Portugal and Galicia). Once visitors arrive 
in the city, it will be impossible to miss that 2027 is the 
year of the European Capital of Culture. The Urban Bus 
Transportation System (TUB) vehicles will be wrapped in 
the Braga‘27 brand and the onboard digital monitors will 
exhibit our communication. The city’s vacant kiosks will 
not only serve for programme projects, but also as com-
munication hotspots. And in line with the bid’s attention 
on peripheral areas, every parish will also have a Braga‘27 
hotspot with all the necessary information for people to 
engage in our activities. Depending on the parish, we will 
pick the most popular location (from cafés to culture clubs) 
to have our hotspots during 2027. 

ECoC cultural path A temporary city walk, run and bike trail 
that passes near the city’s cultural spaces, creating a circuit 
for people to work out and connect the cultural spots in the 
city: museums, galleries, venues and the most iconic monu-
ments, where the ECoC brand will be visible.

 
The communication and marketing strategy impacts will be 
evaluated as they are some of the indicators that are part of the 
Q9 monitoring and evaluation.

Q35 How does the city plan to highlight that the European 
Capital of Culture is an action of the European Union?
For the year of 2027, Braga‘27 is planning a series of 

actions that put special emphasis on the fact that the European 
Capital of Culture is an initiative of the European Union:

EU logo The logo of the European Union will be present in all 
online and offline Braga‘27 communication materials.

EU and Braga‘27 flags We want both locals and visitors 
to immediately recognise that Braga is preparing for and 
hosting the European Capital of Culture in 2027 and 
acknowledging it as a EU initiative. With that in mind, we 
are planning to have the city’s most important roads and 
great avenues flanked with alternating flags of Braga‘27 and 
the European Union. In this way, we intend to make it even 
clearer that the event is a European Union initiative. All of 

the programme venues as well as public and official institu-
tions will bear the European Union flag.

Local billboard campaign “TU ÉS EU” Aimed at local 
and national citizens, but also international audiences, we 
will carry out a billboard advertising campaign at the city’s 
main arrival points (train station, bus terminal and main 
motorway access points) with a “you are here” design and 
a message in Portuguese – “TU ÉS EU” (a pun that has a 
double meaning: “You are me” and “You are EU [European 
Union]). Billboards will also have a translation into English: 
“YOU ARE EU” that foreign audiences will understand once 
they interact a little with the Portuguese language.

Official representations We will invite European Union rep-
resentatives, as well as elements from other ECoC cities and 
the UNESCO Creative Cities Network to the opening and 
closing ceremonies. During the title Year, the programme’s 
conferences and talks will also be moments to invite the 
representatives of official European institutions.

Europe Day Our cultural programme includes a specific 
project celebrating Europe Day on 9 May, where all 27 
Member States will be represented (page 16) in a series of 
events which include outdoor activities in the city centre. 
To highlight the celebration, we will make use of the 
traditional Minho Region pilgrimage street decoration (col-
ourful arches with lights and flowery drawings that cross 
the streets and point the way to the festivity) customised 
with the blue and yellow colours of the European Union.

Bilateral communication project with the Latvian 
ECoC At the beginning of 2027, we want to send a very 
special gift to the Latvian ECoC 2027: a little something… 
actually, a big something from Braga. A special truck 
of a local transportation company will be wrapped in 
the Braga‘27 and EU brands, loaded with a gigantic 
“cabeçudo” head (traditional papier maché head), created 
by a local artisan. It will pop up in a few major European 
capitals on its way, such as Madrid, Paris, Brussels, Berlin, 
Warsaw and Riga. In Brussels, our “cabeçudo” will stop 
by the Berlaymont Building to greet the President of the 
European Commission. This journey will cross several 
countries, symbolically uniting the two ends of Europe 
and creating an imaginary channel of communication. We 
will make sure that this adventure gets good international 
coverage from the Portuguese and the Latvian national 
broadcasters, as well as the European media and that of all 
other countries on its way. Wondering about the ecological 
footprint? We’ve got it covered. The truck will have a solar 
panel ceiling that can reduce fossil fuel consumption by 
20%. After the big announcement, we will contact the 
Latvian ECoC 2027 to see what they can offer us in return, 
giving this communication moment a greater impact 
on European media and reinforcing that the ECoC is a 
European Union action.
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Q36 Please confirm and supply evi‑
dence that you have broad and 
strong political support and a sus‑
tainable commitment from the rel‑
evant local, regional and national 
public authorities. 
On the 30th of October 2020 the 

City Council adopted the Braga 2030 
Cultural Strategy with 60 votes in favour, 
0 votes against and 13 abstentions. In the 
same meeting, the majority of political 
parties represented in the Municipal 
Assembly made statements emphasising 
the pertinence of the 10-year vision for 
cultural development of Braga and the 
ECoC candidacy. This undivided political 
support minimises the danger of a poten-
tial change in the political landscape at the 
local elections in 2025 compromising the 
ECoC 2027 project and title.

The support and commitment of 
(other) local and regional governments to 
this ECoC 2027 bid are also a reality: the 
Intermunicipal Community of Cávado 
(NUTS III administrative unit) and the 
five municipalities that participate in this 
consortium together with Braga – Amares, 
Barcelos, Esposende, Terras de Bouro 
and Vila Verde have recognised the 
strategic importance of the initiative. 
The project was considered “essential for 
the implementation of the programme 

for cross-border, national and regional 
affirmation of the sub-region’s cultural 
and creative system”, as mentioned in the 
Territorial Development Strategy Cávado 
2030 report. Furthermore, these six 
municipalities have signed a Cooperation 
Agreement to support institutional collab-
oration in the ECoC bid and title.

At the sub-regional level, Braga is 
part of the urban network Quadrilátero 
Urbano that works on intermunicipal 
policies for cooperation in competitive-
ness, innovation and internationalisation. 
Alongside the neighbouring munici-
palities of Barcelos (UNESCO Creative 
City of Crafts and Folk Art), Guimarães 
(European Capital of Culture 2012) and 
Vila Nova de Famalicão (export leader 
among the cities in the North of Portugal), 
Braga has gathered broad political con-
sensus concerning the organisation and 
the preparation of the bid for the ECoC 
2027. The four local governments have 
signed a Cooperation Agreement regulat-
ing institutional cooperation between the 
cities regarding the 2027 bid and title.

Further commitment of regional 
authorities is demonstrated by the 
Cooperation Agreements signed between 
Braga and the Direção Regional de Cultura 
do Norte (Regional Agency of the Ministry 
of Culture) and the Turismo do Porto e 

Norte de Portugal, ER (regional branch of 
the State Secretariat for Tourism), proving 
the excellent cooperation that exists 
between the city and regional administra-
tions in regard to this bid.

At yet another level, it is impor-
tant to mention the cooperation of the 
University of Minho for the ECoC 2027 
project. The academia’s support to this 
process and the implementation of the 
cultural strategy has multiple levels, the 
University of Minho being an essential 
partner in both the ECoC cultural 
programme and our strategy’s action 
plan, particularly in the scientific and 
educational fields. It is also important to 
highlight their contribution to the bid’s 
Monitoring and Evaluation model, formu-
lated in collaboration with the Observatory 
of Policies on Communication and Culture 
(POLObs) of the Communication and 
Society Research Centre (Q9).

The support on the national level 
is most visible in the commitment of 
the National Government, which has 
ensured Portuguese bidding cities 25 
million EUR from the European Union’s 
Multiannual Financial Framework 2021-
2027. Moreover, the Secretary of State for 
Tourism has also made commitments 
regarding financial and operational sup-
port to the city that will host the title. 

Capacity to deliver
6
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Please confirm and provide evidence that 
your city has or will have adequate 
and viable infrastructure to host 
the title. To do that, please answer 
the following questions: 

Q37 Explain briefly how the European 
Capital of Culture will make use 
of and develop the city’s cultural 
infrastructure. 
The Time for Contemplaction 

theme is also present in the way we 
perceive the cultural infrastructure of 
Braga. In fact, we see the entire city and 
its surroundings as a potential place for 
promoting intentional reconnecting with 
ourselves, others and our element. A place 
for sharing, questioning and creating.

When it comes to “conventional” 
cultural infrastructure Braga is relatively 
well served.

Inspired by our Roman legacy, Altice 
Forum Braga is a multi-purpose 
venue dedicated to trade fairs, exhi-
bitions, congresses and other events 
of cultural, scientific and sports 
nature, as well as large-scale recre-
ational and entertainment shows. 
Located in the city centre and easily 
accessible, the Forum can accom-
modate events of all sizes – from 
20 up to 20 000 people. It is also 

equipped with the latest interactive 
technology, meeting the demands of 
the future. The Forum will host our 
top scale events, such as the opening 
and closing ceremonies, conferences, 
art exhibitions, concerts and other 
international gatherings, namely the 
AD_IN: Artistic Dissemination of 
International Networking (page 29).

The most charismatic and cherished 
cultural venue of the city is undoubt-
edly Theatro Circo. Located at 
the heart of Braga, this venue that 
opened in 1915 was born from the 
vision and will of a group of citizens. 
After a period of decay in the late 
1990s, Theatro Circo was refurbished 
and can fit up to 890 viewers in the 
original Main Room, combining the 
tradition of the Italian stage with one 
of the most technically sophisticated 
infrastructures throughout Europe. 
A small auditorium with 236 seats, 
a rehearsal room and the Main Hall 
fitting 200 viewers, add up to the 
capacity and features of this venue. 
Part of the European Route of 
Historic Theatres, Theatro Circo will 
host some of our programme’s major 
activities, including flagship events, 
but also concerts, theatre and dance 
performances.

A legacy from the European Youth 
Capital 2012, gnration is a cultural 
venue devoted to contemporary 
music; linking art, science, and tech-
nology; and offering space for crea-
tion, performance and exhibition. The 
premises include a Black box fitted for 
music and conferences for 250 people 
(standing audience), a Multi-purpose 
Room which can fit up to 200 viewers 
and an exhibition space. This venue 
also accommodates Start-up Braga, 
which provides services and space to 
support projects of high entrepreneur-
ial potential with global ambitions in 
the fields of Digital Economy, Health 
Tech and Nanotechnology. gnration 
will play a key role hosting and 
supporting contemporary music and 
media arts projects included in our 
programme, providing not only space 
for exhibition and showcasing but 
also for artists in residence.

Braga Youth Centre, which reopened 
in 2019, offers much more than just 
accommodation for young travelers. 
The former youth hostel now has an 
auditorium with 226 seats and train-
ing rooms for up to 80 people. The 
Youth Centre will be a major asset 
for supporting our capacity building 
project and projects for the youth.
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Braga is quite notorious for some 
of its religious monuments such as the 
Bom Jesus (UNESCO site) and Our Lady 
of Sameiro Sanctuaries, the Archdiocesan 
Cathedral, the Monastery of Tibães, 
among others. Yet there are also other 
heritage sites in and around the city that 
lack visibility (and visitors). We intend 
to bring them into the spotlight too, not 
only to attract wider audiences but also to 
raise awareness about the importance of 
preserving these unique sites. Such is the 
case of several Roman sites that will be 
intervened on and renovated so they can 
be visited (Q40) and become main stages 
of our programme’s activities, namely the 
Roman Theatre which will host the project 
MMCC a.c (page 28). Our programme 
will also creatively embrace other cultural 
infrastructure, including the city’s muse-
ums – D. Diogo de Sousa (archeology), 
Biscainhos (baroque architecture and dec-
orative arts), Nogueira da Silva (visual and 
decorative arts) and Holy House of Mercy 
Interpretive Centre (baroque palace 
and religious artefacts collection) – and 
numerous religious buildings. Community 
centres in and around the city will be 
of great importance for the outreach 
programme. Gardens, parks (including the 
new projects mentioned in Q40), public 
spaces and squares will provide the setting 
for outdoor events and parades.

Even though the mentioned 
cultural spaces offer significant standards 
of quality, there is also a clear need to 
rethink our cultural infrastructure devel-
opment in order to ensure that contempo-
rary culture can thrive, as pointed out in 
our cultural strategy.

Workspaces for artists and cultural 
practitioners. Already acknowl-
edged as crucial for providing 
conditions to foster our cultural 
and creative sector in our cultural 
strategy, these spaces are of great 
importance for promoting the 
international cooperation our 
programme envisages. The new 
Francisco Sanches Cultural Hub 
(mentioned in Q5/Q6) will allow 
us to tackle this drawback, and so 
will the project Shopyard (page 31) 
included in our programme.

Black box for performing arts. The 
absence of such a facility is 
undermining the potential 
growth of many non-professional 
performers and groups in the city, 
who lack the space for rehearsing 
and showcasing their work. The 
already mentioned Cultural Hub 

will provide two black boxes with 
multifunctional technical condi-
tions, suitable for different artistic 
expressions and activities.

Exhibition space for contemporary 
visual arts. Braga’s largest con-
temporary art event, Encontros 
de Imagem, has been tackling 
this problem for many years 
by producing a multi-venue 
exhibition in various galleries 
and unconventional spaces 
dispersed across the city. We feel 
this strategy favours the city’s 
scale and is worth replicating in 
our programme, but it is crucial 
to provide better technical exhi-
bition conditions in some venues; 
renovation projects mentioned 
in Q40 address this; in addition, 
there are plans to create a 
contemporary art museum in the 

city centre, as a result of a private 
company investment (mentioned 
in Q31 and Q40).

Media arts technically equipped facilities. 
The previously mentioned Media 
Arts Centre will be a place for 
creating and experiencing digital 
culture that will provide tools, space 
and collaborative environment 
to upscale artistic creation and 
international cooperation. This 
new venue will also be essential for 
our Contempl/ACTION Cinema 
Platform (page 30).

We also have plans for vacant 
infrastructures and unconventional 
spaces in and around the city (such as 
the kiosks we already mentioned, among 
others), which will be mapped and used 
for temporary creative interventions and 
site-specific projects.
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Q38 What are the city’s assets in terms 
of accessibility (regional, national 
and international transport)? 
They say all roads lead to Rome. 

Well, as it turns out, plenty of them also 
lead to Braga. 

By plane Well-connected with 
routes to all over Europe, the Francisco Sá 
Carneiro Airport (Porto) – main hub of the 
Northwestern Iberian Peninsula – is just 
30 minutes away by car from Braga. The 
24 airlines that operate from this airport 
offer about 80 different destinations across 
Europe and 10 overseas. Direct buses also 
take passengers from the city centre to 
the airport in 50 minutes (for an average 
price of 8 EUR). Braga can also be reached 
from the Vigo-Peinador Airport in Galicia 
(Spain) in about an hour’s drive.

By car Braga is served by a 
significant motorway network that links 
it to all the main cities in the region and 
the Spanish border can be crossed in 50 
minutes. Within a one-hour drive, Braga 
can be reached by 3,5 million people, which 
is the same as saying one third of the 
Portuguese population. For those travelling 
without their own vehicle, once in Braga, 
rent-a-car options provided by both local 
and international operators are available, as 
well as taxi service and transportation apps. 
And let’s not forget: a dive in the ocean is 
just a 20 minutes’ drive away!

By rail Braga has direct railway 
access to Porto and Lisbon. Rail transport 
provides multiple daily connections to 
Porto by urban electric train. The fast 
train departs to Lisbon three times a 
day, stopping only in the main cities and 
arriving at the Portuguese capital in 3 and 
a half hours. In the upcoming years, the 
national high speed transportation project 
will provide a connection to Lisbon in just 
2 hours and Vigo (Spain) will be just a 30 
minutes’ train ride away.

By public transportation Braga 
has a rather compact city centre and it is 
possible to walk almost everywhere. Some 
of the main cultural infrastructures and 
heritage sites are within a walking distance 
and a large part of the historical centre is 
covered by exclusively pedestrian streets. 
For larger distances and to reach the 
outskirts of the city, there is always the bus. 
The public transport system in Braga has 
74 bus routes, with a total extension of 300 
km, connecting all the 37 parishes of Braga. 
It is possible to go from the city centre to 
the most remote and rural parishes for 
not more than 2 EUR. Our local public 
transportation used to be something of 
an “Achilles’ heel”, but ever since 2014 
a significant investment in modernising 

the system has been made – by the end of 
2021, a third of the fleet will be renewed 
and 10% of the buses are already electric. 
We are also pretty excited to announce that 
in three years the BRT is coming to town! 
This will be the first Bus Rapid Transit 
(BRT) in the country and will revolutionise 
mobility in the city. Longer distance 
travelling by bus to and from Braga is also 
possible: three different bus companies 
operate at the central bus station, connect-
ing travelers to neighbouring cities such 
as Guimarães, all of our partners in the 
Intermunicipal Community of Cávado – 
Amares, Barcelos, Esposende, Terras de 
Bouro and Vila Verde; the most important 
cities in the region and the country; as well 
as other European destinations.

By alternative transporta-
tion Cycling infrastructure in Braga still 
has a long way to go. Nevertheless, the 
Municipality has been expanding the 
network of bike roads, striving to reach 76 
km of extension in the foreseeable future. 
Being a relatively flat city, it is also perfect 
to move around using an electric scooter: a 
self-service rental system has been oper-
ating in Braga since 2019, having recently 
reached 500 vehicles smoothly cruising 
the streets. And let’s not forget: we have 
the oldest funicular in the world powered 
by water counterbalancing! Operating 
continuously since 1882, it is located at the 
Bom Jesus do Monte Sanctuary (UNESCO 
World Heritage Site) and takes users for 
a much enjoyable ride 274 meters up or 
down the hill.

Q39 What is the city’s absorption 
capacity in terms of tourists’ 
accommodation? 
Portugal is undeniably one of 

Europe’s main tourism destinations: 
according to the information provided 
by the World Economic Forum in 2019, 
it was the 12th most competitive tourist 
destination out of 140 countries world-
wide. Tourism is extremely significant 
for the Portuguese socio-economy. 
More importantly, over the past couple 
of decades, the country has evolved 
considerably from the traditional “sand 
& beach” destination profile.

Official statistics paint a picture of 
how this phenomenon has impacted Braga 
in terms of the numbers of tourists who 
stay in the city overnight: 

YEAR TOTAL NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL

2005 110 471 78 695 31 776
2010 170 945 124 398 46 547
2015 252 842 169 449 83 393
2019 368 749 228 025 140 724

Alas, the numbers also show a 
rather different side of Braga as a tourism 
destination: it is still mainly visited by 
nationals and the average stay is 1,7 nights. 
Also, numbers of tourists throughout the 
year show an uneven distribution, and 
about a third of those who visit the city 
do so in the peak of Summer. For us the 
Time for Contemplaction theme means 
stimulating these numbers, with the help 
of the ECoC title, and with a mindful and 
sustainable approach.

In fact, success in tourism is not just 
about numbers, which is why Braga was 
awarded “Best European Destination 2021”.

Between 2014 and 2019, Braga’s 
accommodation capacity has grown 62%, 
slightly above the national average (59%) 
for the same period. According to the latest 
official statistics, there are 55 hospitality 
establishments in Braga – 26 Hotels, 23 
Local Accommodation businesses (Hostels 
and B&B), 6 Tourism in rural areas and 
lodging tourism establishments – and 
1 Camping Park. In 2019, the lodging 
capacity of Braga was 3807 beds and the 
occupancy rate 48,1%, which shows the 
accommodation offer meets the current 
needs and could absorb the impact if the 
influx were to double. The hotel accom-
modation, which ranges from 2 to 5 stars, 
shows a variety of offer capable of meeting 
different guests’ profiles. 

Furthermore, there is a consid-
erable number of upcoming projects for 
hospitality establishments in Braga, some 
already under evaluation by the City 
Council’s urban planning department, 
from Local Accommodation businesses to 
a high-end resort with the largest aquapark 
in the Iberian Peninsula.

Braga is also a potentially appealing 
destination for young travelers, with 
affordable overnight stays in hostels 
starting at 10 EUR per night. The Youth 
Hostel, recently refurbished in 2019, is 
our top reference and welcome center 
for youngsters who visit the city. With the 
motto “A Home painted by Cultures”, the 
Youth Hostel offers 105 beds as well as 
other facilities, such as an auditorium and 
training rooms, and has been the main hub 
of municipal youth policies. Other accom-
modation options in Braga include a wide 
variety of Airbnb listings, with more than 
300 private apartments and rooms for rent. 

Still, we also plan to explore alter-
native accommodation concepts in the 
ECoC project aimed at those who enjoy a 
“let’s go native” experience. Those who 
visit the city during the ECoC Year will be 
welcome to stay with residents, organised 
in a “Local Hosts” network.
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Q40 In terms of cultural, urban and 
tourism infrastructure what are the 
projects (including renovation pro‑
jects) that your city plan to carry out 
in connection with the European 
Capital of Culture action between 
now and the year of the title?  

NR. PROJECT TIMELINE PLANNED BUDGET EXECUTOR FUNDING SOURCES

CULTURAL INFRASTRUCTURE

1 Francisco Sanches Cultural Hub 2021-2023 2 700 000 MoB  CB

2 Media Arts Centre 2021-2026 6 000 000 MoB  CB

3 Contemporary Art Museum 2022-2024 15 000 000 DST Group  PF

4 Santa Marta das Cortiças (Iron Age  
archeological site) musealisation  2021-2025 230 000 MoB  CB

5 Santo António das Travessas (roman site) musealisation 2021-2025 410 000 MoB  CB

6 Ínsula das Carvalheiras (roman site) musealisation  2021-2024 3 000 000 MoB  CB

7 Roman Theatre ruins intervention and renovation 2021-2025 410 000 MoB   CB

8 Alto da Cividade (roman baths) renovation 
of museological infrastructure 2021-2025 82 000 MoB   CB

9 Convento de São Francisco de Real 
monument conservation and restoration 2021-2025 2 750 000 MoB  CB

10 Casa dos Crivos (gallery) renovation 2021-2025 140 000 MoB CB

11 Museu da Imagem (photography museum) renovation 2021-2025 140 000 MoB CB

12 Torre de Menagem (medieval tower) renovation 2021-2025 140 000 MoB  CB

13 Mercado Cultural do Carandá (cultural hub) renovation 2021-2025 50 000 MoB  CB

14 Conservation and restoration of several monuments 2021-2025 610 000 MoB  CB

15 Mosteiro de São Martinho de Tibães 
monument conservation and restoration 2022-2026 3 025 000 DRCN, Mob RRP

16 Museu dos Biscainhos (baroque architecture and  
decorative arts museum) renovation and digital transition 2021-2026 1 672 000 DRCN, Mob RRP

17 Museu de Arqueologia D. Diogo de Sousa 
(archeology museum) renovation and digital transition 2021-2026 866 500 DRCN, Mob RRP

18 Caminhos de Santiago de Compostela 
(Ways of Saint James) intervention 2021-2025 88 000 MoB  CB

PARKS AND GREEN SPACES

19 Sete Fontes Eco Park 2021-2023 3 700 000 MoB  CB

20 Rio Cávado riverfront parks and river beaches renovation 2021-2025 2 495 000 MoB  CB

21 Parque das Camélias (urban park) renovation 2021-2025 332 000 MoB  CB, EU

22 Parque da Ponte (urban park) renovation 2021-2025 418 000 MoB  CB

23 Parque Urbano Ponte e Picoto 2022-2024 3 000 000 MoB CB

24 Quinta Pedagógica (educational farm) renovation 2021-2024 510 000 MoB  CB
SPORTS AND LEISURE INFRASTRUCTURE

25 Multifunctional sports hall 2021-2025 5 205 000 Mob   CB
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE

26 Central Bus Station renovation 2021-2025 700 000 MoB CB

27 Cycling infrastructure 2021-2023 3 570 000 MoB  CB, EU

28 BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) 2022-2024  150 000 000 MoB RRP

Abbreviations
MoB – Municipality of Braga
DRCN – Regional Agency of  

the Ministry of Culture
CB – City budget

PF – Private funding
RRP – Recovery and Resilience Plan

EU – European Union
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Silence the bells 
Empty the roads
Pause the television shows
Snooze the alarm
Turn off the phone
Stop being so alone
Come outside
Join the crowd 
Write a story to be proud
As it is time to turn the page
     

Today, together, we change. 
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